
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 018050724 ;European Union 

4356355    01/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498837]
Gujarat Fluorochemicals GmbH

6th Floor, Regus Business Centre, Am Kaiserkai 1 20457 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed 
artificial resins; unprocessed plastics; adhesives for use in industry; surfactants for industrial purposes.

6575



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4356454    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498714]
PolyOne Corporation

33587 Walker Road Legal Department - IP Avon Lake OH 44012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Polymeric compounds for further processing in extrusion or molding operations.

6576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4365046    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500777]
ISHIKAWALITE industry CO.,LTD

3-1-33 Kitayasue Kanazawa-shi Ishikawa 920-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Silicates; industrial chemicals; filtering materials of mineral substances; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; 
artificial soil for plant cultivation; kieselgur.

6577



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4365051    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500755]
ISHIKAWALITE industry CO.,LTD

3-1-33 Kitayasue Kanazawa-shi Ishikawa 920-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Silicates; industrial chemicals; filtering materials of mineral substances; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; 
artificial soil for plant cultivation; kieselgur.

6578



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4368680    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501717]
ISHIKAWALITE industry CO.,LTD

3-1-33 Kitayasue Kanazawa-shi Ishikawa 920-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Silicates; industrial chemicals; filtering materials of mineral substances; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; 
artificial soil for plant cultivation; kieselgur.

6579



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/09/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 01995 ;Denmark 

4380964    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503295]
Novozymes A/S

Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Enzymes for cleaning medical instruments.

6580



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4383865    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503596]
ISHIKAWALITE industry CO.,LTD

3-1-33 Kitayasue Kanazawa-shi Ishikawa 920-0022 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Silicates; industrial chemicals; filtering materials of mineral substances; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; 
artificial soil for plant cultivation; kieselgur.

6581



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/05/2019; Application No. : 4552348 ;France 

4307812    25/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1489474]
ROQUETTE FRERES

1 rue de la Haute Loge F-62136 Lestrem France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA

E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Caramel [food colorant]; food colorant.

6582



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

2696011    27/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1187399]
Christal, Dean V.

1482 East Valley Road, 701 Santa Barbara CA 93108 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KATARIYA & ASSOCIATES

2, SHARADA APARTMENTS, OPP. GATE NO. 5, ABHIMANSHREE SOCIETY, AUND, PUNE-411 007. 

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair care preparations; hair coloring preparations; hair relaxing preparations; hair styling preparations; preparations for 
permanent hair waves. 

6583



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/07/2013; Application No. : 651370 ;Switzerland 

2697321    03/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1188052]
Laboratoires La Prairie SA

Industriestrasse 8 CH-8604 Volketswil Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; all the aforesaid goods being of Swiss origin.

6584



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4324407    23/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1309752]
Tessa Tippersma

Kemphaanplein 21 NL-6883 DX Velp Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetics for skin care.

6585



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

4338465    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490680]
MANUCURIST
19 rue d'Enghien F-75010 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations, especially creams for whitening the skin; substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, 
degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, make-up and make-up-removing 
preparations; nail care products; nail polish and varnish; false nails; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for 
cosmetic use; nail art stickers; decorative transfers for cosmetic use; products for removing cosmetic nail polish and 
varnish; cosmetic kits; abrasive papers; polishing paper; dentifrices; hair lotions.

6586



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4342380    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1496951]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Skin milk for men; shaving creams for men; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for skin care; lipsticks; mask pack for 
cosmetic purposes; non-medicated mouth washes; eye liner; cosmetics, namely, solid powder for compacts; hand cream; 
perfumes; lavender oil; false eyelashes; shampoos; dentifrices; make-up foundations; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
cosmetics for animals; aromatic oils; body wash.

6587



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4344107    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1496395]
XING XIAOPENG

No. 21, 33 Street, Fengcui Yuan, Phoenix City, Xintang Town, Zengcheng District, Guangzhou 511340 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumes; windshield cleaning liquids; lipsticks; shampoos; cleaning preparations; nail varnish; cream for whitening the 
skin; cosmetic kits; cosmetics; beauty masks; polishing wax; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; hair 
conditioners; cleansing milk for toilet purposes.

6588



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/05/2019; Application No. : 4549917 ;France 

4350584    27/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498154]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Shampoos; hair conditioners; hair masks; hair care preparations and treatments.

6589



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4352913    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498429]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Essential oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated toiletry preparations; make-up; cosmetic preparations for baths; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up foundations; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; compacts containing make-
up; skin cleansers; non-medicated skin creams; perfumes; hair gel; lipsticks; cosmetics; lavender oil; cotton wool for 
cosmetic purposes; shampoos; cosmetic soaps; dentifrices.

6590



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2019; Application No. : 88365849 ;United States of America 

4366334    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500391]
ILCB, Inc.

4326 Victoria Park Pl. Los Angeles CA 90019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Sunscreen creams; waterproof sunscreen; sunscreen sticks; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; sunscreen preparations; 
sunscreen spray; SPF sun-block sprays; non-medicated sun care preparations; sun care lotions; sun-block lotions; SPF 
sun block towelettes; sun tan oil; sun tan gel; sun-tanning preparations; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skin 
care; cosmetic creams for skin care; non-medicated skin, hair, nail, face care preparations; non-medicated skin care 
creams and lotions; cosmetic skin preparations for skin care; skin cleansing products, namely, skin cleansing lotions, skin 
creams, facial creams, cleansing creams, night creams; skin moisturizers, skin emollients, eye creams; masks, namely, 
beauty masks, facial masks, skin masks; face and body lotions; hair shampoo and conditioner; shampoos for babies; dry 
shampoo; shampoo; hair conditioner; hair conditioners for babies; hair conditioner; bar soap; skin soap; shaving soap; 
baby hand soap; natural soap bars; cream soaps; liquid bath soaps; bath soaps; organic soap bars; bath soaps in liquid, 
solid or gel form; cosmetic soap; shower gel; shower and bath gel; body wash for humans; all of the foregoing formulated 
to protect coral reefs.

6591



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4369242    01/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501356]
Live Tinted Inc.

407 North Maple Drive, Suite GRD1 Beverly Hills CA 90210 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin care preparations; accessories for cosmetic purposes in the nature of cosmetic pencils and cosmetic 
pads for transfer of cosmetics and non-medicated skin care preparations; cosmetics; fragrances.

6592



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 01560 ;Denmark 

4380199    20/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1502410]
Mette Lykkegaard

C/O NATULIQUE, Vester Alle 7, st. th. DK-8000 Aarhus C Denmark

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential oils; soap; soaps in 
liquid form; scented soaps; scented water; fragrances for personal use; fragrance preparations; cosmetic creams and 
lotions; gels for cosmetic use; exfoliants; skin masks [cosmetics]; baths preparations; shaving preparations; cosmetics 
and cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; soaps for body care; dry shampoos; make-up; hair 
preparations and treatments; preparations for setting hair; hair dyes; hair bleaching preparations; soap products; 
antiperspirants [toiletries]; shampoos; beauty preparations for the hair; beauty masks; facial washes [cosmetic]; cleansers 
for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; deodorants and antiperspirants; collagen preparations for 
cosmetic application; massage oils and lotions; massage candles for cosmetic purposes; nail care preparations; 
sunscreen preparations; sun care preparations; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; after sun 
preparations for cosmetic use.

6593



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 4 
 

 

4356421    03/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499101]
Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard Irving TX 75039 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Motor oils.

6594



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003378321 ;United Kingdom 

4336919    04/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1494901]
TdeltaS Limited

30 Upper High Street Thame Oxfordshire OX9 3EZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tonics; dietary and nutritional supplements, dietary and nutritional preparations; dietary meal replacements; dietary 
supplement drinks and drink mixes; dietary food supplements; weight loss preparations; medicinal drinks; preparations 
for making medicated beverages; powdered nutritional supplements; fitness and endurance supplements.

6595



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 018046811 ;European Union 

4342345    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1496929]
Glatt GmbH

Werner-Glatt-Str. 1 79589 Binzen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; veterinary preparations and dietary supplements; pharmaceuticals and natural 
remedies; foodstuffs and dietetic substances for medical or veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for humans; 
plasters, materials for dressings; dressings, medical.

6596



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4352588    27/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1229713]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6597



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 88632300 ;United States of America 

4356214    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498952]
Celgene Corporation

86 Morris Avenue Summit NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of cancer and auto-immune diseases, diseases in the fields of 
oncology, immunology and inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical 
preparations that modulate the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for use in the 
treatment of tumors; pharmaceutical and biological preparations for immunotherapy, including T-Cell therapy; cells for 
medical or clinical use; diagnostic kits consisting primarily of cells for medical or clinical use.

6598



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/09/2019; Application No. : 88634228 ;United States of America 

4356555    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499537]
BioMarin Pharmaceutical Inc.

105 Digital Drive Novato CA 94949 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating genetic diseases and disorders.

6599



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 88632280 ;United States of America 

4357152    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499441]
Celgene Corporation

86 Morris Avenue Summit NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of cancer and auto-immune diseases, diseases in the fields of 
oncology, immunology and inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical 
preparations that modulate the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for use in the 
treatment of tumors; pharmaceutical and biological preparations for immunotherapy, including T-Cell therapy; cells for 
medical or clinical use; diagnostic kits consisting primarily of cells for medical or clinical use.

6600



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 88632332 ;United States of America 

4361288    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1499452]
Celgene Corporation

86 Morris Avenue Summit NJ 07901 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of cancer and auto-immune diseases, diseases in the fields of 
oncology, immunology and inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical 
preparations that modulate the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, preparations for use in the 
treatment of tumors; pharmaceutical and biological preparations for immunotherapy, including T-Cell therapy; cells for 
medical or clinical use; diagnostic kits consisting primarily of cells for medical or clinical use.

6601



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000068531 ;Italy 

4367025    02/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500861]
MOLLIFICIO BORDIGNON S.R.L.

Via A. Meucci, 27 I-36028 Rossano Veneto (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Springs [metal hardware].

6602



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 008 283 ;Germany 

4369302    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501495]
PASCHAL-Werk G. Maier GmbH

KreuzbühIstraße 5 77790 Steinach Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Building and construction materials and elements of metal; formwork of metal; formwork elements with formwork shell 
mainly made of metal; accessories [of metal] for formwork and formwork elements; lateral protection [of metal] for 
formwork and formwork elements; small items of metal hardware, in particular nuts, bolts and fasteners of metal; 
formwork parts of metal for concrete, in particular formwork boards and panels, formwork tables for slab formwork, 
formwork corners, compensation parts, connecting bolts, formwork tension rods, spacers of metal, conical stop elements 
for spacers; spacers being building elements made of metal; shuttering and cladding of metal for use in moulding 
concrete; scaffolding and scaffolding parts of metal, in particular the aforesaid for application on or of formwork walls, 
panels and railings for panels in the form of mounts for formwork walkways, formwork supports; profile rails, end rails and 
crossbeams for overlapping and aligning adjacent formwork, panels; girders and beams of metal; building panels of metal; 
metal frames of metal for building; wall formwork, ceiling formwork and support formwork of metal; work platforms, 
concreting platforms and support scaffolding of metal.

6603



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/09/2013; Application No. : 649556 ;Switzerland 

2697187    04/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1188441]
FONDAREX S.A.

Route Industrielle 13 Zone Industrielle du Rio-Gredon CH-1806 St-Légier Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Vacuum devices for pressure molding, low-pressure molding, ingot molding, sand molding (metal casting); vacuum 
devices for injection molding (plastics); controls, valves, pneumatic systems and spare parts for such devices; devices for 
conveying molten metal and thermoplastic materials (for injection molding), in particular for automatically feeding foundry 
machines and injection machines (plastics) and parts for these machines and systems; systems for assembling, casting 
and injection molding, in particular under pressure, controls, valves, pneumatic devices and parts for such machines and 
systems; industrial robots.

6604



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4339669    07/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1260131]
Omicron Persei 8 Enterprises Pty Ltd as trustee for Omicron Persei 8 Enterprises Trust

47 Healey Road Dandenong South VIC 3175 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machines for use in engineering.

6605



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4379094    28/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503432]
Industrial Welding Corporation

No. 10 R. Jacinto Street, Canumay, Valenzuela City 1443 Metro Manila Philippines

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Welding electrodes.

6606



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4380312    05/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503171]
Hebei Ruifuxiang Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Xing Wan Zhen Industrial Zone, Ren County, Xiangtai City Hebei Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Saws [machines]; woodworking machines; planing machine; flatting mill; cotton seed delinting machines; noodle press; 
dough kneading machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; honeycomb coal machine; packing machines; 
lathes [machine tools]; machine tools; cowlings [parts of machines]; milling machines; boring machines; hobbing 
machine; planing machines; drill presses [machines]; blade sharpening [stropping] machines; threading machines.

6607



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4383682    30/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504027]
Jinan Huaxin Automation Engineering Co., Ltd.

Industrial Park, Shanghe County, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Welding apparatus, gas-operated; electric arc welding apparatus; soldering apparatus, electric; electric arc cutting 
apparatus; mixers [machines].

6608



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 8 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2019; Application No. : 88625151 ;United States of America 

4380350    29/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503202]
Borgata Holdings, Inc.

401 E 8th Street, Suite 214-3010 Sioux Falls SD 57103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Handheld grinding or grating devices.

6609



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-010081 ;Japan 

2856003    17/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213110]
SONY INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT INC.
1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Game programs for arcade video game machines; batteries for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; batteries for 
home video game machines; batteries for mobile computer terminals; cleaning discs for DVD players; earphones; 
consumer electronic products, namely, audio amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker 
cables and connectors; home theater systems; audio recorders; video recorders; digital cameras; television receivers; 
modems; headphones; microphones; headphones for mobile computer terminals; microphones for mobile computer 
terminals; earphones for mobile computer terminals; cell phone straps; smart phones; cellular phones; set-top boxes; 
optical disc players; optical disc recorders; DVD recorders; DVD players; compact disc players; compact disc recorders; 
video disc players; navigation apparatus for vehicles on board computers; electric capacitors for telecommunication 
apparatus; receiving tuners for television broadcasting; webcams; video cameras; head-mounted video displays; three-
dimensional active-shutter eyewear products; three-dimensional display device; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; 
MP3 players; MP4 players; plasma display panel (PDP) televisions; protective films for liquid crystal display of cellular 
phone and smart phone; downloadable computer programs via mobile computer terminals; keyboards for computers; 
memory cards exclusively for use with hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; downloadable game programs via 
mobile computer terminals; mobile computer terminal devices; keyboards for mobile computer terminals; mouse for 
mobile computer terminals; memory cards for mobile computer terminals; remote controllers for mobile computer 
terminals; battery chargers for mobile computer terminals; game programs for mobile phones; computer game software; 
computer programs for document management; computer screen saver software; computer software for encryption; 
computer software for organizing and viewing digital images and photographs; computer software for editing and 
compositing digital still images and videos; computer programs for creating, editing and processing images, videos, 
illustrations, characters and graphics; computer software for processing digital images and videos; computer software for 
processing digital music files; computer software for use in relation to digital animation and special effects of images; 
music-composition software; software to control and improve audio equipment sound quality; virtual reality game 
software; memory cards for home video game machines; optical mouse; electronic tags for goods; personal digital 
assistants; touch panels for computers; tablet computers; computer operating programs; downloadable game software for 
mobile phone; computer game programs for mobile computer; electronic book readers; joy-stick for use of game for 

6610



computers; game programs for home video game machines; computer programs for editing videos for home video game 
machines; electronic currency data used for computer and video games downloadable via the Internet for home video 
game machines; electronic data of items used for computer and video games downloadable via the Internet for home video 
game machines; sticker images and stamp images for home video game machine downloadable through the Internet; 
game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; computer programs for editing videos for hand-held 
games with liquid crystal displays; downloadable or installable computer and video game programs for home video game 
machines; downloadable or installable additional image data used when switching video replay screen for home video 
game machines; downloadable or installable computer and video game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal 
displays; downloadable or installable additional image data used when switching video replay screen for hand-held games 
with liquid crystal displays; downloadable game character images featuring video games and computer games; 
prerecorded video discs, video tapes, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs and optical discs featuring entertainment in the nature of 
action adventure, drama, comedy, romance, science fiction, horror and mystery; prerecorded audio compact discs; 
phonograph records featuring music; sound recorded magnetic cards, sheets and tapes; downloadable music files via the 
Internet; downloadable standby image for cellular telephones; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of books, manuals, magazines, newspapers in the field of video games, game 
software, music and video movies.

6611



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2015; Application No. : 86579243 ;United States of America 

3243355    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272532]
Revolution Analytics, Inc.
2570 W. El Camino Real, Ste. 222 Mountain View CA 94040 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.
Used Since :14/09/2010

IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software platform for business data analytics and data mining that uses networks and the Internet 
to make statistical, business analytics, data mining and data visualization software accessible to users of web sites; 
downloadable business intelligence software tools for creating and displaying dashboards, customer relationship 
management, analyzing cyber and computer network risks, authentication and verification of the identity of a person and 
of a transaction for fraud prevention, and operations management applications for inventory management, sales 
management, project management, and asset management.

6612



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4337980    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1343333]
HORIBA, Ltd.
2, Miyanohigashi-cho, Kisshoin, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8510 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring, testing or analyzing apparatus and instruments, namely, air pollution monitors, monitors for measuring gas 
and/or dust, apparatus and instruments for measuring carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

6613



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4350531    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498134]
Yueqing Finglai Electric Co., Ltd.
Daixi Village, Liushi Town, Yueqing City, Wenzhou 325604 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Counters; signal lanterns; measuring instruments; switches, electric; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric 
connections]; circuit breakers; relays, electric; buzzers; sensors; voltage stabilizers.

6614



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 77283 ;Jamaica 

4351722    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497381]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable and recorded computer software for use in generating customized recommendations of audio, video, data, 
text and other multimedia content, including music, concerts, videos, radio, television, cultural events and entertainment-
related programs determined from an analysis of user preferences; downloadable and recorded computer software for 
creating and sharing playlists of audio and multimedia files; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in 
connection with an online music subscription service; downloadable and recorded database synchronization software; 
downloadable and recorded database management software; downloadable and recorded computer software for use in 
playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files, and media files; downloadable and 
recorded computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-
related audio, video, text and multimedia content; downloadable and recorded computer software for creating searchable 
databases of information and data for peer-to-peer social networking databases; downloadable and recorded computer 
software to enable users to program and distribute audio, video, data, text and other multimedia content, including music, 
concerts, videos, radio, television, cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational programs via 
communication networks; downloadable and recorded computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online 
databases; downloadable and recorded computer software for setting up, configuring, operating and controlling mobile 
devices, wearable devices, mobile phones, computers, and computer peripherals, and audio and video players; 
downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music performances, and music videos.

6615



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4354415    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497950]
MAXIECU SPÓLKA Z OGRANICZONA ODPOWIEDZIALNOSCIA SPÓLKA KOMANDYTOWA
ul. Fleszarowej-Muskat 7 PL-81-589 Gdynia Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; interface software; firmware; application software; software for testing of electronics of vehicles; data 
carriers for computers, with recorded software; interfaces; electronic apparatus for troubleshooting of electronic systems 
in vehicles, namely electric and electronic measurement connectors, ABS connectors, test cables and test cable 
connectors, electric cables, computer cables, probe cables, engine-analyser connectors.

6616



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4356445    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498741]
Shenzhen KingBoard Technology Co., Ltd
Bldg A, Songtai industrial park, No.222 Buxin Road, Guanlan Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen City GuangDong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Video telephones; transponders; network communication equipment; cabinets for loudspeakers; portable media players; 
headphones; audio- and video-receivers; theft prevention installations, electric; electric door bells; mobile power source 
[rechargeable batteries].

6617



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4356448    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498728]
Jean Müller GmbH Elektrotechnische Fabrik
H.J.-Müller-Str. 7 65343 Eltville am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric fuses and fuse bases; electric switching apparatus, namely switch fuse units, switch disconnectors and load 
break switches; electric switchgear combinations; domestic junction boxes; clips [electricity] and terminal strips for 
electric cables and rails; distribution boxes and cabinets adapted to hold electrical apparatus.

6618



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4366366    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500704]
PARK, Ji Young
29-4(Singal-dong), Singu-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do 16969 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Contact lenses; contact lens cases; eye-glasses; sun glasses; cases for eye-glasses; cases for sun-glasses; goggles; 
frames for eye-glasses; frames for sunglasses; corrective eye-glass lenses; circle lenses.

6619



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2019; Application No. : 0884147-01 ;Canada 

4368160    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500547]
ACD Systems International Inc.
2412 Marlene Drive Victoria BC V9B 4L5 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software, namely, a video capture, creation and editing software; computer software for recording, processing, 
editing, manipulating and annotating computer screens, photographs, digital images, computer graphics and audio 
recordings for production of videos; computer software for streaming of videos and movies on the internet and computer 
networks.

6620



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 88374033 ;United States of America 

4369352    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501584]
Sami Halabi
2214 Pheasant Run Lane Temple TX 76502 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable mobile applications for learning languages through music; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile 
application for learning languages through music.

6621



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4379123    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503019]
Motion Lib, Inc.
1, Shinkawasaki 7-chome, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 212-0032 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Measuring or testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; electric sign boards for displaying target figures, current outputs or the like; 
chips, integrated circuits; integrated circuits; electronic control device and parts and accessories therefor, for motors; 
application software for motor control; digital force gauges.

6622



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2019; Application No. : 318877 ;Israel 
4380012    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502629]
SOLOCATE LTD.
48 Mivtzah Kadesh 5124701 Bene Beraq Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware and software-based acoustic intelligence and security systems for detecting, classifying and 
geolocation of selected sounds, alerting and dispatching suitable forces to the appropriate sites.

6623



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4380293    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503166]
ODVA, Inc.
2370 E Stadium Blvd, 1000 Ann Arbor MI 48104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial automation protocol and network system that allows interoperable communication between devices, comprised 
of limit switches, photoelectric cells, automatic valves for manifolds, pneumatic valve actuators, namely electronically 
operated pneumatic valve actuators, motor starters, drives for motors, programmable logic controller and interfaces for 
computers, software development tools, sold as a unit, for communication for control, motion, synchronization, safety, 
energy and network management for electronic devices, electronic actuators, electric cables, communication adapters and 
gateways in the nature of computer hardware, power controllers, electric connectors, human machine interfaces in the 
nature of electronic display interfaces, energy measurement and management systems comprised of electric sensors and 
electric control devices for energy management, feedback devices in the nature of temperature, position, speed, tension 
sensors, flow controllers in the nature of electrical controllers, input/output modules in the nature of integrated circuit 
modules, light stacks and strobes, namely, electric warning lights, electric meters, motion control systems comprised of 
motion detectors and electronic motion sensitive switches, motor drives, motor starters, network infrastructure devices, 
namely, physical media, namely, electrical cables and connectors, network power supplies and computer network hubs, 
and network gateways and routers, optical scanners, power supplies, electronic controlled volume pumps, electrical 
controllers for robots, electrical controllers for safety devices and safety control systems, electric sensors, computer 
operating software, day and night vision systems primarily comprising day and night sensors, day and night cameras, 
power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software; industrial automation network components 
compliant with industrial automation network protocol, namely, limit switches, photoelectric cells, automatic valves for 
manifolds, software development tools for communication for control, motion, synchronization, safety, energy and 
network management for electronic devices, namely, electronic actuators, electric cables, communication adapters and 
gateways in the nature of computer hardware, power controllers, electric connectors, human machine interfaces in the 
nature of electronic display interfaces, energy measurement and management systems comprised of electric sensors and 
electric control devices for energy management, feedback devices in the nature of temperature, position, speed, tension 
sensors, flow controllers in the nature of electrical controllers, input/output modules in the nature of integrated circuit 
modules, light stacks and strobes, namely, electric warning lights, electric meters, motion control systems comprised of 
motion detectors and electronic motion sensitive switches, motor drives, motor starters, network infrastructure devices, 
namely, physical media, namely, electrical cables and connectors, network power supplies and computer network hubs, 
and network gateways and routers, optical scanners, power supplies, electronic controlled volume pumps, electrical 
controllers for robots, electrical controllers for safety devices and safety control systems, electric sensors, computer 
operating software, day and night vision systems primarily comprising day and night sensors, day and night cameras, 
power sources, communication means, monitors and operating software; software, namely, software with development, 
testing, and training tools for industrial automation and associated networks therefor.

6624



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 38799429 ;China 

4380391    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503226]
HANGZHOU OLE-SYSTEMS CO., LTD.
ROOM 406, Building 2, NO.37 Jiu Huan Road, Jiang Gan Zone, Hangzhou Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ranging laser scanner; scanning laser range finder; light detection and ranging apparatus; sensors; surveying 
instruments.

6625



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 9 
 

4380991    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503365]
WIPER SOFTWARE
Spanguoliu g. 3 LT-54379 Radikiu k Kauno r. Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Recoded computer anti-virus software; downloadable computer cybersecurity software.

6626



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 10 
 

4081058    15/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1447130]
ELENSYS CO., LTD.
21, Bangchuk-ro 206 beon-gil, Michuhol-gu Incheon Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toe massage devices, electric, for household use; electric massage device for household use; massage device; electric 
foot massage device for household use; vibration massaging device.

6627



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 10 
 

 

4324417    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1288861]
Accurate Medical Therapeutics Ltd.
21 Habarzel 6971029 Tel Aviv Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Microcatheters for medical embolization procedures.

6628



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 10 
 

4339219    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1303331]
CHIESI FARMACEUTICI S.P.A.
Via Palermo, 26/A I-43122 PARMA (PR) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical and medical, apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and devices used for the administration of medical 
substances; catheters for medical use.

6629



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 11 
 

4341988    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496734]
TRENDS HOME ELECTRICAL PTE LTD
1 Ubi View, 01-04 Focus One Singapore 408555 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air conditioners; ventilation (air-conditioning) installations and apparatus; lighting apparatus and installations; electric 
fans; fans for ventilating; room fans; heaters; apparatus for water heating; water heating installations; water heaters; 
electric domestic cooking appliances; cooking appliances; microwave ovens (cooking apparatus); convection ovens; 
refrigerators; air dehumidifiers; air purifying apparatus and machines; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning 
installations; hair driers.

6630



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 11 
 

4342157    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496689]
TRENDS HOME ELECTRICAL PTE LTD
1 Ubi View, Focus One Singapore 408555 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air conditioners; ventilation (air-conditioning) installations and apparatus; lighting apparatus and installations; electric 
fans; fans for ventilating; room fans; heaters; apparatus for water heating; water heating installations; water heaters; 
electric domestic cooking appliances; cooking appliances; microwave ovens (cooking apparatus); convection ovens; 
refrigerators; air dehumidifiers; air purifying apparatus and machines; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning 
installations; hair driers.

6631



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 11 
 

4379121    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502990]
BLISSLIGHTS, LLC
100 E San Marcos Blvd, Suite 308 San Marcos CA 92069 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting fixtures, namely, laser light projectors.

6632



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 12 
 

4143308    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1459211]
AERONEXT INC.
Ishii Bldg., 6F, 2-3-5, Ebisunishi, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0021 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aircraft; remote control vehicles, other than toys; unmanned aerial vehicles; chassis for motor vehicles; solid tires for 
vehicle wheels; pneumatic tires; structural parts for airplanes; bodies for aircraft; aircraft landing gear; airplane parts, 
namely, landing gear; airplanes; helicopters; tilt rotor aircraft; gyrocopters; electrically powered aircraft; civilian drones; 
camera drones, other than toys; drones; part and fitting of aircraft; airplane propellers; rotor blades for helicopters; 
propeller blade protectors for aircraft; aircraft landing gear wheels; tires for landing gear wheels for aircraft; parachutes; 
structural parts for gliders; structural parts for helicopter; gliders; jet aircraft; light aircraft; propeller airplanes; turbo-jet 
airplanes; turbo-prop airplanes; helicopter; structural parts for helicopters.

6633



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2019; Application No. : 2019-109346 ;Japan 

4365114    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500296]
SHIMANO INC.
3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles, including electric bicycles, namely, hubs, 
internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains dynamo inside, bicycle hub which contains bicycle power meter inside, hub 
quick release levers, hub quick release devices, axles of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, gear shifting 
apparatus, derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, shift cables, 
cranks, crank which contains bicycle power meter inside, crank sets, front chain wheels, pedals, pedal which contains 
bicycle power meter inside, bicycle pedal cleats, toe clips, brake levers, brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, brake 
rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for frame-fork 
assembly, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, gear position 
indicators for bicycles, electric motors for bicycles, electric motors for electrically assisted bicycles, electric motors for 
electrical bicycles, drive units for electrically assisted bicycles, drive units for electrical bicycles, switches for bicycles.

6634



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2019; Application No. : 2019-109347 ;Japan 

4368150    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500179]
SHIMANO INC.
3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles, including electric bicycles, namely, hubs, 
internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains dynamo inside, bicycle hub which contains bicycle power meter inside, hub 
quick release levers, hub quick release devices, axles of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, gear shifting 
apparatus, derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, shift cables, 
cranks, crank which contains bicycle power meter inside, crank sets, front chain wheels, pedals, pedal which contains 
bicycle power meter inside, bicycle pedal cleats, toe clips, brake levers, brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, brake 
rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for frame-fork 
assembly, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, gear position 
indicators for bicycles, electric motors for bicycles, electric motors for electrically assisted bicycles, electric motors for 
electrical bicycles, drive units for electrically assisted bicycles, drive units for electrical bicycles, switches for bicycles.

6635



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-086135 ;Japan 

4303848    24/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487585]
ZEON CORPORATION
1-6-2 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8246 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Synthetic rubber.

6636



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 17 
 

4356453    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498717]
JINDAL FILMS AMERICAS LLC
411 Pegasus Parkway LaGrange GA 30240 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oriented polypropylene film for further use in the manufacture of label facings.

6637



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 17 
 

 

4356507    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498972]
CVB Inc
1525 West 2960 South Logan UT 84321 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Memory foam, consisting primarily of latex or polyurethane, or combinations thereof for use in the manufacture of 
mattresses, mattress toppers, and pillows.

6638



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 20 
 

 

4342348    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496930]
CVB INC.
1525 W 2960 S Logan UT 84321 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Memory foam sleep products, namely, pillows.

6639



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 018051903 ;European Union 

4356161    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499695]
Välinge Innovation AB
Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fitted furniture; fitted cupboards; fitted kitchen furniture; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture; plastic locking 
mechanisms for furniture; furniture parts; composable furniture; fasteners, not of metal for shelves; fasteners, not of metal 
for furniture; cupboard units; cupboards; furniture in the nature of sectional non-metallic units; furniture parts, namely, 
joints for furniture; prefabricated shelves; panels being parts of furniture; furniture panels; sections of paneling for 
furniture; modular shelving; furniture for shops; indoor furniture; furniture; furniture units for kitchens; integrated 
furniture; drawers as furniture parts; glass fibre reinforced plastic connecting element for assembling furniture; glass fibre 
reinforced plastic connecting element for jointing purposes in assembling furniture; glass fibre reinforced plastic 
connecting element for locking purposes in assembling furniture; carbon powder reinforced plastic connecting element 
for assembling furniture; furniture parts, namely, flexible plastic locking insert for assembling furniture.

6640



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 018051900 ;European Union 

4356560    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499522]
Välinge Innovation AB
Prästavägen 513 SE-263 65 Viken Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fitted furniture; fitted cupboards; fitted kitchen furniture; non-metallic connecting elements for furniture; plastic locking 
mechanisms for furniture; furniture parts; composable furniture; fasteners, not of metal for shelves; fasteners, not of metal 
for furniture; cupboard units; cupboards; furniture in the nature of sectional non-metallic units; furniture parts, namely, 
joints for furniture; prefabricated shelves; panels being parts of furniture; furniture panels; sections of paneling for 
furniture; modular shelving; furniture for shops; indoor furniture; furniture; furniture units for kitchens; integrated 
furniture; drawers as furniture parts; glass fibre reinforced plastic connecting element for assembling furniture; glass fibre 
reinforced plastic connecting element for jointing purposes in assembling furniture; glass fibre reinforced plastic 
connecting element for locking purposes in assembling furniture; carbon powder reinforced plastic connecting element 
for assembling furniture; furniture parts, namely, flexible plastic locking insert for assembling furniture.

6641



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 21 
 

 

4337997    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1345222]
INNOVATIVE PET PRODUCTS PTY LTD
PO BOX 5091 BUNDALL QLD 4217 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Food bowls for pets.

6642



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 30/09/2019; Application No. : 2040706 ;Australia 

4367994    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500046]
Commercialisation Express Pty Ltd
2A Nina Court Salisbury Heights SA 5109 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Condiment dispensers; dispensers of instant ingredients.

6643



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 21 
 

4379641    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503462]
SHEN ZHEN LILYDRIP COFFEE TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
12-15A,CAITIANCUN, NO.1096 LIANHUA ROAD, CAITIAN STATE, LIANHUA STREET, FUTIAN, SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper cups; cups, not of precious metal; plastic cups; non-electric coffee grinder; coffee scoops; coffee services of 
precious metal; coffee cups; coffee services of ceramic; non-precious metal coffee pot (terms too vague in the opinion of 
the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); non-paper coffee filter (non-electric coffee machine 
part) (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); a small 
coffee set consisting of cups and saucers; non-electric coffee percolator is used for making coffee; coffee services of 
china; coffee grinders, hand-operated; coffee services [tableware]; coffee filters, non-electric; coffee percolators, non-
electric; coffeepots, non-electric; crystal [glassware].

6644



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 25 
 

2759912    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1205530]
Jonathan Hirst
5 Hanby Close Fenay Bridge, Huddersfield HD8 0FZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

6645



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 018042662 ;European Union 

4356369    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498820]
PERNOD RICARD, société anonyme
12 place des Etats-Unis F-75016 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headwear.

6646



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 25 
 

4379612    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503096]
Rolling Stone LLC
11175 Santa Monica Blvd Los Angeles CA 90025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, namely, shirts, sweatshirts, tank tops, caps and hats, all the foregoing relating to "Rolling Stone" publications.

6647



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 26 
 

4368684    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501733]
PuffCuff LLC
1052 Banner Square Powder Springs GA 30127 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair clamps; hair clips; hair accessories, namely, claw clips; hair accessories, namely, jaw clips; hair accessories, 
namely, snap clips; hair curl clips; clam clips for hair.

6648



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 30/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190135348 ;Republic of Korea 

4369268    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501704]
BAEKJE CORPORATION Co., LTD
209-7, Oseo-gil, Gwangcheon-eup, Hongseong-gun Chungcheongnam-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Noodles; rice noodles; Korean buckwheat noodles, namely, naeng-myun; instant noodles with black-bean sauce, namely, 
jajanymyeon; instant noodle soup with seasoning, namely, ramen; spicy cold chewy noodles, namely, jjolmyeon; rice 
cakes; Korean cooked dish consisting primarily of sliced oval rice cakes with broth, namely, tteokguk; Korean cooked 
dish consisting primarily of stir-fried rice cake with fermented hot pepper paste, namely, ttopokki; sauces.

6649



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 31 
 

4055486    07/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444324]
CUSTOM ORCHARDS, INC.
PO Box 259 Wenatchee WA 98807 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh apples; raw apples; unprocessed apples.

6650



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 31 
 

4379119    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502972]
AEP ANADOLU ETAP PENKON GIDA VE TARIM ÜRÜNLERI SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
F. Sultan Mehmet Mah., Balkan Cad. No:58 Buyaka E Blok Kat:4, Tepeüstü Ümraniye, Ümraniye Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh fruits and vegetables.

6651



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-278 ;Leichtenstein 

4380376    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503238]
Nemiroff Intellectual Property Establishment
Städtle 31 FL-9490 Vaduz Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic beverages containing fruit; bitters; cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and 
spirits]; distilled beverages; liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; vodka.

6652



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-277 ;Leichtenstein 

4380950    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503275]
Nemiroff Intellectual Property Establishment
Städtle 31 FL-9490 Vaduz Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic beverages containing fruit; bitters; cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and 
spirits]; distilled beverages; liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; vodka.

6653



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 018063492 ;European Union 

4350736    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497252]
Bravit AB
Ostmästargränd 5 SE-120 40 ÅRSTA Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; articles for smokers; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); snuff and tobacco alternatives in the form 
of products based on vegetable fibres for oral use, not for consumption; snuff; tobacco free snuff; chewing tobacco; 
nicotine pouches; herbal snuff.

6654



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 88370221 ;United States of America 

4342392    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496966]
TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc.
22000 AOL Way Dulles VA 20166 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods.

6655



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 35 
 

 

4367259    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500943]
Banza LLC
760 Virginia Park Street Detroit MI 48202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
On-line wholesale and retail store services featuring food products.

6656



Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 35 
 

4378819    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503397]
ÖZGÜR SAHIN
NISPETIYE MAH. TÖREN SOKAK NO:25, DAIRE:24, BESIKTAS ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, non-medicated cosmetics, toiletry 
preparations, non-medicated dentifrices, perfumery, essential oils, bleaching preparations, other substances for laundry 
use, cleaning, polishing, scouring, abrasive preparations, pharmaceuticals, medical, veterinary preparations, sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes, dietetic food, substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, 
dietary supplements for humans, animals, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, 
disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, hand tools, implements, hand-operated, cutlery, 
side arms, except firearms, razors, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking [supervision], life-saving, teaching apparatus, instruments, apparatus, instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs, other 
digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, precious metals, their alloys, jewellery, precious, 
semi-precious stones, horological, chronometric instruments, paper, cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, 
photographs, stationery, office requisites, except furniture, adhesives for stationery or household purposes, drawing 
materials, materials for artists, paintbrushes, instructional, teaching materials, plastic sheets, films, bags for wrapping, 
packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, leather, imitations of leather, animal skins, hides, luggage, carrying bags, 
umbrellas, parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, collars, leashes, clothing for animals, furniture, mirrors, 
picture frames, containers, not of metal, for storage or transport, unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or 
mother-of-pearl, shells, meerschaum, yellow amber, household or kitchen utensils, containers, cookware, tableware, 
except forks, knives, spoons, combs, sponges, brushes, except paintbrushes, brush-making materials, articles for 
cleaning purposes, unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, glassware, porcelain and earthenware, 
textiles, substitutes for textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or plastic, clothing, footwear, headgear, lace, 
embroidery, ribbons, braid, buttons, hooks, eyes, pins, needles, artificial flowers, hair decorations, false hair, games, toys, 
playthings, video game apparatus, gymnastic, sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by 
means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 35 
 

4383765    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504239]
Aero Capital Solutions, Inc.
3700 N. Capital of Texas Hwy, Suite 530 Austin TX 78746 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management of transportation fleets for others; wholesale and retail distributorships featuring aircraft, aircraft 
engines and aircraft parts; business intermediary services, namely, facilitating the channeling of funds between lenders 
and borrowers by connecting those having a financial surplus with those having a financial deficit concerning the 
purchase of aircraft, aircraft engines and parts of aircraft; providing office functions concerning portfolio management of 
leased aircraft and aircraft parts; business management services for airlines, aircraft owners and aircraft investors; 
business marketing for aircraft, aircraft engines and parts.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 36 
 

4337955    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1233556]
Woodpecker Asia Tech Pte Ltd.
90B Amoy Street Singapore 069909 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance and financial services, namely, advising and comparison of insurance products and financial products.
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4337960    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1234238]
Woodpecker Asia Tech Pte Ltd.
90B Amoy Street Singapore 069909 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance services and financial services, namely advice on and comparison of insurance products and financial 
products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 39 
 

4134382    04/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457769]
SINOTRANS & CSC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.
Sinotrans Plaza A, A43 Xizhimen Beidajie 100044 Beijing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighterage services; freight forwarding; courier services [messages or merchandise]; travel reservation; arranging of 
transportation for travel tours; transportation logistics; vehicle rental; unloading cargo; delivery of goods; freighting; 
transport; transport of travellers; transport and storage of trash; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; transport 
brokerage; transportation information; transport reservation; packaging of goods; wrapping of goods; boat rental; 
hauling; shipbrokerage; refloating of ships; salvaging; stevedoring; pleasure boat transport; barge transport; ferry-boat 
transport; river transport; freight [shipping of goods]; boat transport; marine transport; car transport; railway transport; 
air transport; piloting; car parking; storage of goods; storage; rental of warehouses; storage information; rental of storage 
containers; parcel delivery; delivery of goods by mail order.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 04/05/2016; Application No. : 87025094 ;United States of America 

3508668    03/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328423]
Senseonics, Incorporated
20451 Seneca Meadows Parkway Germantown MD 20876 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, SOUTH EXTENSION-II NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cloud computing featuring computer application software for mobile phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, 
laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose levels; cloud 
computing featuring computer application software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient glucose 
levels and patient health and medical information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile 
phones, handheld computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, namely, software for mobile phones, handheld 
computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, namely, software for third parties to access patient glucose levels and 
patient health and medical information; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for mobile phones, 
handheld computers, desktop computers, laptop computers, namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and 
managing patient glucose levels, related glucose level data and patient health and medical information; software as a 
service (SaaS) services featuring software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient health and medical 
information.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 4020190148156 ;Republic of Korea 

4352944    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498509]
Software in Life Inc.
902-1301 Humansia Mulpure Maeul, 392 Cheongdeok-dong, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea
JANG, Sun Jin
902-1301 Humansia Mulpure Maeul, 392 Cheongdeok-dong, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Website development; providing search engines for the internet; providing internet security programs; management of 
websites for electronic commerce; development of computer game software; computer software development; computer 
software design; computer software consultancy; design of computer software; installation of computer software; 
computer software research; maintenance of computer software; advisory and development service of computer 
software; computer system design; design and development of computer systems; computer programming; development 
of computer programs; cloud computing networks and application consultancy; installation and maintenance of cloud 
computing network application software; providing operating software for accessing to cloud computing networks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 13/04/2019; Application No. : 2003099 ;Australia 

4357459    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498609]
ACONEX Limited
96 Flinders Street Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (saas).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 03/10/2019; Application No. : 88641055 ;United States of America 

4366689    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500679]
Expeditors International of Washington, Inc.
1015 Third Avenue, 12th Floor Seattle WA 98104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for freight forwarding and freight brokerage, and 
logistics management; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing shippers with 
access to a network of freight carriers, and for facilitating and expediting the freighting process; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software that allows users to find and compare freighting services and to book and track freight 
shipments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 88335080 ;United States of America 

4379792    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503490]
Ligand Pharmaceuticals Incorporated
3911 Sorrento Valley Blvd, Suite 110 San Diego CA 92121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drug discovery services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 43 
 

4383724    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503760]
Ningbo Shejishu Catering Management Co., LTD.
A102, 1st Floor, Building 2, No. 88 Jiangbei Avenue, Jiangbei District, Ningbo Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Canteen services; hotels; restaurants; self-service restaurants; snack-bar services; temporary accommodation 
reservations; food and drink catering; tea bars; cafés; cafeterias.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 88621539 ;United States of America 

4356027    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499251]
CooperSurgical, Inc.
95 Corporate Drive Trumbull CT 06611 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing medical information; providing medical information from a web site; providing medical information in the field 
of reproductive medicine, genetics, and in vitro fertilization (ivf).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 44 
 

4366208    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500259]
Edge Systems LLC
2277 Redondo Avenue Signal Hill CA 90755 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and beauty spa services, namely, minimally and non-invasive cosmetic face and body care services and body 
fitness therapies.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 45 
 

4342403    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496980]
TAHOTA LAW FIRM
16TH and 17TH FLOOR, PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL CENTER, NO.199 TIANFU AVENUE, HIGH-TECH ZONE, 
CHENGDU 610041 SICHUAN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copyright management; legal service; legal research; licensing of intellectual property; intellectual property consultancy; 
arbitration services; intellectual property watching services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 45 
 

4356009    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499298]
WEIZHENG INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICE CO.,LTD
NO.2001 20th floor B block Wankeyunchuang, Bodun Keji park, Chaguang road and Chuangke Road intersection, Xili street, Nanshan 
district, Shenzhen city 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intellectual property consultancy; alternative dispute resolution services; licensing of intellectual property; monitoring 
intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; legal research; litigation services; licensing of computer software 
[legal services]; registration of domain names [legal services]; arbitration services; copyright management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 27/05/2013; Application No. : 2013/13897 ;South Africa 

2697377    16/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1187321]
Microsoft Corporation
LCA Trademark Dept, One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Game software.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/08/2013; Application No. : 2013/21,835 ;South Africa 

2719702    15/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1195646]
Microsoft Corporation
LCA Trademark Dept, One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Game software; set-top boxes.

Cl.28;Video game consoles for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game interactive remote control 
units.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

2730204    15/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1197642]
BMC Software, Inc. 
2103 CityWest Blvd. Houston TX 77042 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer application software for mobile devices that manages computer systems, 
databases and applications; computer software, namely, software for managing, deploying, and removing software 
applications, maintaining software inventories, maintaining hardware inventories, and managing endpoint security on a 
cloud computing network; computer software and computer application software for mobile devices, desktop devices, 
and web applications, namely, software for managing, deploying, and removing software applications, maintaining 
software inventories, maintaining software license compliance and managing application security on mobile devices, 
desktop devices, and cloud computing networks; computer software and computer application software for mobile 
devices, desktop devices, and web applications, namely software for use as a virtual concierge that provides awareness 
of and access to available services, content, and alerts; computer software and computer application software for mobile 
devices desktop devices, and web applications that provides a virtual help desk and self-help computer and software 
support services; computer software and computer application software for mobile devices desktop devices, and web 
applications that provides real-time, integrated service management of other computer software, information systems, 
computer hardware, computer networks, and information databases; computer software and computer application 
software for mobile devices desktop devices, and web applications that provides real-time alerts and updates for end-to-
end performance management; computer software and computer application software for mobile devices that provides 
access to applications and services through a mobile operating system and interface; computer software and computer 
application software for desktop devices that provides access to applications and services through a desktop operating 
system and interface; computer software and computer application software for web-based devices that provides access 
to applications and services through a web-based system and interface; computer software and computer application 
software for mobile devices desktop devices, and web applications that provides synchronization of applications and 
content across platforms and devices; computer software and computer application software for mobile devices, desktop 
devices, and web applications that delivers user-specific information about usage, compliance, location, applications, 
devices, and location-aware services and resources; computer software and computer application software for mobile 
devices, desktop devices, and web applications that delivers location-aware service, updates, and notifications; computer 
software and computer application software for mobile devices, desktop devices and web applications that provides 
appointment scheduling and appointment notifications; computer software and computer application software for mobile 
devices, desktop devices and web applications, to manage a concierge service; and computer software and computer 
application software for mobile devices desktop devices, and web applications that provides secure access and storage 
of documents.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing, deploying, and removing software 
applications, maintaining software inventories, maintaining hardware inventories, and managing endpoint security on a 
cloud computing network; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing computer systems, 
databases and applications; Software as a service SAAS) services featuring software for managing, deploying, and 
removing software applications, maintaining software inventories, maintaining software license compliance and 
managing application security on mobile devices, desktop devices, and cloud computing networks; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for use as a virtual concierge that provides awareness of and access to available 
services, content, and alerts; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that provides a virtual help desk 
and self-help computer and software support services; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that 
provides real-time, integrated service management of other computer software, information systems, computer hardware, 
computer networks, and information databases; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that provides 
real-time alerts and updates for end-to-end performance management; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software that provides access to applications and services through a mobile operating system and interface; Software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring software that provides access to applications and services through a desktop 
operating system and interface; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that provides access to 
applications and services through a web-based system and interface; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software that provides synchronization of applications and content across platforms and devices; Software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software that delivers user-specific information about usage, compliance, location, 
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applications, devices, and location-aware services and resources; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software that delivers location-aware service, updates, and notifications; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software that provides appointment scheduling and appointment notifications; Software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software that manages a concierge service; and Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that 
provides secure access and storage of documents.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

 

2749824    05/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1203329]
Koninklijke A-ware Food Group B.V.
Catharijne 1 NL-1358 CC Almere NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Cheese and cheese products.

Cl.35;Advertising, publicity and sales promotion; business management; business administration; administrative 
services; business mediation in the purchase and sale, import and export of cheese and cheese products, also in the 
context of wholesale and retail services; marketing; market prospecting, research and analysis; business economics, 
business administration and business management consultancy; organization of trade fairs, exhibitions and other events 
for commercial and advertising purposes; advice and information regarding the aforesaid services, including provided via 
electronic networks such as the internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/08/2013; Application No. : 3019169 ;United Kingdom 

2758091    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1204610]
Jonathan Hirst
5 Hanby Close Fenay Bridge, Huddersfield HD8 0FZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Spectacle frames, sunglasses frames, sunglasses, lenses, clips, cases and containers for spectacles and 
sunglasses, radios, calculators, parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animals skins; hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and 
walking sticks; luggage; rucksacks, bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, pouches, credit card holders, notebook 
holders, coin holders, key cases.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, headgear; gloves, scarves, shawls, belts, braces, ties.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

 

2760729    02/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1204677]
Progress Software Corporation
14 Oak Park Drive Bedford MA 01730 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A. BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co. N.M. Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, 123, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Mumbai - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for transferring files; file management software; downloadable computer software for use in 
providing secure file transfer and file management within and between organizations across unencrypted networks.

Cl.42;Providing use of on-line non-downloadable software for file transfer; providing use of on-line non-downloadable 
software for file management; providing use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in providing secure file 
transfer and file management within and between organizations across unencrypted networks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/02/2014; Application No. : 1606479 ;Australia 

2793663    21/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1211562]
2XU Pty Ltd
53 Cremorne St Cremorne VIC 3121 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3320195.

Cl.10;Medical support, compression and recovery clothing included in this class.

Cl.25;Men"s and women"s clothing, footwear, headgear including swimwear, running wear, cycling wear, sportswear.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2014; Application No. : 1606480 ;Australia 

2877281    22/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213527]
2XU Pty Ltd
53 Cremorne St Cremorne VIC 3121 AU

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical support, compression and recovery clothing included in this class.

Cl.25;Men"s and women"s clothing, footwear, headgear, including swimwear, running wear, cycling wear, sportswear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 04/08/2014; Application No. : 302014054868.2/39 ;Germany 

3169255    09/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1264210]
TUI AG
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 30625 Hannover Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, optical, measuring, signalling, checking and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; digital thermometers, not for medical purposes; barometers; temperature indicators; wireless 
meteorological station in essence composed of a temperature indicator, a barometer, a hygrometers as well as a indicator 
of date and time; data carriers, in particular magnetic data carriers, CD-ROMs, DVDs, magnetic cards, smart cards, 
phonograph records and other digital recording media; exchangeable digital data storage mediums; exchangeable 
electronic data storage mediums; USB-sticks; data-processing apparatus and computers; hardware for data-processing; 
computer software; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, images or data (included in this 
class); digital cameras; cameras; camcorders; telephone apparatus, in particular, mobile telephones and accessories for 
the above goods (included in this class); calculating machines; magnetic data carriers, in particular magnetic and video 
tapes, exposed films; computer software; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; binoculars; magnifying glasses; 
spectacle cases, spectacles, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames and sunglasses; optical goods; diving suits and masks; 
breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; decorative magnets; protective helmets for sports, in particular bicycle 
helmet; tachometers; mouse pads; scales; test tubes; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computer); 
navigational instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; downloadable music files; downloadable digital music 
provided by the Internet; downloadable recorded music; recorded music; music sound carriers.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; transfers [decalcomanias]; stickers [stationery], containers for stationery; beer mats; paper 
bags for packaging; plastic bags for packing; paper bags; pads of paper and writing paper; printed matter, in particular 
books, leaflets, brochures, newspapers, magazines [periodicals]; photographs; postcards; tickets, entry tickets, 
calendars, cards, catalogues; writing instruments, in particular pens, pencils; fountain pens; artists" materials; 
paintbrushes; office requisites, except furniture, in particular drawing pins, sealing stamps, inking pads; holders for 
notepads; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); cardboard, paper and plastic materials for packaging; 
printers" type; paper flags and pennants made of paper; adhesives for stationery purposes; table mats of paper for 
glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots; document holders [stationery].

Cl.35;Advertising, including advertising on the Internet; marketing; marketing in digital networks; telemarketing; public 
relations; advertising and promotional services (for third parties); rental of advertising material; rental and provision of 
advertising space, including of advertising space on the Internet; providing of commercial and business contacts, 
including on the Internet; rental and provision of advertising time on communication media; direct mail advertising; 
distribution of samples for advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter; duplication of documents; 
publication of publicity texts; writing of publicity texts; publication of printed matters for publicity, in particular for tour 
operator catalogues, also in electronic form and on the Internet; market research including opinion polling and market 
analysis; organization of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; commercial advisory services for 
consumer; direct mail advertising to attract new customers and to maintain the existing customer base; on-line 
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advertising on a computer network; planning of advertising strategy; updating, maintenance, systemization and 
compilation of data in computer databases, in particular for measures of customer retention; organizational consulting 
regarding measures of customer retention; developing marketing activities that include the administration of bonuses and 
incentive schemes; business and organizational consultancy, including customer loyalty programs; business 
consultancy; business management; business administration; office functions; business organization and management 
advisory services; bookkeeping; hotel management for third parties; business organizational preparation of building 
projects as a service of a building contractor; organizational and business advice for franchise concepts; business 
consultancy for franchise transaction; sponsorship, namely providing of advertising and promotional contracts for third 
parties; rental of office equipment; recruitment of office staff; providing of business addresses for advertising purposes; 
auctioneering services, in particular on the Internet; provision of contracts on the purchase and sale of goods (for third 
parties) and on the use of services by teleshopping channel; procurement of contracts for provision of services for third 
parties by teleshopping channel (included in this class); employment of staff for hotlines and call centre; order counter 
services by hotline and call centre; retail services for goods included in classes 1 to 34; arranging of commercial 
transaction for third parties, including in the context of e-commerce; commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services of others.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic communication; communication of data and information by computer and means 
of electronic communication (telecommunications, computer, telephone, Internet and intranet), included in this class, in 
particular communication of offers; telecommunications by means of platforms and portals on the Internet; providing 
access to websites in the Internet; electronic communication by means of chat rooms, chat lines and Internet forums; 
providing Internet chatrooms; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; broadcasting of 
teleshopping programmes; renting of telecommunication equipments for hotlines and call centres; telephone services; 
communication of traffic information within the scope of telecommunication services; broadcasting of radio and 
television programmes; communication of technical information within the scope of telecommunication services; 
telecommunication services in Internet cafés; providing access to databases; rental of database access time.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport of persons and goods, in particular, by road, rail, sea and 
air; river transport; porter services; transport of money and valuables; transportation logistics; travel organization, 
booking and arrangement of travel, excursions and cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of diving suits; 
organization, booking and arrangement of excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; sightseeing [tourism]; travel 
consultancy and escorting of travellers; rental, booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and providing of ships, 
in particular rowing and motor boats, sailing vessels and canoes, rental, booking and providing of motor vehicles, 
bicycles and horses; parcel delivery; organization of trips, holidays and sightseeing tours; travel agency services 
(included in this class), in particular consultancy and booking services for travel, providing information about travel, 
arrangement of transport services and travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; information about travel on the 
Internet, in particular, about reservation and booking in the tourism and business travel sector (online travel agencies); 
delivery, dispatching and distribution of newspapers and magazines; consultation provided by telephone call centres and 
hotlines regarding travels, including business travel and in the field of transport logistics, transport and storage; 
transport services, namely tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using computers or global-positioning system (GPS); 
traffic information.

Cl.41;Education and continuous training, educational consultancy; teaching, in particular distance teaching and 
language teaching; entertainment; film production, other than advertising films; videotape film production; DVD- and CD-
ROM film production; production of radio and television programs; rental of films and videos, presentation of films and 
videos; theatrical booking agencies; modelling for artists (entertainment); musical performances; circus performances; 
public entertainment; theatrical performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; ticket agency services 
(entertainment); organization and providing of an after school children"s entertainment centre featuring educational 
entertainment; entertainment services, in particular holiday camp services; arranging and conducting of teaching in the 
field of sports and languages; health club services [health and fitness training], providing training clubs and fitness clubs, 
golf courses, tennis courts, riding facilities, nursery schools (education, entertainment), cinema theatre facilities, 
discotheques, museum [presentation, exhibitions], amusement arcades, sports camps and sports facilities, amusement 
parks; rental of skin diving equipment; organization of sports competitions; organization and arrangement of cultural and 
sporting events; reservation services (included in this class) for sporting, scientific and cultural events; game services 
provided on-line from a computer network; rental of recorded data carriers (films, music, games), projector apparatus and 
the accessories thereof (included in this class); rental of newspapers and magazines; writing of texts, other than publicity 
texts; publication of printed matter (also in form of electronic media including CD-ROMs), other than publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines, newspapers; publication of printed matter in electronic form, except for publicity 
purposes, in particular magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; issuing of texts, other than publicity texts, in 
particular of books, magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; organization of exhibitions for cultural and 
teaching purposes; entertainment and education services provided by recreation and amusement parks; services of an 
interpreter and of a translator; photography; radio entertainment, television entertainment; consultation provided by 
telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of education, training and further training and entertainment; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural 
events; information about entertainment events provided via online networks and Internet.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation, providing of food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau services; 
providing and rental of holiday homes, holiday flats and apartments; providing room reservation and hotel reservation 
services, providing hotel and motel services; catering; services of boarding houses; rental of meeting rooms; bar 
services; providing of food and drinks for guests in restaurants; providing food and drinks in Internet cafes; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of temporary room and board accommodation services, 
providing and rental of holiday homes, other accommodation services and hotel reservation as well as accommodation 
and catering for guests.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2015; Application No. : 86696755 ;United States of America 

3309516    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283668]
Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
9201 E. Dry Creek Road Centennial CO 80112 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GET SET IP GROUP
31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Returns processing of electronics and computer parts and components, namely, management of returned 
electronics and computer parts; business management, namely, reverse logistics services of spare parts in the field of 
electronics and computer components.

Cl.39;Reverse logistics services of spare parts in the field of electronics and computer components, namely, storage, 
transportation and delivery of spare parts for others by air, rail, ship or truck.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2015; Application No. : 86696858 ;United States of America 

3309968    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284247]
ARROW ELECTRONICS, INC.
9201 E. Dry Creek Road Centennial CO 80112 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GET SET IP GROUP
31/42, PUNJABI BAGH (W), NEW DELHI-110026.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Returns processing of electronics and computer parts and components, namely, management of returned 
electronics and computer parts; business management, namely, reverse logistics services of spare parts in the field of 
electronics and computer components.

Cl.39;Reverse logistics services of spare parts in the field of electronics and computer components, namely, storage, 
transportation and delivery of spare parts for others by air, rail, ship or truck.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 106 023 ;Germany 

3407095    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312440]
NEUMEISTER HYDRAULIK GMBH
Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9 74196 Neuenstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive units, other than for land vehicles; driving machines, other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than 
for land vehicles; sealing joints [parts of engines]; electric motors; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmissions, other than 
for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves; hydraulically operated switches; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic lifting gear; hydraulic lift tables; process controllers 
[hydraulic]; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve 
actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives, other than for land vehicles; hydrostatic 
drives for machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders, other than for 
land vehicles; steering linkages for machines; elevators [lifts]; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for 
machines, motors and engines; engines, powertrains and generic parts for machines; motors and engines except for land 
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vehicles; pumps [machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators for engines; actuators for dampers; actuators for 
mechanisms; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; thrusters for machinery; valves for machines; valves 
for engines; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; cylinder covers 
[parts of machines]; cylinders for vehicles other than land vehicles; cylinders for machines; cylinders for motors and 
engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder liners.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electrical 
controls; control installations (electric-); electric control apparatus; electric control valves, namely amplifying valves and 
solenoid valves; electric control apparatus; electronic controllers; switches, electric; radio control apparatus; remote 
control apparatus; sensors and detectors; controllers (regulators); thermostats.

Cl.12;Powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; drive units for land 
vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; main brake cylinders; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic servo valves being 
parts of vehicle braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems; hydraulic control 
systems for vehicles; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical 
power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; propulsion 
mechanisms for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles.
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3515684    08/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328905]
VIEW, INC.
195 S. Milpitas Boulevard Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, downloadable computer programs and mobile device software, all for use in adjusting and 
controlling insulated glass units; electronic controller for adjusting and controlling insulated glass units.

Cl.19;Insulated glass units with electrochromic coating for windows used in building construction.
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3538724    15/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336602]
OM INTERNATIONAL SERVICES (CARLISLE) LTD.
Unit B Clifford Court Cooper Way Carlisle CA3 0JG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video cassettes; compact discs; magnetic data carries; laser media; instructional and teaching material on video 
cassettes, magnetic data carriers or laser data carriers.

Cl.16;Books; periodicals; newspapers; prospectuses; instructional and teaching material in the form of books, 
newspapers, periodicals, loose-leaf publications; photographs.

Cl.41;Providing of education and training for Christian evangelisation; information on Christian doctrine; seminars; 
instruction in the field of religion.

Cl.45;Organization of religious meetings; Evangelisation and missionary work throughout the world.
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Priority claimed from 25/05/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 104 851 ;Germany 

3593415    21/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1354851]
MAUERTECHNIK LÖBERITZ GMBH & CO. KG
Am Kieswerk 3 06780 Zörbig DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3 TRADE CENTRE STADIUM C.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building and construction materials and elements, not of metal; constructional components, not of metal; 
including decorative and ornamental, grid of plastic material; filter and anti-weed fleece made of artificial and natural 
fibres; chippings, including high grade chippings; sand; clinker ballast; masonry blocks; paving blocks, not of metal; 
luminous paving blocks; erratic boulders; solitaire stones; gabion stones; decorative stones; palisades of wood, concrete 
or natural stone; stone figures; posts, not of metal; grit and de-icing salts for walkable and drivable surfaces, namely 
sand,and chippings; grit for walkable and drivable surfaces, especially granulate; fountain basins of stone and concrete; 
decorations of stone for home and garden.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling, including via mail order catalogues and electronic media, in relation to building 
materials, construction materials, filters, geotextiles, filter and anti-weed fleece; retailing and wholesaling, including via 
mail order catalogues and electronic media, in relation to decorative articles and handicrafts for the home and garden; 
retailing and wholesaling, including via mail order catalogues and electronic media, in relation to grit and de-icing salts 
for walkable and drivable surfaces; retailing and wholesaling, including via mail order catalogues and electronic media, in 
relation to lighting and light reflectors, lights (lamps), lighting for ponds and pools; retailing and wholesaling, including 
via mail order catalogues and electronic media, in relation to fountain and pond accessories of metal, wood, plaster, 
plastic, natural fibres, composite materials, glass; retailing and wholesaling, including via mail order catalogues and 
electronic media, in relation to regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus, water filters, water filtering 
apparatus, water purification installations, water conduits installations, water distribution installations, water intake 
apparatus, pools, irrigation devices, fittings for irrigation devices; retailing and wholesaling, including via mail order 
catalogues and electronic media, in relation to care and impregnating preparations for stainless steel, glassware and 
natural or artificial stone products, cleaning preparations for stone, masonry and metal, cleaning preparations for stain 
removal, additives for water relaxation and water conditioning for indoor fountains and ornamental fountains.
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3607529    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358244]
Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd
28/42 Ventnor Ave West Perth WA 6005 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LINK LEGAL ADV.,
THAPAR HOUSE, CENTRAL WING, IST FLOOR, 124 JANPATH, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging; printers' type; printing blocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; cattle skins.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; beef; beef burgers; beef products.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; natural plants and flowers; live animals; foodstuffs for animals; beef cattle; cattle food.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2016; Application No. : 1801563 ;Australia 

3613366    27/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359371]
CHRISTIAN SIMPSON
54 High View Rd Pretty Beach NSW 2257 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY
A-3 TRADE CENTRE STADIUM C.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Apparatus for games; apparatus for playing the game of chess; apparatus for use in playing games; articles for 
use in playing board games; board games.

Cl.41;Arranging of games; game services provided online (from a computer network); providing game shows; providing 
internet games (non-downloadable); organisation of games; provision of games by means of a computer based system.
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Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 3314910 ;United Kingdom 

4086656    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1448583]
SAKURA BLOSSOM LIMITED
First FlOOR, BLOCK ONE, QUAYSIDE BUSINESS PARK, DUNDALK CO LOUTH A91 DP8R Ireland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; game software; gaming software; betting software; gambling software; computer games; 
computer games programmes.

Cl.41;Provision of internet games; gaming services; gambling services; betting services; online gaming services; 
online gambling services; online betting services; online slot machine games; slot machine games provided through 
mobile software.
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4087332    23/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1447645]
CHONGQING CARPENTER TAN HANDICRAFT CO., LTD.
Type A Plant (Light Industry Park) Shuanghekou, Longbao, Wanzhou Chongqing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Office furniture; furniture; showcases [furniture]; trays, not of metal; bottle closures, not of metal; silvered glass 
[mirrors]; wickerwork; woven rattan products not included in other classes (excluding sandals, hats, mattings and 
mattresses); works of art of bamboo and wood; unworked or semi-worked goods of horn, ivory and shell.

Cl.21;Brushes; currycombs; combs for animals; combs; large-toothed combs for the hair; comb cases; electric combs; 
toilet cases; toilet sponges; double-edged fine-toothed combs.

Cl.26;Embroidery; hair grips; hair pins; appliqués [haberdashery]; buttons; false hair; sewing boxes; artificial bonsai; 
shoulder pads for clothing; numerals or letters for marking linen.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management 
assistance; business appraisals; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-
export agency services; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; accounting; business auditing.

Cl.40;Material treatment information; metal treating; textile treating; woodworking; timber felling and processing; paper 
finishing; dressmaking; recycling of waste and trash; engraving; framing of works of art.
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4110714    25/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1452893]
DONG GUAN HONG XING FOOD CO.,LTD.
XIANGXI VILLAGE, LIAOBU TOWN, DONGGUAN CITY, GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Vegetables, tinned [canned]; peanut butter; tahini [sesame seed paste]; frosted fruits; gherkins; eggs; cream 
[dairy products]; fat-containing mixtures for bread slices; gelatine; albumen for culinary purposes.

Cl.30;Breadcrumbs; freeze-dried dishes with main ingredient being rice; seasonings; ketchup [sauce]; mayonnaise; 
dressings for salad; sauces [condiments]; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; preparations for stiffening 
whipped cream; tomato sauce.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2018; Application No. : 017913754 ;European Union 

4114211    05/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1454061]
FETTE COMPACTING GMBH
Grabauer Str. 24 21493 Schwarzenbek Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Capsule filling machines; tools for capsule filling machines; tamping pins (parts of machines); tamping pin stations 
(parts of machines); metering discs (parts of machines); pellet stations (parts of machines); tablets supplying machines; 
rotary tablet presses; rotary presses for pellet production; hydraulic presses for pellet production; tableting tools 
(machine parts) for pellet production; die-table segments for rotary presses; stamping moulds for tableting presses 
(machine parts), deburring and dedusting machines; press chamber coating installations for industrial manufacturing; 
filtering machines; sorting machines for industry, for pellets or capsules; replacement parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance relating to machines and machine tools.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; providing of training; organisation and provision of seminars, training sessions 
and workshops; conducting of training for system operators, conducting of training courses for system operators.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer hardware 
and software for controlling and operating machines; process engineering or engineering; developing machines and 
machine tools; consultancy in relation to the design of machines and technical systems; technological consultancy 
relating to mechanical engineering; technological consultancy in relation to machine construction.
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4114397    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1454258]
LEICESTER CITY FOOTBALL CLUB LIMITED
King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; bags; holdalls; sports bags; athletic bags; gym 
bags; kit bags; boot bags; shoe bags; back packs; rucksacks; duffel bags; beach bags; school bags; satchels; handbags; 
shoulder bags; tote bags; shopping bags; cases; suitcases; articles of luggage; garment bags for travel; brief cases; 
toiletry bags; wallets; purses; coin purses; card wallets; credit card cases; business card cases; key cases; luggage label 
holders; luggage tags; luggage straps; shoulder straps of leather; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; umbrella 
covers; shooting sticks; collars, covers, leads and leashes for animals; clothing for animals; reins for guiding children; 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; articles of outer clothing; sportswear; leisurewear; sports kits; sports shirts; sports 
shorts; sports socks; football kits; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; training clothing; tracksuits; training 
pants; sweatshirts; sweatpants; jackets; coats; waterproof clothing; anoraks; shirts; tops; t-shirts; polo shirts; vests; 
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knitwear; jerseys; pullovers; sweaters; hooded tops; cardigans; waistcoats; suits; trousers; pants; shorts; ties; 
underwear; nightwear; swimwear; socks; gloves; mittens; scarves; wristbands; headbands; ready-made clothes linings; 
shoes; boots; sandals; slippers; sports shoes; training shoes; football boots and shoes; studs for football boots; hats; 
caps; sun visors; belts; aprons; uniforms; articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and children; bibs; baby 
boots.
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4122248    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1455150]
LEICESTER CITY FOOTBALL CLUB LIMITED
King Power Stadium, Filbert Way Leicester, Leicestershire LE2 7FL United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Alarms and warning equipment; animated cartoons; antennas and aerials as communications apparatus; anti-
dazzle shades, glasses and visors; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; apparatus, 
instruments and cables for electricity; articles of protective clothing (to prevent injury); audio and video recordings; audio 
and/or video file recorders and/or players; audio and/or video recordings; audio devices and radio receivers; audio/visual 
and photographic devices; batteries; battery chargers; binoculars; calculating machines, data processing equipment and 
computers; camera film; cameras; cases for photographic apparatus and instruments; cash registers; cassette players; 
cassettes; cd players; cd-rom players; cd-roms; cds; communications equipment; compact discs; compasses and 
barometers; computer application software for mobile communication devices; computer games programs; computer 
games; computer hardware and parts and fittings therefor; computer mice; computer mouse mats and pads; computer 
peripherals; computer software and programs; computers; contact lenses and containers therefor; covers and cases 
adapted for pdas, mp3 players, laptops and gaming devices; covers and cases for mobile telephones and personal 
electronic devices; customised computer disks and cd-roms; data media and carriers; digital audio tapes; digital photo 
frames; digital video discs; discs, tapes and wires, all bearing audio or video recordings; distance and dimension 
measuring instruments; downloadable and streamable audio and/or video recordings; downloadable and streamable 
podcasts in relation to entertainment and sport; downloadable and streamable ringtones, music, sound recordings, mp3s, 
graphics, games and video images; downloadable computer software; downloadable electronic publications; 
downloadable publications; downloadable software programmes; dvd players; dvd recorders; dvds; earphones; electric 
signs; electrical and electronic apparatus for use in the reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; electrical and 
electronic communications and telecommunications apparatus; electricity measuring instruments; electronic storage 
media; electronic, magnetic, and optical identity cards; encoded cards; encoded smart cards; encoded telephone cards; 
encrypted cards; encrypted smart cards; encrypted telephone cards; eye glasses, spectacles and sunglasses and cases, 
chains, straps, cords and frames therefor; games for video game machines; games software; goggles; gramophone 
records; headphones; holders adapted for mobile phones; holograms; illuminated signs; juke boxes; keyboard and 
screen covers; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; magnetic tapes for recording and reproducing sound or vision; 
magnets; magnifying glasses; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; measuring, detecting and 
monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; memory cards; mobile phone headsets and hands-free kits; mobile 
telephones; monitoring instruments; motion picture films; mp3 players; mp3 readers; navigation, guidance, tracking, 
targeting and map making devices; neon signs; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; optical goods; parts and 
accessories for mobile telephones and personal electronic devices; payment cards, credit cards, charge cards, debit 
cards and smart cards; pdas; peripheral devices for use with home video game machines; photographic transparencies 
and photographic and cinematographic films prepared for exhibition purposes; portable computers; pre-recorded dvds; 
protective and safety equipment; radios; record players; recordings of sound and/or images; records; safety, security, 
protection and signalling devices; screen savers; smart cards; spectacles; speed measuring instruments; straps for 
mobile phones; sunglasses; tape recorders; telephone cards; telephones; televisions; temperature measuring 
instruments; testing and quality control devices; ticket dispensers; time measuring instruments (not including clocks and 
watches); vehicle breakdown warning apparatus; video cameras; video cassettes; video game software; video recorders; 
video tapes, compact discs, cd-roms, laser discs, cassettes and records; weight measuring instruments; data storage 
devices; digital audio players; magnetic badges; chains for eyeglasses; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Animal skins and hides; articles of luggage; athletic bags; back packs; bags; beach bags; boot bags; brief cases, 
handbags, backpacks and holdalls; brief cases; card holders; cases; coin purses; collars, covers, leads and leashes for 
animals; credit card cases and holders; duffel bags; garment bags for travel; gym bags; handbags; holdalls, wallets, 
saddle and shoulder belts, purses, key cases, sunshades; holdalls; id card holders; key cases; shoulder straps of leather; 
leather and imitation leather, pelts and hides; leather pocket cases, wallets and purses; luggage, bags, wallets and other 
carriers; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; purses; rucksacks; school bags and satchels; reins for guiding 
children; shooting sticks; shopping bags; shoulder bags; sports bags, travel cases; sports bags; suitcases; toilet bags; 
tote bags; trunks and travelling bags; umbrella covers; umbrellas and parasols; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
wallets; whips, harness and saddlery.
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Cl.25;Aprons (clothing); articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and children; baby boots; bathing caps; 
bathing trunks; bathrobes; beach clothes; belts; bibs; blouses; bodysuits; boots; boxer shorts; braces for clothing; 
briefs; caps; cardigans; clothes linings; clothing; coats; cravats; dressing gowns; ear muffs; fleeces; football boots and 
shoes; football shirts; football shorts; football socks; footwear; gloves; hats; headbands; headgear; hooded tops; jackets; 
jeans; jerseys; jumpers; knitwear; leggings; leisurewear; lingerie; mittens; night shirts; nightwear; pants; polo shirts; 
pullovers; pyjamas; replica soccer shirts, shorts and socks; replica shirts; replica shorts; replica socks; romper suits; 
sandals; scarves; shirts; shoes; shorts; singlets; skirts; sleep suits; slippers; socks; sports clothing; sports shoes; studs 
for football boots; suits; sweaters; sweatpants; sweatshirts; swim suits; swimwear; thongs; ties; tracksuits; training 
clothing; training pants; training shoes; trousers; t-shirts; underwear; vests; visors; waistcoats; waterproof clothing; 
wristbands.

Cl.28;Action figure toys; apparatus for use in sports; articles for playing darts; articles for playing golf; bags adapted 
for carrying sporting articles; balloons; balls for sport; bathtub toys; board games; card games; Christmas crackers; 
confetti; costume masks; costumes being children"s playthings; darts; decorations for Christmas trees; dice; dolls; 
dominoes; elbow guards; electronic hand held game units; exercise apparatus; fishing tackle; flying discs; footballs; 
gloves for games; goal posts; golf bags; golf ball markers; golf balls; golf club covers; golf gloves; golf tees; jigsaw 
puzzles; kites; knee guards; miniature footballs; miniature replica football kits; models in kit form; party novelties; party 
novelty hats; playing balls; playing cards; pool tables; puppets; rackets; rattles; ride-on toys; roller skates; shin guards; 
skateboards; skis; skittles; sledges [playthings]; sleighs; slides [playthings]; snooker tables; snowboards; soft toys; 
sponge hands in the nature of novelties; sporting articles for use in playing snooker; surf boards; tables for indoor 
football; teddy bears; toy vehicles; toys, games, playthings and novelties; gymnastic and sporting articles; inflatable toys; 
ordinary playing cards; toys incorporating money boxes; home video game machines and amusement apparatus all for 
use with television receivers; playing cards; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of education and training in relation to football; arranging and conducting of sports 
exhibitions, fairs, seminars, symposia and events; arranging, conducting and provision of football instructional courses; 
arranging, organising and conducting of award ceremonies; arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, 
conventions, seminars, events and exhibitions; arranging, organising and conducting of games, contests and 
competitions; booking and ticketing services for sports, entertainment, cultural and educational events; box office 
services; education and entertainment services provided by means of radio, television, telephony, the internet and online 
databases; education and training in relation to football; education; entertainment and educational services featuring 
electronic media, multimedia content, audio and video content, movies, pictures, photographs, graphics, images, text and 
related information provided via the internet and other communications networks; entertainment, training, recreational, 
and sporting information services provided via the internet and other communications networks; entertainment; fan club 
membership scheme services; fan club services for entertainment purposes; film production; fitness training services; 
football academy services; football coaching, football schools and schooling; football entertainment services; football 
tuition and training; gaming services; health club services; hospitality services (entertainment); information relating to 
sport and entertainment provided online from a computer database or the internet; instruction and educational services; 
instructional courses; lotteries; fan club membership scheme services in the nature of entertainment; museum services; 
organisation of competitions and events; organisation of football competitions; organisation of football events; 
organization of sporting events, competitions, games, shows, parties and conferences; physical education; practical 
training and demonstrations; presentation of live performances; production and distribution of television and radio 
programmes; production of sporting events for television and radio; production of video recordings, sound recordings, 
DVDs, CDs, CD-ROM, video and audio tapes; providing of training; providing online electronic publications (not 
downloadable); provision of cinematographic and video entertainment; provision of entertainment, training, recreational, 
sporting and cultural activities and facilities; provision of information relating to football; provision of news online; 
provision of practical training and demonstrations; provision of sporting and recreation facilities; provision of sporting, 
gymnastic and recreational facilities; management of sports facilities; provision of stadium facilities and services; 
provision of television programmes, radio programmes, films, audio and/or visual material and games online (not 
downloadable); provision of training, sporting, recreation and leisure services; publication of magazines, books, texts and 
printed matter; publishing by electronic means; publishing services; rental of sporting equipment; rental of stadium 
facilities; sport and holiday camp services (in the nature of entertainment); sporting and cultural activities; sporting 
management services for footballers; sports club services; sports entertainment services; sports information services; 
sports tuition and training; providing online electronic publications; ticketing and event booking services; booking 
agency services for cinema tickets; booking of sports personalities for events (services of a promoter); booking of 
performing artists for events (services of a promoter); ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting 
and cultural events; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid.
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4127161    02/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1456979]
FUJIAN JINJIANG FUYUAN FOODS CO., LTD
Qiancai Industrial Zone, Anhai Town, Jinjiang, Quanzhou Fujian China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat; seaweed extracts for food; fish-based foodstuffs; canned aquatic products; crystallized fruits; betel nut, 
prepared; pickled vegetables; eggs; soya milk; milk products; oils for food; legume salads; fruit jellies; nuts, prepared; 
dry edible mushrooms; bean curd goods; soya milk; milk-based milk tea.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; tea-based beverages; sugar; confectionery; candy; rock candy birds" nests; cookies; cereal-based 
foods; bread; cereal-based snack food; instant rice; cereal preparations; instant noodles; shrimp chips; starch for food; 
ice cream; cooking salt; soya sauce; condiments; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; essences for 
foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; meat tenderizers for 
household purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff.

Cl.32;Beer; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; mung bean beverage; fruit-based beverages including lactic acid; fruit 
juices; waters [beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages; almond milk [beverages]; preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 017909101 ;European Union 

4129905    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1456812]
ONTEX BVBA
Genthof 5 B-9255 Buggenhout

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, skin and body care preparations for cosmetic purposes, including foot 
lotions, wipes or tissues impregnated with skin cleansers or cosmetic lotions, wadding and cotton sticks for personal 
use, toiletry preparations, including gels, soap, foam for personal hygiene and for cleaning purposes; body lotions, body 
shampoo, hand milks, beauty creams, bath foam.

Cl.5;Sanitary preparations for medical purposes, including preparations for healthcare or for personal healthcare or 
hygiene; sanitary articles for menstruation, including sanitary towels, panty liners, tampons, sanitary pants; incontinence 
napkins and -panties; incontinence articles for adults and children, included in this class, including napkins for 
incontinents and incontinence pants; incontinence pads; napkin liners for incontinents; cottons and cotton swabs for 
medical or hygienic use included in this class; infant formula; plasters, materials for dressings; disposable diapers and 
disposable diaper pants; disposable bandages of paper or cellulose.

Cl.10;Incontinence sheets; incontinence mattress protectors; incontinence bed pads; female urinary incontinence 
devices.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2018; Application No. : 1917698 ;Australia 

4134660    04/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1452749]
ORIGIN ENERGY LIMITED
L45 Australia Square, 264-278 George St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; fuels; gas fuel; fuels for vehicles; motor fuel; compressed gas; gas for lighting; gas for 
cooking; liquid petroleum gas; propane, ethanol, methanol, diesel fuel, oil and synthetic fuels; natural gas.

Cl.7;Generators in this class; electric generators; machines and machine tools; automatic machine tools; computerised 
machine tools; electric apparatus for cleaning; electric domestic cleaning apparatus; automatic washing machines; 
automatic winding machines; carpet cleaning machines (electric); carpet washing machines; central vacuum cleaning 
apparatus and installations; cleaning (washing) installations; cleaning machines for buildings; cleaning machines for 
gardens; clothes washing, pressing, ironing, drying and wringing machines; domestic food mixers and food liquidisers 
(electric); domestic kitchen machines (electric); domestic vacuum cleaners, washing machines and pressing (ironing) 
machines; domestic refuse compacting machines (electric); domestic tools (electric); domestic polishing machines; dust 
removing installations for cleaning purposes; electric appliances for cleaning floors (polishing, vacuuming and washing); 
electric appliances for preparing food and drinks; electric cleaning apparatus and machines; electric dishwasher 
machines; electric kitchen tools and machines; electric machines for use in the preparation of food; filtering machines; 
apparatus (parts of machines) for filtering dust, fumes, gasses and water; apparatus for the removal of debris and dust 
from buildings; apparatus for use in cleaning buildings, floors and carpets; apparatus for the use in the sorting of waste; 
electric appliances for operating doors; automatic door apparatus (electric); automatic door and window opening and 
closing apparatus (electric); car washing machines; lifts; washing machines; curtain drawing devices, electrically 
operated; cleaning implements (electric polishing) dishwashers; electric mixers; vacuum cleaners; applied electronic 
machines.

Cl.9;Scientific, electrical, optical (excluding sunglasses and eyeglasses), weighing and checking (supervision) 
apparatus and instruments; gas meters; gasometers; gas testing instruments; gas alarms, gas detectors, gas analysis 
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apparatus, gas flow controllers; gas monitoring instruments; electrical equipment for the generation and transmission of 
electricity; transformers (electricity); electric conductors; electric cables; meters; regulators, switches, monitors, 
controllers, filters, transformers, circuit breakers and capacitor banks, all for evaluating, monitoring, managing, 
controlling, supplying, converting, conditioning and testing energy operations, usage, power quality, energy efficiency 
and energy saving; electric switches, meters, electrical and electronic filters and devices in this class for use in 
connection with energy supply, usage generation, transmission, transportation, distribution and consumption; computer 
and application software for buying, selling and trading energy, electricity, water and gas; computer application and 
messaging software for mobile devices, namely, software that allows, provides, permits, and facilitates users to buy, sell, 
and trade energy, electricity, water and gas; electrical equipment for the usage of electricity; electric plugs, electric plug 
connectors, adaptors and devices, electric plugs which provide information about energy usage, energy efficiency or 
energy saving; electric or electronic display apparatus, including in-home displays for monitoring energy usage, energy 
efficiency or energy saving; battery chargers; electric battery chargers; portable field chargers; electrical charge 
apparatus; power supply devices for battery chargers; apparatus for recharging electrical accumulators; automotive 
electric batteries; solar energy operating apparatus; solar energy collectors for electricity generation; solar batteries; 
energy control devices; apparatus for managing energy devices; devices for measuring energy; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; building 
automations apparatus; automatic access control apparatus and systems; electronic digital automation systems; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; computer software and programs; artificial 
intelligence apparatus; automated control panels; automatic access security systems; automatic programming and 
control apparatus; computer control devices; electronic digital building automation systems; digital controls and electric 
control apparatus for robots; digital controllers; electric apparatus for controlling the operations of machines and 
machine tools; electric devices for programming machine cycles; electronic control screens; electric apparatus for 
monitoring; electronic apparatus for measuring environmental conditions; electronic control systems and installations; 
network controlling apparatus; power controllers and distributors (electric); remote control devices (electric, other than 
remote control devices for toys); apparatus for connecting electronics; apparatus for controlling computer programmes; 
batteries; apparatus for controlling lighting; control consoles for lighting; computer controllers for operating lighting 
apparatus and sound instruments; apparatus for controlling the operation of machines (electronic, remote, computer); 
apparatus for controlling the supply of electrical current; apparatus and instruments for controlling, regulating and 
switching electricity; electricity control panels; apparatus for electricity distribution and supply; solar cells and solar 
panels for electricity generation; apparatus for data input and output; apparatus for data transmitting and data storage; 
apparatus for remote data transmission; apparatus for remote meter reading; apparatus for the processing of information, 
including digital information; apparatus for use in communications between computers; applied electronic apparatus; 
appliances for communication, including for the recording, reproduction and transmission of messages; broadcasting 
apparatus and instruments; automatic temperature regulators; automatic timing switches; electronic timers; timers for 
automatic apparatus; sensors; motion detectors; sensor controllers; automatic control apparatus and systems; control 
apparatus (thermostats and time clocks); control panels for electronic supervision; control devices (thermostats and 
timing) for heating installations and ovens; controller interface modules; electric control installations; humidity sensors 
and switchers; sensor switches; heat sensing identification indicators; heat sensors; temperature controllers and 
monitors for household use; closed circuit television cameras and instruments; closed circuit television monitoring 
apparatus and installations; closed circuit video apparatus and installations; video cameras and cctv cameras for security 
purposes; electric security locking devices for the doors of safes; electric security apparatus for buildings; including for 
the detection of intruders in buildings and the prevention of theft from buildings; audio apparatus; audio and visual 
receivers; audio recording and testing instruments; cameras; camera control apparatus; checking (supervision) 
apparatus and installations; communication apparatus and devices; communication installations; communication devices 
for linking computer networks; communications controllers; communications networks; electronic apparatus for 
controlling access; telecommunications apparatus; voice processors and recognisers; electronic scales; electronic 
scanners and scanning apparatus; laser installations, other than for medical use; apparatus for data communications 
between computers; electronic panels for displaying messages; apparatus for information transmission; apparatus for 
detecting fire, gases, smoke and vapours; fire extinguishers; apparatus for electricity supply; alarms; alarm control 
apparatus; alarm management hardware and software; alarm signalling apparatus, receivers and transmitters; electronic 
security apparatus; automatic security barriers; electronic surveillance apparatus; television cameras for surveillance; 
alarm system incorporating control and visual display apparatus; anti-theft warning devices; anti-noise filters; apparatus 
for broadcasting audio and visual signals; apparatus for carrying sound and images; apparatus for linking computers; 
apparatus for recording images and sound; apparatus for sound level measurement and sound reproduction and 
transmission; apparatus for speech inputting and outputting for voice recognition; door security devices of metal for 
buildings (electric); door entry apparatus utilising audio and video apparatus; electric access control systems and 
security apparatus; computers; computer programs (downloadable software); computer software; computer software 
programs; application software; downloadable software applications (apps); computer databases; computer controllers; 
computer interface devices; computer interfaces; computer hardware; computer network installations; computer 
programs for use in telecommunications; data communications installation and apparatus; interactive display apparatus 
and instruments (electric); interactive video apparatus; interactive graphics screens; all associated parts, accessories and 
fittings in this class; none of the foregoing being or relating to computer games, video games, or interactive 
entertainment on any medium.

Cl.12;Natural gas vehicles and their parts; electric automobiles; electric automobile parts, namely, motors; vehicles; 
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; body parts for vehicles.

Cl.35;Advertising services; business management and consultancy services; business project management services; 
promotion services; all being in relation to the provision, supply and distribution of energy, electricity, water and gas; 
business management services, including business management assistance; business management consultancy 
services in relation to energy usage, energy cost reduction, energy management and energy information management; 
retail and wholesale services; retailing and wholesaling in relation to apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes including air conditioning; retailing and 
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wholesaling of emissions reduction apparatus such as energy efficient apparatus (including light bulbs, power boards 
and appliances), water efficient apparatus and renewable energy apparatus (including photovoltaic panels and systems 
and solar hot water systems), including such services subject to, related to or giving rise to environmental, carbon and 
emission products (including credits, permits, rights, certificates, allowances and derivatives of or relating to those 
products); business, project management and consultancy services in relation to production and creation of 
environmental, carbon and emission products (including credits, permits, rights, certificates, allowances and derivatives 
of or relating to those products) by selling or gifting, installing and procuring undertakings to use emissions reduction 
apparatus such as energy efficient apparatus (including light bulbs, power boards and appliances), water efficient 
apparatus and renewable energy apparatus (including photovoltaic panels and systems and solar hot water systems), 
including such services subject to, related to or giving rise to environmental, carbon and emission products (including 
credits, permits, rights, certificates, allowances and derivatives of or relating to those products); on-line retail services to 
facilitate the sale and purchase of energy, electricity, water and gas by others via a computer network and provide 
evaluative feedback and ratings of prices, buyers" and sellers" performance and overall trading experience; advertising 
and information distribution services, namely, providing classified advertising space via the global computer network; 
computerised database management; online advertising services for others, namely providing advertising space on 
internet websites; advertising for others via a global communications network; promoting the goods and services of 
others.

Cl.37;Construction, installation, maintenance and repair of domestic or commercial electricity, gas or water supply 
components; home maintenance and repair services; installation, maintenance and repair services in relation to the 
provision, supply and distribution of electricity, gas or water; installation, maintenance and repair services in relation to 
plant, apparatus and equipment used in the production, generation, distribution, transportation and supply of energy, 
electricity, water and gas; installation of emissions reduction apparatus such as energy efficient apparatus (including 
light bulbs, power boards and appliances), water efficient apparatus and renewable energy apparatus (including 
photovoltaic panels and systems and solar hot water systems), including such services subject to, related to or giving 
rise to environmental, carbon and emission products (including credits, permits, rights, certificates, allowances and 
derivatives of or relating to those products); electrical contracting services, being installation, maintenance and repair; 
rental in relation to apparatus for drying; construction, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair 
services in relation to plant, apparatus and equipment used in the production, generation, distribution, transportation and 
supply of energy (including electricity), including solar panels for electricity generation, electricity inverters and 
regulators, switches, monitors, controllers, filters, transformers, circuit breakers and capacitor banks for monitoring, 
managing, controlling, converting, conditioning and testing energy operations, energy usage and energy quality; 
plumbing; maintenance of plumbing; electric appliance installation and repair; electrical installation services; electrical 
wiring services; home repair and maintenance services; residential, commercial and industrial installation and repair of 
electrical and computer wiring and cabling; cleaning of building interiors and exteriors; installation and repair of air 
conditioning apparatus; installation of heating and ventilation apparatus; installation of apparatus for sanitation and 
ventilating; installation of alarms; installation of computer hardware and audio electrical apparatus; installation of 
computers; installation of doors; installation of communications network instruments and apparatus; installation of 
hardware for computerised information systems; installation of lighting systems; installation of kitchen appliances and 
equipment; installation of security systems; maintenance and repair of electrical apparatus and electronic installations; 
maintenance and repair of heating; maintenance and repair of washing machines; maintenance of electronic monitoring 
devices; maintenance and repair of home automation systems.

Cl.39;Distribution and transportation of energy, electricity, water and gas; supply of energy, electricity, water and gas; 
consultancy services in relation to the distribution and transportation of energy, electricity, water and gas; provision of 
energy, gas, water and electricity; rentals in relation to apparatus for refrigerating and water supply.

Cl.40;Production, and generation of energy, electricity and gas; production and generation of energy, electricity and 
gas and including such services subject to, related to or giving rise to environmental, carbon and emission products 
(including credits, permits, rights, certificates, allowances and derivatives of or relating to those products); rentals in 
relation to apparatus for heating; including all the foregoing services provided over a global computer network; rental in 
relation to apparatus for ventilating.

Cl.41;Education services relating to the environment, including environmental protection, and to the production, 
generation, distribution, transportation, supply and usage of energy, electricity, water and gas; education services and 
providing information and/or instruction in the management, efficient utilisation and/or conservation of energy and on the 
use of solar energy, wind power, sump oil, liquid petroleum gas, electricity, gas, water and of heat pumps; arranging and 
conducting conferences, seminars, congresses, exhibitions and symposia; arranging and conducting competitions; 
publication services in this class; education services in this class in relation to cooking; education and training services 
in relation to the use of electrical and gas apparatus and appliances.
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4241934    11/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1477877]
ROIVANT SCIENCES GMBH
Viaduktstrasse 8 CH-4051 Basel CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTURE IP
G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for human use; biologic preparations for medical and therapeutic purposes.

Cl.9;Calculating machines, data processing equipment, computer equipment; computer software; computer software for 
providing, analyzing and generating reports; computer software for data processing; electronic apparatus, electronic 
equipment, software, programs and systems for the capture, collection, conversion, analysis, communication, 
processing, receiving, recording, storage and transmission of data, images and information; electronic apparatus, 
electronic equipment, software, programs and systems for the conversion, analysis, processing, storage and 
transmission of artificial intelligence; computer software for database integration; computer software for creating 
searchable databases of information and data; software for analysis in the fields of public health, healthcare, 
pharmaceutical and biomedical research and software for analysis of data from clinical trials as well as post-authorization 
research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of medicines; downloadable computer 
software featuring computer databases of pharmaceuticals and medical information; downloadable computer software for 
management of medical practices and research; downloadable computer search engine software for obtaining and 
providing updated scientific, medicinal, pharmaceutical and clinical information, and for obtaining and providing news of 
general interest; computer software for accessing data and information related to healthcare services and patient medical 
information and for controlling and managing data and information related to healthcare services and patient medical 
information; downloadable computer software for measuring, monitoring, processing and tracking health, wellness and 
medical information; computer hardware and software for use with medicinal patient monitoring equipment and for 
receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; secretarial services; business research and 
information services; market research and provision of information regarding market research; data processing services; 
analysis of business data; analysis, documentation and professional business consultancy services regarding statistics 
for biomedical research, healthcare institutions and healthcare professionals, based on artificial intelligence and machine 
learning; business analysis and statistical analysis relating to healthcare data, biomedical and pharmaceutical research 
and clinical trial data as well as data from post-authorization research for marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-
launching of medicines; systematization and compilation of data in computer databases; compilation of data, analysis of 
business data and business management analysis in the field of pharmaceutical and biomedical research and 
development, clinical trials, post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching 
of medicines, epidemiological research, pharmaco-epidemiological research, public health and healthcare; compilation of 
data, analysis of business data and business management analysis for medical, public health and healthcare purposes; 
business research, business market prospecting and statistical analysis in the fields of public health, health care, 
biomedicine and pharmaceuticals, as well as clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines 
and/or commercial post-launching of medicines; providing information regarding market intelligence services and 
competitive intelligence services in the fields of pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials, post-authorization research 
for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of medicines, epidemiological research, pharmaco-
epidemiological research, public health and healthcare; business advisory services, consultancy and information; 
business risk management and business risk assessment services; providing reimbursement comparative evaluation 
information and other market intelligence to healthcare organizations; collecting insurance claims data and business 
analysis of insurance claims data from health and health care organizations for commercial purposes; business services 
provided to the healthcare industry, namely, the collection, reporting, and analysis of healthcare data for business 
purposes.
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Cl.36;Financial analysis; financial consulting; financial valuations and forecasting; financial analysis, namely, 
compiling and analyzing statistics and data; financial analysis of investments in pharmaceutical and biomedical research 
and development and clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial 
post-launching of medicines; providing financial services with respect to securities and other financial instruments and 
products, namely, trading of and investments in securities and financial instruments and products for others; financial 
evaluation, tracking, analysis, forecasting, consultancy, advisory and research services relating to securities and other 
financial instruments; financial research related to financial instruments.

Cl.41;Teaching; training; educational information in the field of healthcare and pharmaceuticals; arranging, conducting 
and organization of conferences, workshops, seminars, and symposiums to promote the exchange of information and 
resources within the scientific research and medical communities to achieve advances in the fields of healthcare and 
pharmaceuticals.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; analysis of technical data by 
computers; pharmaceutical, biomedical, biological therapeutic research services; research in the field of pharmaceutical 
and biologic therapeutic products; pharmaceutical research and development; providing scientific research information 
in the field of pharmaceuticals, biomedicine, clinical trials and post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines 
and/or commercial post-launching of medicines; cloud computing; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
computer software containing databases of pharmaceutical products, medical information, clinical trial data as well as 
data from post-authorization research for the marketing of medicines and/or commercial post-launching of medicines; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for management of medical practices and 
research; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer search engine software for obtaining and 
providing updated scientific, medical and clinical information, and for obtaining and providing news of general interest; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for accessing data and information related to 
healthcare services and patient medicinal information and for controlling and managing data and information related to 
healthcare services and patient medicinal information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software 
applications accessible via a web site for data analytics, financial analytics and risk management for use in the fields of 
pharmaceutical and biomedical research and development, clinical trials, and the provision of medical and healthcare 
services.

Cl.44;Providing health and medical information; providing Internet-based healthcare information; providing medical 
information to healthcare professionals regarding patient data; providing information relating to the diagnostic, 
prophylactic and therapeutic properties of pharmaceutical and biological products for the prevention and treatment of 
diseases, disorders and conditions; medical services; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; medical services, 
namely, providing medical services and consultation over the telephone and via the Internet through the use of personal 
computers, smartphones, tablets, mobile and wireless devices, and other telecommunication devices; medical assistance 
in the nature of the provision of medical information for medical professionals from remote locations via the Internet and 
global computer networks through the use of a data storage and retrieval system.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 018008586 ;European Union 

4275808    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484143]
ACTICOR BIOTECH
Bâtiment INSERM U1148, HP BICHAT – Secteur, Claude Bernard, 46 rue Henri Huchard F-75877 PARIS CEDEX 18 France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Antibodies for scientific use; reagents for scientific or medical research use; biochemical substances [other than 
for medical use]; biological preparations [other than for medical use]; proteins for use in science.

Cl.42;Laboratory services relating to the production of antibodies; biotechnological and pharmaceutical drug 
development services; pharmaceutical and biotechnological research and development; providing medical and scientific 
research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; research and development in the pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology fields.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2019; Application No. : 018019082 ;European Union 

4298986    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487174]
METSO MINERALS OY
Lokomonkatu 3 FI-33900 Tampere Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel balls; plates of metal; linings of metal; bars of metal; cones of metal; filling segments of metal; liners of metal; 
lifter bars of metal; shell plates of metal; cover plates of metal; grates of metal; profiles of metal; hooks of metal; fixing 
devices of metal; seals of metal; pipes of steel; wear resistant linings, coverings, plates and bars of metal; rails of metal; 
railway switches; metallic moulds for casting; steel alloys; stainless steels.

Cl.7;Screening machines; crushing machines; conveying machines; screening panels (parts of machines); screening 
media (parts of machines); side liners for screening, crushing and conveying machines; conveyor belts for conveying 
machines; protective elements for screening, crushing and conveying machines; grinding mills; wear parts for grinding 
mills, and screening, crushing and conveying machines; mill trommels; plates of metal for trommel screens; linings of 
rubber for grinding mills; screen panels of rubber and polyurethane for grinding mills; linings for grinding mills; bars for 
grinding mills; plates for grinding mills; filters for grinding mills; cones for grinding mills; filling segments for grinding 
mills; lifter bars for grinding mills; shell plates for grinding mills; head plates for grinding mills; grate plates for grinding 
mills; pulp filters for grinding mills; center cones for grinding mills; liners for grinding mills; lifter bars of metal for 
grinding mills; grates for grinding mills; impeller arms for grinding mills; base liners for grinding mills; wall liners for 
grinding mills; door liners for grinding mills; baffles for grinding mills; corner liners for grinding mills; hold down bars for 
grinding mills; retaining screens for grinding mills; retaining screens (parts of machines); dust removing installations for 
cleaning purposes; wear linings for machines; blades for machines; belt cleaners for machines; belt guides for machines; 
seals for machines; service and inspection windows for machines; impact bars for machines; glide bars for machines; 
loading cradles for machines; roller guards for machines; pulley guards for machines; protection sleeves for machines; 
pulleys for machines; roller protectors for machines; belt turners for machines; glide blocks for machines; conveyor 
idlers for machines; sealing joints (parts of machines); hoses and pipes for machines; pipes for machines; valves for 
machines; grinding rolls; sizing machines; wear resistant linings, coverings, plates and bars for machines; flotation 
machines; separating machines; filtering machines; dewatering machines; sedimentation machines; pressing machines; 
feeding machines; railcar and barge pulling machines; bin discharging machines; unloading machines; cranes; lifting 
apparatus; pelletizing and sintering machines; railcar dumpers and positioners (machines); reclaimers (machines); rotary 
breakers (machines); unloading and loading machines; ship trimmers and throwers (machines); stacker reclaimers 
(machines); pelletizing machines; calcining machines; machines for grinding, crushing, shredding, shearing, pressing 
and cutting; cutting tables for machines; screw liners for grinding mills; pumps; blades [machine parts].

Cl.17;Sheetings of rubber; sheetings of polyurethane; linings of rubber and polymer; filters of rubber; bars of rubber; 
plates of rubber; cones of rubber; belts of rubber; screen panels of rubber and polyurethane; lifter bars of rubber; shell 
plates of rubber; head plates of rubber; grate plates of rubber; rubber pulp filters; center cones of rubber; filling segments 
of rubber; liners of rubber; impeller arms of rubber; base liners of rubber; wall liners of rubber; door liners of rubber; 
baffles of rubber; corner liners of rubber; hold down bars of rubber; wear linings of rubber; wear linings of polyurethane; 
sleeves of polyurethane; seals of rubber; hoses and pipes of rubber; glass fiber filtering materials, filtering materials of 
semi-processed foams of plastic; linings of polyurethane; dust seals; wear resistant linings, coverings, plates and bars of 
rubber.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair services of crushing, screening, conveying, feeding, grinding, separation and 
bulk materials handling machines; installation, maintenance and repair services of data processing equipment, computer 
hardware and electronic apparatus.
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4301204    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488017]
ZHEJIANG JINYUAN FLAX CO.,LTD
JINDA INDUSTRY PARK, BAIBU TOWN, HAIYAN, JIAXING 314313 ZHEJIANG China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Yarn; linen thread and yarn; thread; darning thread and yarn; spun wool; spun cotton; rayon thread and yarn; 
sewing thread and yarn; jute thread and yarn; hemp thread and yarn.

Cl.24;Fabric; nonwoven fabrics; silk-knit handicrafts; felts; towels of textile; bed linen; furniture coverings of textile; 
hada; banners.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 936 ;Germany 

4329738    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1493388]
SMA Solar Technology AG
Sonnenallee 1 34266 Niestetal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, storing, regulating and controlling electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for measuring and analyzing electricity; software in the energy sector; mobile applications in 
the energy sector; electric display apparatus for use in the energy sector; data processing apparatus for use in the energy 
sector; inverters.

Cl.16;Manuals for instructional purposes in the energy sector; instruction sheets for use in the energy sector; 
instruction books for use in the energy sector; printed manuals for data processing programs for use in the energy 
sector; teaching materials, except apparatus, for use in the energy sector.

Cl.35;Direct marketing in the energy sector; providing of an on-line market place for products and services relating to 
the energy sector; arranging commercial transactions, for others, via online shops in the energy sector; mediation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions in the energy sector; collection of commercial information for the energy sector; 
sales promotion in the energy sector; arranging of contractual services with third parties in the energy sector; advisory 
services relating to the conclusion of contractual services in the energy sector; mediation of contracts for the purchase 
and sale of products and services in the energy sector; demonstration of goods for advertising purposes in the energy 
sector; demonstration of goods and services in the energy sector; online and offline advertising and marketing in the 
energy sector; advisory services relating to commercial transactions in the energy sector; provision of on-line business 
and commercial information in the energy sector; compilation and provision of trade and business price information in 
the energy sector; e-commerce services, namely consumer advice by means of telecommunication networks for 
advertising and sale purposes in the energy sector; online ordering services in the energy sector; online and offline retail 
services relating to goods and services from the energy sector; mail order retail services relating to goods from the 
energy sector; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services in the energy sector; 
auctioneering provided on the internet in the energy sector; conducting virtual trade show exhibitions online for business 
purposes in the field of energy; billing services in the field of energy; import-export agencies in the field of energy; energy 
price comparison services; assistance and consultancy services in the field of business management of companies in the 
energy sector; tracking and monitoring energy consumption for others by reading the meter for billing purposes; 
organizational and business consultancy relating to the design and provision of solution pack-ages in the field of energy 
management.

Cl.37;Installation services relating to devices for the energy sector; maintenance of devices for use in the field of 
energy; reparation services relating to devices for use in the field of energy; assembly in the field of energy; cleaning 
services in the field of energy; laying of cable; assembly and repair of fences; installation, maintenance and repair of 
energy saving apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of energy generating installations.

Cl.38;Providing of access to online computer databases in the field of energy; providing of access to information on the 
Internet in the field of energy; telecommunication by means of platforms and portals on the Internet in the field of energy; 
providing of access to platforms and portals on the Internet in the field of energy; transfer of information and data via 
online services and via the Internet in the field of energy; providing of access to an electronic network for online research 
in the field of energy; telecommunication services in the field of energy; providing of telecommunication connection to a 
worldwide computer network in the field of energy; providing of telecommunication installations for the exchange of 
electronic data in the field of energy; online transfer of information in the field of energy; telecommunication services in 
the field of energy provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; providing online forums in the field 
of energy; providing of access to information via data networks in the field of energy; electronic data exchange services 
in the field of energy; data transfer in the field of energy; communication services for the transmission of information in 
the field of energy; communication services by means of computer terminals, via digital transmission or via satellite in the 
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field of energy; transmission of data, messages and information in the field of energy; provision of access to information 
in the field of energy distribution and energy storage; provision of access to trade and business price and statistical 
information in the energy sector.

Cl.39;Distribution of energy; storage of energy; information and advisory services relating to energy distribution; 
information and advisory services in the field of energy distribution and energy storage.

Cl.40;Generation of power; energy production; leasing of energy generating equipment.

Cl.41;Providing of further training in the field of energy; organization of further training in the field of energy; provision 
of training courses and seminars in the field of energy; organization of training courses and seminars in the field of 
energy; provision of workshops in the field of energy; organization of workshops in the field of energy; conducting of 
conferences in the field of energy; organization of conferences in the field of energy.

Cl.42;Design, development and programming of software and Apps for controlling energy systems; design, 
development and programming of energy management software and Apps; design, development and programming of 
energy management systems and Apps; design, development and programming of software and Apps in the field of 
energy; rental of software and Apps in the field of energy; installation and maintenance of software and Apps in the field 
of energy; custom design of software pack-ages and Apps in the field of energy; regulation and monitoring of energy 
systems; monitoring of energy systems by remote access; recording data relating to energy consumption in buildings; 
measurement services in the field of energy; providing technical analysis relating to energy supply, energy generation 
and energy consumption by others; providing technical consultancy in the field of energy generation and energy 
consumption; technological consultancy in the fields of energy supply; technological advisory services in the field of 
energy; consultancy in the field of energy-saving, use of energy and energy efficiency; technical examination of the 
efficiency of energy consumption; energy auditing; certification services for the energy efficiency of buildings; providing 
technical advice relating to energy systems; providing technical advice in the field of energy; technological analysis 
services in the field of energy; computer services on-line in the field of energy, namely technical consultancy; planning, 
design, development and maintenance of online websites for other in the field of energy; maintenance of websites and 
hosting on-line web facilities for others in the field of energy; software as a service (SaaS) in the field of energy; 
programming, maintenance and provision of non-downloadable software online via a worldwide computer network in the 
field of energy; programming, maintenance and provision of non down loadable software and Apps for e-commerce 
platforms in the field of energy; consultancy services relating to software and Apps used in the field of e-commerce in the 
field of energy; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking packages over computer 
networks, intranets and the Internet in the field of energy; hosting platforms and portals in the field of energy; hosting 
platforms on the Internet in the field of energy; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information in the 
field of energy; encryption, decryption and authentication of information, messages and data in the field of energy; cross-
platform conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content; data warehousing in the field of energy; data 
conversion of electronic information in the field of energy; maintenance of software for data bases in the field of energy; 
engineering services relating to energy supply systems; engineering services in the field of energy technology; research 
in the field of energy; technical supervision including the management of energy flows; operating of energy management 
systems, namely technical supervision and regulation of energy flows; conversion of computer programs and data in the 
energy sector, excluding physical conversion; rental and maintenance of memory space for use as websites for third 
parties (hosting) in the field of energy; providing or rental of memory space (web space) on the Internet in the field of 
energy; provision of non-downloadable evaluation software online and provision of measuring apparatus for tracking 
energy consumption.
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4338464    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475099]
MENU A/S
Hamborg Plads 2 DK-2150 Nordhavn Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; electric cooking utensils and apparatus, toasters, bread baking 
machines, lamps, lamp shades, oil lamps, electric lights, grills and griddles for cooking, roasting spits, coffee-machines, 
flares, gas burners, gas lamps, apparatus and installations for cooking, refrigerating apparatus for food and drink, furnace 
grates.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; trays not of metal; book 
shelves, shelves for storage, dinner wagons (furniture), bathroom furniture; works of art made of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic; hangers and hooks for clothes (not of metal), coat stands, bottle stoppers and caps not of metal; bottle racks, 
pillows, fixed towel dispensers not of metal, clothes baskets, umbrella stands, flower-pot pedestals, ladders of wood or 
plastics, plate racks, display boards, newspaper holders and racks, boxes made of wood or plastics; jewellery stands 
made of metal.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges brushes (except paint brushes); cleaning 
articles; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; dustbins and waste bins, baking mats and 
griddles, trays, heat and cold retaining containers for food and drink, blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; 
tableware including plates (except knives, forks and spoons); coasters not of paper or textile; cups, mugs and drinking 
glasses; bread bins and bread baskets for household purpose; bathroom fittings namely rings for towels, toilet brushes 
and water closet brush holders, toothbrush holders, soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers, toilet paper dispensers, 
paper wipes dispensers and kitchen paper dispensers, buckets, soap boxes; mixing spoons (kitchen utensils), spatulas 
(kitchen utensils), shakers, drinking vessels, dishes and covers for dishes, bottles and flasks, decanters for wine and 
water; cookery molds including cake, bread and ice cube molds; bottle openers, bowls, including cold retaining bowls, 
fruit presses, non-electric, cooking pots and pans, pot holders, garlic presses (kitchen utensils), ice buckets; teapots; 
coffee pots, coffee percolators and coffee grinders, non-electric; tea strainers and coffee filters, non-electric and not of 
paper; storage canisters and jugs for food; tea light candle holders, candlesticks, candle rings, candle extinguishers; tea 
light candle holder for food and drink heating; kitchen utensils; spice sets (grinders and jugs); grinders, non-electric, for 
household purposes, including spice grinders; refrigerating bottles, lunch boxes, mixing machines, non-electric, for 
household purposes, noodle machines, hand-operated, dishwashing brushes, cheese-dish covers, picnic baskets fitted 
with tableware, non-electric beaters for household purposes, corkscrews, bottle openers, graters (household utensils); 
griddles (kitchen utensils) and gridiron supports; salad tongs, napkin rings, strainers and sifters (kitchen utensils), 
carving boards for kitchen use, funnels, flower pots (not of paper), vases, egg cups, ladles and measuring scoops for 
kitchen use, wine bottle cradles, holders for bottles and cup holders, coolers, non-electric coolers for beverages, 
isothermic bags and boxes, piggy banks; works of art of porcelain, glass, earthenware and ceramic; waste paper baskets; 
nutcrackers, grill tongs, cake shovels, lasagne shovels, sugar and ice tongs; salad servers.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings [non-
textile].
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4339215    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1205355]
Novotechnik Messwertaufnehmer OHG
Horbstrasse 12 73760 Ostfildern (Ruit) Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Components for electric motors; machine components for plastic, metal, wood, paper and textile processing 
machines, and machine components for packaging machines; drive units, marine propulsion systems (other than for land 
vehicles); throttle valves of metal (parts of machines), butterfly valves, being parts of machines; torque converters for 
machines, torque spanners (machines); pressure regulators (parts of machines), pressure valves (parts of machines), 
pressure pumps; power transmission mechanisms for machines; pressure regulators.

Cl.9;Measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, devices and regulators, testing and quality control apparatus, 
sensors and detectors, angle sensors, including steering angle sensors for vehicles, protractors, torque measuring 
apparatus, torque sensors; process control indicators with display; control apparatus (regulators), electronic control 
systems; measuring, counting, aligning and calibrating instruments, measuring apparatus, distance and size measuring 
instruments and apparatus, range finders, displacement sensors, inductive measuring apparatus, in particular inductive 
displacement transducers, magnetic measuring apparatus, measuring transducers for potentiometric sensors, pressure 
gauges, pressure measuring apparatus, strain gauges, force gauges, force transducers; electronic components, digital 
potentiometers, analogue precision potentiometers, security, safety, protective and signal apparatus and equipment, 
safety apparatus for the prevention of accidents or injuries; testing apparatus and parts therefor for diagnostic purposes, 
other than medical diagnostic purposes; electronic entry installations and parts therefor; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity.

Cl.12;Torque converters for vehicles; electronic pedal value modules consisting of accelerator pedal, angle sensor and 
a mechanism for simulating the traditional feeling of an accelerator pedal for the driver.
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4339417    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1370221]
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastr. 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps, essential oils, preparations for body and beauty care, especially preparations for the care of the skin and 
face care products in form of creams, gels and lotions, deodorants for personal use, shaving creams and shaving foams, 
after-shave preparations, preparations for the care, cleansing and embellishment of body and hair, bath and shower 
additives, sun protection preparations, not for pharmaceutical purposes.

Cl.5;Disinfectants; medicated preparations for body and beauty care, especially preparations for the care of extremely 
dry skin and bad skin in form of creams, gels and lotions, dermatological preparations for the care of eczema, psoriasis 
and skin diseases, medicated preparations for the care, cleansing and embellishment of body and hair, medicated bath 
and shower additives, medicated sun protection preparations, medicated preparations for the prevention of ageing of the 
skin.
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4339660    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479963]
Suttner GmbH
Hauptstr. 15-17 33818 Leopoldshöhe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;High and low-pressure cleaners and parts therefor, in particular float valves, high-pressure pumps, safety valves, 
filters, valve guns, nozzles, dosage dispensing valves for chemicals, injectors for chemicals, sand and lime, brushing 
heads, high-pressure hoses, lances; spray guns; spray lances for attachment to pressure washing machines for cleaning 
purposes; valves; fluid couplings being parts of machines; washing brushes (parts of machines); sand blasting cleaners 
and injectors; drain jetters; pressure, suction and dosing pumps (included in this class), and parts therefor; compressors 
and parts therefor; steam guns, lances, nozzles, valves and fittings, being parts of machines; foam injectors being parts 
of cleaning machines; cleaning devices, namely floor cleaners and wall cleaners; nozzles and devices being parts of 
sewer jetter; apparatus, lances and nozzles for generating snow.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic checking (supervision) and control apparatus, including electric and electronic remote 
control apparatus, data processing equipment and computers, machine-readable data carriers for data processing 
equipment and computers, parts for the aforesaid goods; pressure switches, contactors, fire extinguishers and fire-
extinguishing devices and parts therefor; fire-extinguishing guns, lances, nozzles, valves and fittings.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 88372711 ;United States of America 

4341904    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496615]
HP Hewlett Packard Group LLC
10300 Energy Drive Spring TX 77389 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for asset tracking; downloadable computer software for purchase financing and 
lease financing; computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) to facilitate pricing, payment, 
credit processes, and transaction leasing and financing.

Cl.36;Purchase financing and lease financing services.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software for asset tracking; software as a service (SaaS) services 
featuring software for purchase financing and lease financing.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 018049859 ;European Union 

4343855    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497057]
POMPdeLUX ApS
Omega 7 Søften DK-8382 Hinnerup Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Furnishing fabrics.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; soles for footwear.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 018047956 ;European Union 

4345911    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496234]
Bonzun Health Information AB
c/o Regus Stockholm Stureplan, Stureplan 4C SE-114 35 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile apps.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear.

Cl.28;Toys.

Cl.44;Medical services.
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Priority claimed from 03/10/2019; Application No. : 018131927 ;European Union 

4350087    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498310]
LRC Products Limited
103-105 Bath Road Slough SL1 3UH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Contraceptive preparations and substances; chemical contraceptives; chemical contraceptives that can be used by 
women following unprotected intercourse to prevent pregnancy; spermicidal gels, liquids and creams; hygienic lubricants 
and disinfectants for use in the area of the vagina, penis and anus; personal lubricants; vaginal moisturizers; topical 
preparations, namely, sprays, gels, liquids and creams for sexual health and / or enhancing sexual arousal; sexual 
stimulant gels; pharmaceutical preparations and substances, namely supplements for sexual health and / or enhancing 
sexual arousal; diagnostic preparations and substances all for gynaecological testing purposes or for the diagnosis of 
sexually transmitted diseases.

Cl.10;Condoms; contraceptive, hygienic or prophylactic devices; massage apparatus, instruments and appliances; 
electric and electronic massage apparatus, instruments and appliances; body massagers; personal massagers; vibrators; 
vibrating rings; marital aids; sex toys; sex aids; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : 88416924 ;United States of America 

4350256    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498080]
Google LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for accessing and searching online databases and websites using image 
capture; downloadable character recognition software; downloadable image recognition software; downloadable software 
for searching a user's mobile phone, computer, tablet, or other electronic communication device, namely, wearable 
computer peripherals, for data, graphics, files and images.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing a search engine for obtaining data, graphics, files and images using non- 
downloadable image recognition software; provision of Internet search engines; providing online non-downloadable 
character recognition software; providing online non- downloadable image recognition software; providing online non- 
downloadable software for extracting and retrieving information and data for others by means of global computer 
networks; providing online non-downloadable software for searching a user's mobile phone, computer, tablet, or other 
electronic communication device, namely, wearable computer peripherals, for data, graphics, files and images.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 40201907138S ;Singapore 

4350271    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498095]
TECHTV NETWORK PTE. LTD.
10 Anson Road, International Plaza, Singapore 079903 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;News broadcasting; music broadcasting; radio broadcasting; audio broadcasting; video broadcasting; wireless 
broadcasting; broadcasting services; television broadcasting; radio program broadcasting; data broadcasting services; 
digital audio broadcasting; pay television broadcasting; radio broadcasting services; radio programme broadcasting; 
cable television broadcasting; broadcast of radio programmes; broadcasting of radio programs; Internet broadcasting 
services; satellite broadcasting services; television broadcasting services; rental of broadcasting equipment; 
broadcasting of radio programmes; radio and television broadcasting; television programme broadcasting; satellite 
television broadcasting; television broadcast transmissions; broadcast of television programmes; broadcast 
transmission by satellite; broadcasting of programmes by radio; broadcasting of television programs; cable broadcasting 
and transmission; cable television broadcast services; Internet radio broadcasting services; rental of equipment for 
broadcasting; subscription television broadcasting; rental of satellite broadcasting sets; broadcasting of television 
programmes; cable television broadcasting services; broadcasting of teleshopping programmes; broadcasting of 
programmes by satellite; broadcasting of programmes by television; broadcast of cable television programmes; rental of 
broadcasting time by satellite; radio and television program broadcasting; operation of radio broadcasting equipment; 
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cable television broadcasting information; radio and television broadcasting services; radio and television programme 
broadcasting; broadcasting of programmes via the Internet; broadcasting of cable television programmes; television 
programme broadcasting via cable; broadcasting of radio and television programs; information services relating to 
broadcasting; providing information about radio broadcasting; rental of equipment for television broadcasting; 
broadcasting and transmission of radio programs; broadcasting of radio and television programmes; broadcast of 
information by means of television; radio, television and cable broadcasting services; television broadcasting services for 
mobile phones; broadcasting programs via a global computer network; broadcasting of television programs via the 
Internet; broadcasting and transmission of television programs; radio broadcasting of information and other programs; 
broadcasting of motion picture films via the Internet; rental of radio and television broadcasting facilities; rental of 
apparatus for the broadcast of audio signals; rental of apparatus for the broadcast of video signals; netcasting 
[broadcasting over a global computer network]; provision of broadcasting equipment for outside locations; providing 
information about cable television broadcasting; broadcasting and transmission of cable television programs; 
broadcasting of video and audio programming over the Internet; audio and video broadcasting services provided via the 
Internet; broadcasting or transmission of recorded messages and information; broadcasting and transmission of pay-per-
view television programs; broadcasting of audiovisual and multimedia content via the Internet; broadcasting of radio and 
television programs via cable or wireless networks; transmission of digital audio and video broadcasts over a global 
computer network; audio, video and multimedia broadcasting via the Internet and other communications networks; 
broadcasting of television programs using video-on-demand and pay-per-view television services; simulcasting 
broadcast television over global communication networks, the Internet and wireless networks; electronic messaging; 
electronic file transfer; electronic mail services; electronic message sending; electronic message services; electronic 
mailing services; electronic data interchange; electronic data transmission; electronic messaging services; hire of 
electronic mail boxes; electronic data communications; sending of electronic messages; electronic relaying of messages; 
electronic message transmission; electronic transmission of data; electronic transmission of news; rental of electronic 
mail-boxes; transmission of electronic mail; electronic data exchange services; electronic communication services; 
communication by electronic means; electronic network communications; electronic transmission of voices; electronic 
transmission of images; electronic transmission of e-mail; electronic bulletin board services; electronic communications 
services; provision of electronic data links; electronic transmission of messages; electronic transmission of documents; 
electronic data interchange services; electronic mail and mailbox services; data transmission by electronic mail; data 
communication by electronic mail; electronic communications consultancy; electronic order transmission services; 
electronic transmission of information; electronic mail and messaging services; data communication by electronic 
means; provision of electronic mail facilities; provision of access to electronic sites; transmission of data by electronic 
means; wireless electronic transmission of data; delivery of messages by electronic media; communication by electronic 
mail systems; transmission of sound by electronic means; electronic order transmission for florists; communication 
services by electronic means; electronic data interchange [EDI] services; wireless electronic transmission of images; 
electronic transmission of messages and data; electronic transmission of mail and messages; sending and receiving of 
electronic messages; electronic instructions transmission services; communication services provided electronically; 
communication by electronic computer terminals; operating of electronic communications systems; transmission of 
despatches by electronic means; transmission of messages over electronic media; transmission of information by 
electronic means; delivery of messages by electronic transmission; operating of electronic communications networks; 
news agency services for electronic transmission; communication of information by electronic means; electronic funds 
transfer communication services; electronic transmission of written communications; provision of electronic 
communications facilities; providing electronic telecommunication connections; providing electronic transmission of 
secure e-mail; provision of access to electronic messaging systems; electronic mail and facsimile transmission services; 
electronic transmission of facsimile communications; electronic transmission of instant messages and data; electronic 
communication service by means of computer; providing access to electronic communications networks; consulting 
services in the field of electronic communications; communication services for the electronic transmission of data; 
electronic communication services for the transmission of data; electronic communications services for the transmission 
of data; information transmission via electronic communications networks; communication services for the electronic 
transmission of images; transmission of information by electronic communications networks; information services 
relating to electronic communication networks; communications services for the exchange of data in electronic form; 
electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals; electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, 
chatrooms and Internet forums; provision of access to an electronic marketplace [portal] on computer networks; 
provision of access to an electronic on-line network for information retrieval; electronic communication by means of 
chatrooms, chat lines and Internet forums; communication services for the transmission of information by electronic 
means; transmission of data and information by computer and electronic communication means; electronic exchange of 
data stored in databases accessible via telecommunication networks; electronic transmission and retransmission of 
sounds, images, documents, messages and data; electronic transmission of data and documents via computer terminals 
and electronic devices; providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users; 
provision of access to data or documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation; signal 
transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunication systems and data communication systems; electronic 
transmission of images, photographs, graphic images and illustrations over a global computer network; providing access 
to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; signal transmission for electronic commerce via telecommunication systems 
and data communication systems; chatroom services for social networking; chat room services for social networking; 
providing on-line chat rooms for social networking.

Cl.41;Entertainment by means of wireless television broadcasts; electronic publishing; electronic desktop publishing; 
publishing by electronic means; electronic publishing services; rental of electronic book readers; publication of 
electronic magazines; rental of electronic gaming machines; publishing of electronic publications; organisation of 
electronic game competitions; organization of electronic game competitions; publication of printed matter in electronic 
form; online publication of electronic books and journals; publication of electronic books and journals online; on-line 
publication of electronic books and journals; online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; publication of 
periodicals and books in electronic form; publishing of magazines in electronic form on the Internet; provision of 
entertainment information by electronic means; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; electronic 
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games services provided by means of the Internet; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; 
publication of printed matter in electronic form on the Internet; electronic games services provided by means of a global 
communication network; publication of printed matter, other than publicity texts, in electronic form; publication of 
electronic newspapers accessible via a global computer network; providing non-downloadable electronic publications 
relating to language training; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, in the field of music; electronic 
publication of texts and printed matter, other than publicity texts, on the Internet; providing non-downloadable electronic 
publications from a global computer network or the Internet; electronic publication of information on a wide range of 
topics, including online and over a global computer network.

Cl.42;Electronic data back-up; electronic data storage; electronic site authoring; electronic storage of data; design of 
electronic systems; electronic storage of images; electronic storage of videos; electronic storage of documents; 
electronic data back-up services; electronic data storage services; electronic storage of audio files; electronic storage of 
photographs; electronic storage of digital music; electronic storage of digital images; electronic storage of medical 
records; electronic storage of archived e-mails; data conversion of electronic information; electronic storage of files and 
documents; electronic storage of digital photographs; electronic storage of digital video files; electronic storage of digital 
audio files; compression of data for electronic storage; providing electronic memory space on the Internet; electronic 
storage of entertainment media content; design and development of electronic dictionaries; electronic data storage and 
data back-up services; electronic storage services for archiving databases; design and development of electronic 
greeting cards; electronic storage of documents and archived e-mails; temporary electronic storage of information and 
data; conversion of images from physical to electronic media; design and development of electronic database software; 
electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; design and development of electronic data security systems; 
computer programming services for electronic data security; authentication services for electronic documents and e-mail; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; providing computer facilities for the electronic 
storage of digital data; rental of memory space on servers for hosting electronic bulletin boards; design and development 
of software for electronic television program guides; hosting a website for the electronic storage of digital photographs 
and videos; hosting electronic memory space on the Internet for advertising goods and services; development of 
computer software for creating electronic television program guides; design and development of electronic language 
translation dictionaries and databases; design of mechanical, electromechanical and optoelectronic apparatus and 
instruments; electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data; hosting of e-
commerce platforms on the Internet; programming of software for e-commerce platforms; consultancy relating to the 
creation and design of websites for e-commerce.

Cl.45;Exploitation of broadcasting rights; legal services relating to the exploitation of broadcasting rights; granting of 
licenses relating to the copying of broadcast television programmes; electronic surveillance; online social networking 
services; on-line social networking services; Internet-based social networking services; online social networking services 
accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.
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4350710    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498388]
Teknos Group Oy
Takkatie 3 FI-00371 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for tinting, mixing and preparing paint; machines for processing paints.

Cl.37;Painting services; maintenance, repair and installation services of machines and machine tools for tinting, 
mixing, preparing and processing paints.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : 018069907 ;European Union 

4351743    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498459]
SSAB Technology AB
Box 70 SE-101 21 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Loader buckets for excavators; buckets for earth moving machines; buckets for elevator conveyors; mining 
equipment; mining shovels [machines]; backhoes; power shovels; front loaders for tractors.

Cl.12;Dump carts; load carrying trailers; tippers [lorries]; tipping bodies for lorries; dumper bodies for trucks; rigid 
dump trucks; tipping bodies for vehicles and rail wagons.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2019; Application No. : 4542576 ;France 

4352760    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498568]
Société Jas Hennessy & Co.
Rue de la Richonne Cognac F-16100 France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic agendas; decorative magnets; data processing apparatus; photographic apparatus; portable media 
players; digital photo frames; headphones; USB flash drives; video screens; luminous signboards; electronic tags for 
goods; spectacle cases; holograms; sleeves for laptops; software, software for mobile telephones, software in the form of 
a mobile application for displaying and sharing data; sunglasses; goggles for sports; smart glasses; 3D spectacles; 
hands-free kits for telephones; mobile telephones.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; tee-shirts; caps.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic extracts; alcoholic essences; alcoholic fruit extracts.

Cl.41;Production and organization of shows, concerts and cultural events; organization of competitions relating to 
education or entertainment; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; booking of seats for shows; 
game services, and particularly games provided online (from a computer network); organization of lotteries; club 
(discotheque) services; organization of wine events and wine tastings; party planning services (entertainment).
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 88372299 ;United States of America 

4353038    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498498]
Snap Inc.
2772 Donald Douglas Loop North Santa Monica CA 90405 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer game software; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable electronic game 
programs; downloadable interactive video game programs; downloadable computer software for providing access to 
computer games through online social networking websites; downloadable computer game software for use on mobile 
devices.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer and electronic games.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2019; Application No. : 2019739652 ;Russian Federation 

4355274    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497890]
AdMe Trademarks Ltd
First Floor, Commercial House 1, Eden Island Seychelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software applications, downloadable mobile phone software applications, featuring 
entertainment, celebrity gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life hacks and fitness information for use in connection with 
smart phones, PDA devices, tablet computers and other portable and handheld digital electronic devices; downloadable 
smart phone and handheld digital electronic devices application [software], namely, software for accessing, viewing, 
interacting with and downloading editorial and advertising content from websites and social media.

Cl.35;Advertising services, namely, promoting the brands, goods and services of others; promoting the goods and 
services of others by means of distributing advertising on the Internet for others.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, development, creation, production and post-production of website entertainment 
content; providing entertainment information via a website that displays trending news and information in the fields of 
current events and entertainment, celebrity gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life hacks and fitness; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing online videos, not downloadable, via digital networks, radio, television, satellite, audio, video, 
web-based applications, mobile phone applications, and computer networks featuring information in the fields of 
entertainment, celebrity gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life hacks and fitness; providing online videos, not 
downloadable on social media platforms featuring instruction and information in the fields of entertainment, celebrity 
gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life hacks and fitness; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing 
services in the nature of recording, production and post-production services in the fields of music and video; video 
production services; audio recording and production; entertainment in the nature of animated and live action television 
series; entertainment services, namely, providing digital multimedia entertainment content in the nature of non-
downloadable articles, videos and photos in the field of entertainment, celebrity gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life 
hacks and fitness, provided via the internet; production and distribution of online web videos, animations, articles and 
photos in the fields of entertainment, celebrity gossip, culture, arts, sports, pets, life hacks and fitness.

Cl.42;Animation and special effects design for others; animation design for others; programming of computer 
animations; hosting of multimedia entertainment content.
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4355999    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499346]
NCS Pearson, Inc.
5601 Green Valley Drive Bloomington ID 55437 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting training classes in the field of computer software and hardware.

Cl.42;Testing, analysis and evaluation of the skills of computer operators for the purpose of certification and providing 
information to others about the results of such testing and evaluation.
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4356350    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498858]
Sumi Agro Europe Limited
Vintners Place, 68, Upper Thames Street London EC4V 3BJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Growth regulators for plants; fertilizers/manures; plant enriching substances.

Cl.5;Herbicides; fungicides; pesticides; insecticides.
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4356376    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498779]
TCBY Systems, LLC
2855 E. Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 400 Salt Lake City UT 84121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Frozen yogurt and yogurt based confections for consumption on or off the premises.

Cl.43;Restaurant services.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 018079780 ;European Union 

4356497    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498983]
Aurezzi AB
Kivra: 559208-4130 SE-106 31 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toothpaste; tooth gel; tooth powder; tooth polish; tooth whitening pastes; tooth whitening creams; teeth whitening 
strips; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; solid toothpaste tablets.

Cl.21;Toothbrushes; interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth; toothbrush containers; containers for dentifrices; 
toothbrush holders; toothbrushes, electric; toothbrush bristles; toothbrushes for pets; floss for dental purposes; 
toothpicks; flavored toothpicks; dental sticks for personal use; heads for electric toothbrushes.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00848 ;Denmark 

4356502    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498977]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, 
milk and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; starter cultures and enzymes for use in cheese manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products including fermented milk products.

Cl.5;Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for use as a food additive for 
medical purposes; bacteria and preparations of bacteria as well as biological and biochemical preparations for medical 
use and healthcare; bacteriological cultures for addition to milk, dairy and fermented milk products, for medical purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for use in dietary 
supplements, food supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; dietetic nutrients for medical use; dietary supplements; food supplements; vitamin 
and mineral preparations; food for babies; lactic acid bacteria for medical purposes; food additives based on milk and 
dairy products including fermented milk products, for use as dietary supplement (not for medical purposes).
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : AM 10603/2019 ;Austria 

4356535    28/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499594]
Dr. Sascha Salomonowitz
Tuchlauben 18/9 A-1010 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Preserving boxes of metal; metal cans, sold empty; boxes for storage purposes [metal].

Cl.21;Tableware, cookware and containers; household and kitchen utensils; household containers; household metal 
containers; household containers for herbs, plants, flowers, tea and tea leaves, truffles, mushrooms, macaroons, cocoa, 
coffee; food storage containers; drinks containers for household and kitchen.

Cl.30;Coffee; coffee in whole-bean form; tea; tea leaves; tea extracts; cocoa; artificial coffee; rice, tapioca; sago; dried 
herbs; macaroons [pastry]; dough.

Cl.31;Truffles, fresh; nuts [fruits]; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and herbs; plants; fungi.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 735872 ;Switzerland 

4356563    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499511]
Mitsubishi Chemical Advanced Materials AG
Hardstrasse 5 CH-5600 Lenzburg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Semi-finished products of plastics, extruded, compression molded, molded, sintered and processed or otherwise 
manufactured (in particular polyamides, vinyls, polyvinyls and epoxy and polyolefin materials), with mixed synthetic 
materials, of resins and synthetic fibers (not for textile use) respectively in pure form or in combination with other 
materials such as, in particular, mineral substances, binders, colorants and glues.

Cl.19;Building materials (not of metal); tubes and elbows (non-metallic) and their plastic parts for construction.

Cl.40;Material processing including injection molding, chip removal machining, thermoforming, compression molding, 
reinforcement, combination and assembly; printing of semi-finished or finished products.
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4366248    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500507]
PRO-DRONE, S.A.
SINES TECNOPOLO - Z.I.L. II, LOTE 122-A P-7520-309 SINES Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Drone; civilian drones.

Cl.42;Design of computer software for data processing; software design; design and development of computer 
software; design and development of computer software for database management; design and development of data 
storage systems; design and development of data output systems; design and development of data processing systems; 
software consultancy; consultancy and development services relating to computer software; consultancy and information 
services relating to computer software design; advisory and consultancy services relating to hardware and software; 
technical inspection services.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 01398142 ;Benelux 

4366338    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499754]
Stahl International B.V.
Sluisweg 10 NL-5145 PE WAALWIJK Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial use, especially for the leather industry, the leather processing industry, the textile 
industry, industries dealing in floor coverings and hangings, the leather and textile improvement industry, and the 
furniture industry; unprocessed artificial and synthetic resins, as well as additives required for the treatment of such 
resins; unprocessed plastic materials (in powder, liquid or paste form); hardening media, tanning substances, adhesive 
substances for industrial use; oils for tanning leather.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; pigments, colorants, mordants, natural resins and coatings, especially for the leather 
industry, the leather processing industry, the textile industry, industries dealing in floor coverings and hangings, the 
leather and textile improvement industry, and the furniture industry.
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Priority claimed from 19/04/2019; Application No. : 01394408 ;Benelux 

4366344    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500690]
Handelmaatschappij A. Smit & Zoon B.V.
Nijverheidslaan 48 NL-1382 LK WEESP Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Synthetic tannins and chemical aids for the leather industry; chemical products including water-soluble polymers 
mainly based on phenol and melamine chemical products for industrial, scientific and photographic purposes, as well as 
for agricultural, horticultural and forestry purposes; adhesives for industrial purposes.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and fats; oxidized oil for the leather and chemical industry greases based in part on fish oil and other 
synthetic oils.

Cl.42;Chemist's services and services of chemical engineering; scientific laboratory services; chemical and technical 
analysis and research; research in the field of materials science; research and development of leather greases, synthetic 
tannins and tools for the leather industry and oxidized oil for the leather and chemical industry research in the field of 
environment and safety; drafting of expert reports by engineers or laboratory technicians; computer programming for 
process control in the chemical industry and the process industry; computer programming for process simulation.
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4366741    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500594]
IKEDA MOHANDO CO., LTD.
16 Jinden, Kamiichi-machi, Nakaniikawa-gun Toyama 930-0394 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; baby powder [toiletries]; bath foam; bath salts, non-medicated; body lotion; hair care creams; hair 
coloring preparations; lipsticks; foundations; make-up removing creams; beauty care preparations; body deodorants 
[perfumery]; cosmetic creams; cosmetic facial preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations 
for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic preparations for the face and body; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; after-sun 
moisturizers; fragrances; hair setting preparations; hand creams; lip balm; massage oil; moisturizers; baby powder 
[toiletries]; baby oils [toiletries]; shaving creams; soaps; cleaning preparations (not for industrial and medical purposes); 
hair shampoos and conditioners; hand soap; laundry washing preparations, dentifrice and toothpaste; non-medicated 
mouthwashes; breath fresheners; antiperspirants for personal use; cotton wool and cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
artificial fingernails; false eyelashes; incense; room fragrancing preparations; essential oils; aromatherapy oils [for 
cosmetic use]; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; washing and bleaching preparations; stain removing preparations; baby 
powders not for medical purposes.

Cl.5;Medicines; reagent paper for medical purposes; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; non-prescription medicines, anti-itch ointments [antipruritics]; anti-itch 
creams [antipruritics]; liquid antipruritics; medical plasters; dermatological pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical 
preparations for wounds; medicated baby powder; medicated body lotions; medicated lip balms; medicated lozenges; 
cough syrups; gargles [for medical use]; anti-inflammatories; analgesic preparations; acne treatment preparations; 
hygienic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical cold preparations; mothballs; insect repelling preparations; 
antiparasitics; insect destroying preparations; mosquito repellents for application to the skin; bactericides; medicated 
compresses; medicated lotions for sunburn; first aid kits for household use; antiseptic preparations; all-purpose 
disinfectants; pregnancy testing preparations; veterinary preparations and substances; herbicides for agricultural use; 
agricultural pesticides; bath preparations for medical purposes; adhesive bandages for medical purposes; materials for 
dressings; air deodorizing preparations; fabric deodorizers; household deodorants; babies' diapers of paper; disposable 
adult diapers; gauze [for medical use]; cotton swabs for medical purposes; cotton wool for medical purposes; ear 
bandages; eye bandages for medical purposes; sanitary tampons; sticking plasters for medical use; dietary and 
nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans; food for infants; powdered milk for babies; slimming tea for 
medical purposes; material for dental prostheses; materials for repairing teeth and dental prostheses; fixing materials for 
dental purposes; dental adhesives; pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; soaps used for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 4020190050879 ;Republic of Korea 

4366931    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500399]
POSEION
6F, 26, Saneop-ro 7beon-gil, Bucheon-si Gyeonggi-do 14441 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Shower head holder; non-electric water purifiers for household purposes; electric hot and cold water purifier for 
household purposes; shower fittings; electric humidifiers; bidets; faucets for basins; hydrants; faucets for sinks; shower 
heads.

Cl.21;Utility turner (kitchen equipment); toothbrushes [non-electric]; electric toothbrushes; tumblers of non-precious 
metal; household containers for foods; portable buckets.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 40201907238Q ;Singapore 

4367016    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500877]
RWDC INDUSTRIES LIMITED
190 Woodlands Industrial Park E5, 10-06 Woodlands Bizhub Singapore 757516 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; adhesives for use in industry; polymer resins, unprocessed; 
polymers for industrial use; polymer compounds for use in manufacture; polymer materials for use in industry; polymer 
coatings, other than paints; polymer coating agents for paper; coating materials made from synthetic resins; coating 
agents [chemicals], other than paint; coating compositions [chemicals], other than paint; unprocessed resins; artificial 
resins, unprocessed; resins in liquid form, unprocessed; raw synthetic resins; unprocessed artificial resins as raw 
materials in the form of powders, liquids or pastes; synthetic resins for use in adhesives; synthetic resin adhesives for 
industrial purposes; industrial adhesives for use in coating and sealing; emulsions [chemicals]; plastics in the form of 
emulsions; polymer compounds for use in industry.

Cl.2;Raw natural resins; paints, varnishes, lacquers; coatings [paints]; unprocessed natural resins; natural resins for 
use in the manufacture of adhesives; resins for coating purposes; coating compositions in the form of paint; coating 
compositions in the nature of paints for industrial applications; synthetic resin paints; emulsion paints; emulsions in the 
nature of paints.

Cl.17;Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; artificial resins, semi-processed; semi-processed 
resins; natural resin [semi-processed]; semi-worked polymer resins; semi-processed synthetic polymer resins; resins in 
liquid form [semi-processed]; artificial resins in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; adhesive-coated plastic sheets 
for use in manufacture.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 018048959 ;European Union 

4367235    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501050]
Gregor Anton Piech Gregor Anton
Föhrenwald 17a A-6352 Ellmau Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Resealable packaging containers of metal, and parts therefor.

Cl.17;Resealable packaging containers of composite materials, and parts therefor.

Cl.20;Resealable packaging containers of plastic and parts therefor.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 735942 ;Switzerland 

4367853    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500524]
Mitsubishi Chemical Advanced Materials AG
Hardstrasse 5 CH-5600 Lenzburg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Semi-finished products made of plastic, that are extruded, compression molded, molded, sintered and processed 
or manufactured in another way (especially polyamides, vinyls, polyvinyls and epoxy and polyolefin materials), as 
synthetic material mixtures, synthetic resins and synthetic fibers (not for textile use) either in pure form or combined with 
other materials such as, in particular, mineral matter, binding agents, colorants and adhesive agents.

Cl.19;Building materials (not of metal); non metallic tubes and elbows and plastic components thereof for building.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, especially injection molding, chip-removing machining, thermoforming, compression 
molding, reinforcement, combination and assembly; printing of semi-finished or finished products.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00840 ;Denmark 

4367900    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500001]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, 
milk and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; starter cultures and enzymes for use in cheese manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products including fermented milk products.

Cl.5;Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for use as a food additive for 
medical purposes; bacteria and preparations of bacteria as well as biological and biochemical preparations for medical 
use and healthcare; bacteriological cultures for addition to milk, dairy and fermented milk products, for medical purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for use in dietary 
supplements, food supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; dietetic nutrients for medical use; dietary supplements; food supplements; vitamin 
and mineral preparations; food for babies; lactic acid bacteria for medical purposes; food additives based on milk and 
dairy products including fermented milk products, for use as dietary supplement (not for medical purposes).

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products, including fermented milk products; cheese and cheese products; yoghurt, yoghurt 
preparations, except for frozen yoghurt; beverages based on almonds, soy, coconut, rice, hemp, peanuts, barley, oat, 
spelt, lupin, peas, cashew nuts, hazel nuts, walnuts, chia seeds, flax seeds, quinoa, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds or 
hemp seeds used as milk and fermented milk substitutes.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : 88417378 ;United States of America 

4367923    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500021]
Code42 Software, Inc.
100 Washington Avenue South, Suite 2000 Minneapolis MN 55404 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for electronic devices, mobile phones, and handheld computers, namely, software 
for aggregating, storing, managing, editing, backing up, securing, protecting and managing data and computer, electronic 
device, and cloud application content; downloadable computer software for aggregating, storing, managing, editing, 
backing up, securing, protecting and managing data and computer, electronic device and cloud application content; 
downloadable computer software for encryption; downloadable computer software for litigation hold and electronic 
discovery; downloadable computer software for monitoring properties of files; downloadable computer software for 
analyzing file properties and determining if file properties have changed; downloadable computer software for creating 
reports regarding properties of files and changes in the properties of files; downloadable computer software for 
identifying when files have been moved to removable media or cloud applications; downloadable computer software for 
creating audit trails relating to file properties; downloadable computer software for generating reports regarding 
ownership history of files, movement history of files, and content history of files; downloadable computer software for 
tracking and identifying unusual activity relating digital content and files; downloadable computer software for analyzing 
file properties and generating file property reports; downloadable computer software for tracking, identifying, searching, 
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and reporting on file activity data.

Cl.42;File protection services, namely, back-up services for computer hard drive and cloud data; data warehousing; 
remote computer backup services; remote online backup of computer and cloud data; software as a service (SaaS) 
featuring software for aggregating, storing, managing, editing, backing up, securing, protecting and managing data and 
computer, electronic device and cloud application content; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based 
software for monitoring files and properties of files; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software 
for analyzing file properties and determining if file properties have changed; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable cloud-based software for creating reports regarding properties of files and changes in the properties of 
files; data encryption services, data encryption and decoding services; computer services, namely, encrypted data 
recovery and data security services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for litigation hold 
and electronic discovery; cross-platform conversion of digital content into other forms of digital content; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for identifying when files have been moved to removable media or 
cloud-based applications or storage; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for creating audit 
trails relating to file properties; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for generating reports 
regarding ownership history of files, movement history of files, and content history of files; providing temporary use of 
non-downloadable computer software for tracking and identifying unusual activity relating digital content and files; 
providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for analyzing file properties and generating file property 
reports; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for tracking, identifying, searching, and 
reporting on file activity data.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 88386604 ;United States of America 

4368149    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500178]
KarkinoX Pharma, Inc.
171 Main Street 281 Los Altos CA 94022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological related diseases; medicinal preparations for use in 
oncology.

Cl.42;Medical and scientific research in the field of oncology; pharmaceutical research and development.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 735871 ;Switzerland 

4368158    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500551]
Mitsubishi Chemical Advanced Materials AG
Hardstrasse 5 CH-5600 Lenzburg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Semi-finished products made of plastic, that are extruded, compression molded, molded, sintered and processed 
or manufactured in another way (especially polyamides, vinyls, polyvinyls and epoxy and polyolefin materials), as 
synthetic material mixtures, synthetic resins and synthetic fibers (not for textile use) either in pure form or combined with 
other materials such as, in particular, mineral matter, binding agents, colorants and adhesive agents.

Cl.19;Building materials (not of metal); non metallic tubes and elbows and plastic components thereof for building.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, especially injection molding, chip-removing machining, thermoforming, compression 
molding, reinforcement, combination and assembly; printing of semi-finished or finished products.
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4368565    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482367]
She is lucid Sp. z o.o.
58 Lowicka street app 9. Warsaw Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Antiseptic washing preparations; sanitary articles for use in menstrual hygiene; tissues impregnated with 
antibacterial preparations; personal sexual lubricants; medicated cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes; 
medicated toiletry preparations; anti-bacterial soap; sanitary pants; nappies for babies and incontinents; sanitary towels; 
antiseptic and antibacterial preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes and for personal hygiene, other than 
toiletries; feminine hygiene products; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; tampons; pantyliners; absorbent sanitary 
articles; nursing pads for breastfeeding women.

Cl.10;Contraceptive devices; feeding aids and pacifiers; feeding bottles for babies and children; menstrual cups; cups 
with mouthpieces for feeding babies or children; breast pumps; feeding bottle receptacles; contraceptive devices; 
medical instruments for application in human bodies; medical apparatus and instruments.
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4368597    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501794]
SQUARZI MARCO
Via Zignola, 6/B I-47121 FORLI' (FC) Italy
GGA S.A.S.
Via Giotto, 45 I-81031 AVERSA (CE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Key cases; suitcases; key cases; key cases; luggage; bags; leather bags and wallets; all-purpose carrying bags; 
purses; handbags; bumbags; clutches [purses]; card wallets [leatherware]; banknote holders; business card cases; 
briefcases and attache cases; pocket wallets; haversacks; pouches; shoulder belts; suitcases with wheels; daypacks; 
rucksacks.

Cl.25;Clothing; casualwear; menswear; ladies' clothing; children's wear; dresses; clothing; menswear; ladies' clothing; 
Bermuda shorts; berets; underwear; bikinis; blazers; blue jeans; blouses; footwear; footwear for women; footwear for 
men; children's footwear; stockings; socks; breeches for wear; breeches for wear; chemisettes; shirts; bodices [lingerie]; 
stuff jackets [clothing]; bodices [lingerie]; tank tops; vest tops; clothing for men, women and children; headgear; hats; 
casual jackets; cardigans; stuff jackets [clothing]; slippers; waist belts; chemises; men's suits; suits; neckties; bonnets; 
sweat shirts; foulards [clothing articles]; jackets [clothing]; heavy jackets; gilets; neck scarves [mufflers]; blousons; stuff 
jackets [clothing]; skirts; gloves [clothing]; mackintoshes; denim jeans; leggings [leg warmers]; jerseys [clothing]; 
hosiery; undershirts; sweaters; muffs [clothing]; mantles; cloaks; pelerines; deck shoes; short trousers; trousers; 
slippers; ear muffs [clothing]; bowties; walking shoes; pelisses; polo shirts; ponchos; sweaters; sandals; neck scarves 
[mufflers]; neck tubes; shoes; ankle boots; shawls; neck scarves [mufflers]; mufflers [clothing]; sneakers; overcoats; 
dust coats; half-boots; boots; stoles; tee-shirts; tee-shirts; trench coats; ankle boots; dresses.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 018045511 ;European Union 

4368599    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501796]
Pietro
Corso Giacomo Matteotti 59 I-36071 Arzignano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; programs for computers; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices; information technology and 
audiovisual equipment; software; downloadable software applications; computer software applications, downloadable; 
mobile apps; telecommunication apparatus.

Cl.35;Business assistance, management and administrative services; business analysis, research and information 
services; advertising, marketing and promotional services; administrative processing and organising of mail order 
services; providing consumer product advice relating to software; purchasing of goods and services for other 
businesses; procurement of contracts for others relating to the sale of goods; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunication services for others; retail services in relation to horticulture products; retail services in relation to 
medical instruments; retail services in relation to food cooking equipment; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail 
services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to teas; retail services in relation to beer; retail services in relation 
to dietary supplements; retail services in relation to dietetic preparations; retail services in relation to chocolate; retail 
services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to confectionery; retail services in relation to seafood; retail 
services in relation to baked goods; retail services in relation to dairy products; retail services in relation to preparations 
for making beverages; retail services in relation to meats; retail services via catalogues related to foodstuffs; retail 
services via global computer networks related to foodstuffs; mail order retail services related to foodstuffs; retail services 
relating to food; retail services relating to delicatessen products.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services.

Cl.42;IT programming services; scientific technological services; design services; testing, authentication and quality 
control.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; serving food and drinks; snack-bar services; take-out restaurant services.

Cl.44;Nutritional advice; nutrition consultancy; services for the planning of weight reduction programmes; supervision 
of weight reduction programmes; nutrition counseling.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 105 659 ;Germany 

4369172    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501250]
Supfina Grieshaber GmbH & Co. KG
Schmelzegrün 7 77709 Wolfach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for treatment of surfaces; machine tools; grinding machines; machines and apparatus for polishing 
(electric); finishing machines; machines for brushing; deburring machines; all the aforesaid machines also as robots, 
including robots for machine tools; attachments for the aforesaid machines, included in this class; machine parts for the 
aforesaid machines, included in this class.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of machines for treatment of surfaces as well as of machine tools, grinding machines, 
machines and apparatus for polishing (electric), finishing machines as well as of attachments and of machine parts for 
the aforesaid machines; cleaning of workpieces.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely grinding, brushing, polishing, blast treatment and superfinishing of roller bearing 
parts, rollers, camshafts, crank shafts and workpieces of metal, plastic, ceramic or glass; machining services of surfaces; 
contract manufacturing, for others, of workpieces of metal, in particular roller bearing parts, camshafts, crank shafts; 
custom manufacture of molded components.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : T201905877 ;Finland 

4369282    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501435]
Spinnova Oy
Palokärjentie 2-4 FI-40320 Jyväskylä Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; machines for the textile industry; 
machines for the leather industry; textile production machines; fibre production machines; fabric production machines; 
spinning machines; carding machines; spinning preparation machines; sewing machines for textile and leather; 
conveyors [machines]; housings for machines; drives for machines; motors for machines; parts and accessories for all of 
the above.

Cl.37;Assembling [installation] of machinery plant; machinery installation; machinery repair; machinery maintenance 
services.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 4540070 ;France 

4369342    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501555]
SAIPEM S.A.
1/7 avenue San Fernando F-78180 MONTIGNY-LE-BRETONNEUX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wind mills, wind turbine installations, wind turbines; parts of wind turbines, wind power plants and wind turbines, 
namely towers and masts, blades, blade hubs, pods, housings, base foundations and buoys for wind turbines, rotating 
devices, rings, brakes and gears for rotation, devices for monitoring and regulating the angle of the blades, devices for 
measuring the effectiveness of wind turbines, brakes and brake devices, main shafts, universal joints, transmission 
devices, clutches and electric generators, cooling units, helicopter platforms for wind turbines; parts of wind mills, wind 
power plants and wind turbines, namely corrosion protection and emergency electric power plants, refurbishment of wind 
turbine rotors for improving functionality and efficiency.

Cl.37;Construction, installation, maintenance and dismantling of wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines and 
electric generators; optimization, repair and maintenance of wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines and electric 
generators; information, advice and assistance services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Technical assistance concerning the development and engineering of projects for wind turbines and wind energy 
and implementing such projects, development and testing of wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines and 
components thereof; implementing research projects with respect to wind mills, wind power plants, wind turbines; 
technical testing and measuring of the performance of rotors for wind turbines; information, advice and assistance 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 4555289 ;France 

4369383    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501622]
ELCOM
ZI La Maladière, 1 rue Isaac Asimov F-38300 BOURGOIN-JALLIEU France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines [robots] and machine tools; mounting and assembly machine; machines and installations for transport 
and transfer of supports and parts for mounting and assembly machines; machines and machine tools for use in supply 
chain mechanization and automation of the ordering operations; mechanization machines for packaging of dispatch of 
orders; machinery for storing, automated handling of pallets of goods and constitution of pallets of merchandise; 
handling machines; machines for loading and unloading or stacking of merchandise on a logistic platform; pallet loaders 
(machines and robots for the purpose of putting merchandise on pallets); labeling machines and marking machines; 
wrapping machines; packaging lines and machines; packing or packaging machines and lines; machines for the 
manufacture of wrapping; machines for manufacture of packaging; forming machines, including for thermosealing, 
thermoforming and folding; filling machines; machines for case packing; packaging closing machines including staplers, 
gluers, stretch-wrapping machines, shrink-wrapping machines; grouping machines for homogeneous and heterogeneous 
products; machines (robots) and machine tools for the handling and conveying of packages, merchandise and 
manufactured parts; machines and automated systems for order preparation; conveyors and transporters; machines, 
machines (robots) and machine tools for loading and unloading; industrial machines for supply-chain management; 
sorting machines for industry and mechanical sorters; goods elevators and elevators.

Cl.9;Recorded computer programs; recorded software; logistics management software and software packages; 
warehouse operational optimization and management software; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; printed circuit 
boards; encoded magnetic cards; programmable logic controllers [computer systems]; function control software for 
conveyors; data processing equipment and computers; navigation apparatus for conveyors [on-board computers]; 
electrical control and remote control apparatus; apparatus, machines, computer systems, mechanisms and chains, being 
automatic or semi-automatic, especially programmable, for preparation and grouping of orders and shipping of 
merchandise assisted by computer, as well as accessories thereof, namely, proximity sensors, signaling devices, security 
devices, remote control security devices, warning devices, control consoles and monitoring consoles; apparatus and 
instruments for checking (supervision) sequencers, namely command control units; electronic proximity sensors; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations such as those relating to the various process stages for 
boxing, sharping, wrapping, packaging, distributing, sorting and storing goods.

Cl.39;Logistics (transport) services; transport, packaging and storage of goods; information in the field of logistics 
(transport), transport, packaging and storage of merchandise; wrapping of merchandise; parcel delivery; packing of 
goods, packaging of goods; warehousing; transport of merchandise and pallets by conveyors.

Cl.42;Services provided by engineers, professional consultancy and drawing up of plans not in connection with 
business in the field of logistics; testing of materials, testing of packing and packaging; programming and rental of 
computers, microprocessors, controllers; design and development of software and software packages for logistics 
management; design and development of software for operational optimization and management of warehouses; 
consulting, research, study, design and assistance with computer programs, software and software packages, computer-
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aided operations and industrial processes, computer-aided automated control preparations, robots, PLCs, handling 
systems, and automated packaging, packaging and packaging chains; computer-aided management and optimization 
(computer programming and computer software consultancy) of machines, apparatus, mechanisms and semi-automatic 
or automatic lines and automated systems for packaging and handling goods and parcels, and for the storage of goods 
and parcels on a logistics platform; industrial design services; computer-assisted design services for packing and 
packaging.
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4369416    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502212]
CANON KABUSHIKI KAISHA
30-2, Shimomaruko 3-chome, Ohta-ku Tokyo 146-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Digital cameras; digital video cameras; computer software for social networking; computer software for producing, 
editing, and processing image files; computer software for analysing image files; computer software for uploading and 
downloading image files; computer programs for setting up digital camera; downloadable image files.

Cl.41;Providing of information in the field of photography; educational services in the field of photography; 
organisation, arranging and conducting of photo contest; organisation, arranging and conducting of workshops and 
seminars in relation to photography; providing online image data, not downloadable; providing online electronic 
publications, not downloadable, in relation to photography.

Cl.42;Providing computer programs on data networks; providing computer programs for digital camera on data 
networks.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; online social networking services in the field of photography provided via a 
website.
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4369423    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501865]
MARTINI S.R.L.
Via Borgo, 21 I-35015 GALLIERA VENETA (PD) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wrapping machines; packaging apparatus [machines]; packaging machines for food; automatic packing machines 
for food; robotic arms for industrial purposes; industrial robots; belts for conveyors; lifting apparatus; dosing valves 
[parts of machines]; controlled volume pumps.

Cl.9;Weighing machines; electrical weighing apparatus; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus; 
measuring instruments; measuring sensors; concentration meters; dosage dispensers; liquid dosage devices that 
measure the amounts to be dispensed.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 4539468 ;France 

4369638    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502081]
NEOMA Business School
1 RUE DU MARÉCHAL JUIN F-76130 MONT-SAINT-AIGNAN France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and business information services; assistance and advice for business organization and 
management; subscription services for others to printed matter and to all information media, especially texts, sounds 
and/or images and electronic or non-electronic, digital publications, audiovisual or multimedia products; computer file 
management; administrative management of exhibition venues; organization of exhibitions for commercial and 
advertising purposes; provision of business and commercial information from online databases; data collection services 
concerning students and applicants for training and education programs; personal data collection for the purposes of 
education and training; promotion of training and education programs.

Cl.41;Teaching and training, education and entertainment services; on-line training via the Internet or via any electronic 
communication means; management and provision of learning programs; providing educational resources; providing 
online education and training services; production of course material distributed at training courses; provision of 
continuing professional development courses; sporting and cultural activities; electronic publishing of online books; 
organization of sports competitions; teaching research programs (studies, seminars, training); organization of seminars, 
internships and courses; organization of conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; organisation of contests, 
games and information campaigns and professional or non-professional cultural and artistic events; development and 
production of information programs; higher education services; design of educational courses; educational examinations 
and tests; organization and hosting of training workshops; preparation and hosting of tutorials; library services.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00839 ;Denmark 

4369723    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502285]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, 
milk and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; starter cultures and enzymes for use in cheese manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products including fermented milk products.

Cl.5;Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for use as a food additive for 
medical purposes; bacteria and preparations of bacteria as well as biological and biochemical preparations for medical 
use and healthcare; bacteriological cultures for addition to milk, dairy and fermented milk products, for medical purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for use in dietary 
supplements, food supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; dietetic nutrients for medical use; dietary supplements; food supplements; vitamin 
and mineral preparations; food for babies; lactic acid bacteria for medical purposes; food additives based on milk and 
dairy products including fermented milk products, for use as dietary supplement (not for medical purposes).

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products, including fermented milk products; cheese and cheese products; yoghurt, yoghurt 
preparations, except for frozen yoghurt; beverages based on almonds, soy, coconut, rice, hemp, peanuts, barley, oat, 
spelt, lupin, peas, cashew nuts, hazel nuts, walnuts, chia seeds, flax seeds, quinoa, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds or 
hemp seeds used as milk and fermented milk substitutes.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee-based beverages, coffee beverages with milk, artificial coffee; tea, tea-based beverages, ice tea; 
cocoa, cocoa beverages with milk, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; 
sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour, cereals and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery; ices, ice, 
ice cream, water ice, frozen yoghurt (confectionery ices); honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, 
sauces (condiments), spices.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; berry juices and fruit juices; berry drinks and 
fruit drinks; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : LS/M/2019/00058 ;Lesitho 

4378359    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502843]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, namely, game software for use on computers and video game players.

Cl.41;Providing information in the field of computer games, games, and home entertainment, via a website; providing 
information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment services, namely, 
providing on-line computer games; organizing e-sports competitions; organizing video game competitions.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; hosting a web site featuring technology 
that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer game play; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software and software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
transmitting and for receiving video games.
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Priority claimed from 19/02/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 102 143 ;Germany 

4378627    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502863]
CeramTec GmbH
CeramTec-Platz 1-9 73207 Plochingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical substances; chemical materials; chemical preparations.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; prostheses; artificial implants; surgical equipment; medical equipment; 
implants for osteosynthesis, endoprostheses and organ replacement; anchorages for endoprostheses, bone spacers; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.35;Marketing; administrative support with regard to approval processes; administrative services relating to referrals 
or documents to the authorities or government agencies; professional business consultancy in relation to product 
development strategies; organisation of trade fairs and presentations for customers and representatives from the 
industry for commercial and advertising purposes; providing office functions relating to the preparation of documents for 
obtaining pharmaceutical approval; compilation of medical reports.

Cl.41;Publishing of medical journals, books and manuals; medical trainings and advanced trainings.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research for medical purposes; engineering services; development of 
pharmaceutical products; advisory services relating to pharmaceutical approval processes and the arranging and 
conducting of clinical trials; research and development services for new products for third parties; quality testing of 
pharmaceutical products; scientific research in the field of medicine and pharmacy.

Cl.44;Human healthcare services; medical services; medical evaluation services; medical information; medical 
consultancy services; medical screening; health consultancy; consultancy and information services relating to medical 
products; consultancy services relating to orthopaedic implants, prosthetic implants and dental implants.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 4538249 ;France 

4378630    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502864]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected bracelets, connected scales, connected 
watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile devices; digital 
applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer platforms in 
the form of information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer programs; analysis 
systems based on artificial intelligence (software); electronic chips connected to an information system; virtual reality 
headsets.

Cl.10;Medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment, artificial limbs, organs, eyes and teeth; 
orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for varicose 
veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical devices; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
introducing pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic 
tools and instruments for medical use; blood analysis apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; 
physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; acupuncture 
equipment; hearing aids; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; massage apparatus; all these 
goods excluding surgical apparatus, injection devices, as well as products for use in the field of hormonal treatment.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
assistance services in company creation; database management; compilation of mathematical or statistical data; 
computer file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; analysis 
of commercial data; market studies; information relating to market research; commercial intermediation services in the 
framework of matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs in search of funding; expertise services regarding 
company productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as 
medical, surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services for third parties; public relations; sponsorship 
search; auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; grant administration and 
management services (business management support); provision of personnel; collection of information for companies.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advice relating to 
health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis services; home 
healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; consultancy in 
relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; medical information services for 
patients; remote medical examination services; advice concerning personal well-being [health]; medical monitoring of 
patients including remotely; medical assistance in the follow-up of patients receiving treatment.

Cl.45;Provision of individual support services to families of patients with serious illnesses; social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 88522746 ;United States of America 

4378641    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502872]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software, computer software, headsets for use with computers; mousepads; night vision goggles; 
computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; prerecorded media, namely, digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, DVDs, and 
blue-ray discs all featuring films, movies and/or television programs in the field of action, animation and adventure; 
downloadable movies; prerecorded digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, and DVDs, all featuring music; 
downloadable music files; records; tablet cases; decorative magnets; digital trading cards; digital action figures; 
downloadable software featuring emoji sets; digital stickers; blank USB flash drives; chargers for cell phones, tablets, 
laptops, and other USB-enabled portable devices; computer docking stations; phone cases; mouse pads; external hard 
drives; headsets; ear buds; headphones; wireless speakers; charging stations for video controllers; sunglasses; 
keyboards.

Cl.28;Game controllers for computer games; gaming headsets for use in playing video games.

Cl.41;Providing entertainment information in the field of computer games, games and home entertainment via a web 
site; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment 
services, namely: providing on-line computer games; online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; 
conducting contests online; arranging and conducting competitions via the Internet in the field of video games; 
organizing of sporting events, competitions and sporting tournaments in the field of video games; organizing 
tournaments and exhibitions for computer video gaming contests for entertainment purposes; providing online 
interactive multi-player computer games via the Internet and electronic communication networks; arranging and 
conducting exhibitions and special events between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment 
purposes; professional video game tournaments and exhibitions featuring exhibits composed of interactive displays, 
participatory activities, and contests centered around video gaming rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and 
recorded for the purpose of distribution through the media of radio, television and the Internet; providing online news, 
non-downloadable articles, blogs, webcasts, podcasts, information, commentary, and information in the nature of gaming 
strategies, all related to games, electronic, computer, and video games, and computer game tournaments; providing non-
downloadable films and movies via video-on-demand services; providing non-downloadable music and music-on-demand 
services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software technology that enables users to create, 
upload, and share user- generated videos based on computer game play, via a website; computer and video games 
development; computer game design; design and development services in relation to computer and video games and 
interactive entertainment products; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing 
software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated 
videos based on computer game play.
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4378647    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502882]
Pall Corporation
25 Harbor Park Drive Legal Department Port Washington NY 11050 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Fluid processing systems and components for laboratory use for process biological fluids, namely, 
chromatography apparatus for use in the pharmaceutical industry, filtration, ultrafiltration and diafiltration apparatus for 
use in the pharmaceutical industry, acoustic separator apparatus for use in the pharmaceutical industry.

Cl.11;Automated virus inactivation and disinfection apparatus for the treatment of biotechnological or human blood 
plasma-derived products in the field of pharmaceuticals (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 88522340 ;United States of America 

4378649    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502885]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software, computer software, headsets for use with computers; mousepads; night vision goggles; 
computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; prerecorded media, namely, digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, DVDs, and 
blue-ray discs all featuring films, movies and/or television programs in the field of action, animation and adventure; 
downloadable movies; prerecorded digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, and DVDs, all featuring music; 
downloadable music files; records; tablet cases; decorative magnets; digital trading cards; digital action figures; 
downloadable software featuring emoji sets; digital stickers; blank USB flash drives; chargers for cell phones, tablets, 
laptops, and other USB-enabled portable devices; computer docking stations; phone cases; mouse pads; external hard 
drives; headsets; ear buds; headphones; wireless speakers; charging stations for video controllers; sunglasses; 
keyboards.

Cl.28;Game controllers for computer games; gaming headsets for use in playing video games.

Cl.41;Providing entertainment information in the field of computer games, games and home entertainment via a web 
site; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment 
services, namely: providing on-line computer games; online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; 
conducting contests online; arranging and conducting competitions via the Internet in the field of video games; 
organizing of sporting events, competitions and sporting tournaments in the field of video games; organizing 
tournaments and exhibitions for computer video gaming contests for entertainment purposes; providing online 
interactive multi-player computer games via the Internet and electronic communication networks; arranging and 
conducting exhibitions and special events between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment 
purposes; professional video game tournaments and exhibitions featuring exhibits composed of interactive displays, 
participatory activities, and contests centered around video gaming rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and 
recorded for the purpose of distribution through the media of radio, television and the Internet; providing online news, 
non-downloadable articles, blogs, webcasts, podcasts, information, commentary, and information in the nature of gaming 
strategies, all related to games, electronic, computer, and video games, and computer game tournaments; providing non-
downloadable films and movies via video-on-demand services; providing non-downloadable music and music-on-demand 
services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software technology that enables users to create, 
upload, and share user- generated videos based on computer game play, via a website; computer and video games 
development; computer game design; design and development services in relation to computer and video games and 
interactive entertainment products; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing 
software as a service (SaaS) services featuring software that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated 
videos based on computer game play.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 01393879 ;Benelux 

4378670    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503390]
International Fund for Animal Welfare, Inc., Massachusetts corporation
Summer Street 290 Yarmouth Port MA 02675 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Fundraising and financial sponsorship; fund raising and management; collection of charitable donations and 
charitable fund raising, for the purpose of environmental protection and nature conservation and animal protection; 
providing funds for animal protection, environmental protection and nature conservation; providing information in respect 
of charitable fund raising; charitable fund raising.

Cl.42;Consultancy and providing information relating to research in the field of environmental protection including 
nature conservation; research and analysis in respect of environmental protection and nature conservation; advisory 
services in respect of environmental protection and nature conservation.

Cl.45;Animal protection services; activities, consultancy, providing information and public relations in respect of 
animal protection; lobbying services, other than for commercial purposes, also in respect of environmental protection, 
nature conservation and animal protection.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 88275500 ;United States of America 

4379611    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503093]
Adesto Technologies Corporation
3600 Peterson Way Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Integrated circuits; semiconductor chips; semiconductor devices; semiconductors; computer hardware and 
software systems for installing, monitoring, sensing, diagnosing, maintaining and controlling lighting systems and 
fixtures; automation systems comprising wireless and wired controllers, namely, electronic sensors, and software for 
controlling, diagnosing and maintaining lighting systems and lighting fixtures; computer networking hardware; 
communications transceivers and network routers; recorded and downloadable network management software for cloud-
based networks; recorded and downloadable computer operating software; recorded and downloadable computer 
software for the monitoring and controlling of automation systems for commercial production facilities, residential and 
commercial buildings, embedded systems networks, home automation networks, commercial automation networks, 
industrial automation networks, transportation control networks and utility networks; computer hardware interfaces, 
namely, automated digital controls for lighting systems, electrical systems, air conditioning and heating apparatuses for 
commercial production facilities, residential and commercial buildings; computer hardware interfaces, namely, automated 
digital controls for lighting systems, electrical systems air conditioning and heating apparatuses in embedded systems 
networks, home automation networks, commercial automation networks, industrial automation networks, transportation 
control networks and utility networks; computer hardware, and recorded computer software and firmware for data 
aggregation and analysis in premise-based or cloud-based networks; telecommunication and data communications 
devices, namely, wireless communication devices for voice, data or image transmission; digital to analog converters; 
analog to digital converters; temperature sensors; electrical microcontrollers; memory devices, namely, electronic 
storage device in the nature of memory media for storing patient information; digital signal processors; power supplies; 
power regulators, namely, voltage regulators for electric power; amplifiers; recorded and downloadable computer 
application software for connected health devices, namely, software for monitoring patients activities.

Cl.42;Computer hardware and software design and development for others; consulting services for others in fields of 
engineering, design, and development integrated circuits and semiconductors; testing of computer hardware; configuring 
computer hardware using software; computer software consulting services; consultancy in the design and development 
of computer hardware; development of technologies for the fabrication of circuits for wireless communication, electronic 
data processing, consumer electronics, automotive electronics and medical devices; electronic data storage of medical 
records; computer programming in the medical field; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of 
pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; installation, implementation, maintenance and repair services in the field of computer 
software; provision of information in the field of technology, computers and computer systems; providing information 
about information technology consulting services; consulting services in the fields of selection, implementation and use 
of computer hardware and software systems for others and consulting in the field of computer system design; website 
design for others; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; public and private cloud computing solutions, 
namely, providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing, and technical 
evaluation and implementation of internet technology; information technology consulting services relating to the use of 
technology to improve patient engagement and health outcomes.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : T201950876 ;Finland 

4379618    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503109]
Spinnova Oy
Palokärjentie 2-4 FI-40320 Jyväskylä Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; machines for the textile industry; 
machines for the leather industry; textile production machines; fibre production machines; fabric production machines; 
spinning machines; carding machines; spinning preparation machines; sewing machines for textile and leather; 
conveyors [machines]; housings for machines; drives for machines; motors for machines; parts and accessories for all of 
the above.

Cl.37;Assembling [installation] of machinery plant; machinery installation; machinery repair; machinery maintenance 
services.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 1396186 ;Benelux 

4379638    02/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503460]
Van Lier Shoes B.V.
IABC 5258 A NL-4814 RD Breda Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shoe polish; leather and shoe cleaning and polishing preparations.

Cl.18;Suitcases; bags; handbags; weekend bags; portfolio cases [briefcases]; travelling bags; rucksacks; hipsacks; 
bags for sports; shoulder bags; shoe bags; shoe bags for travel; pocket wallets; purses; key cases.

Cl.21;Shoe trees; shoe horns; brushes for footwear.

Cl.25;Footwear; clothing; headwear; shoe soles; inner soles; socks and stockings; boots; slippers; sandals; flip-flops; 
sneakers; sports shoes; waist belts; suspenders; sock suspenders.

Cl.26;Shoe laces.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in relation to footwear, clothing, socks, stockings, waist belts, bags and leather 
goods; advertising and marketing.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of footwear, bags and waist belts.

Cl.42;Design of footwear; design of clothing and clothing accessories; consultancy services in the field of shopfitting 
design.
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Priority claimed from 08/05/2019; Application No. : 18062270 ;European Union 

4379644    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502835]
Julius Blum GmbH
Industriestr. 1 A-6973 Höchst Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Furniture fittings; hinges, in particular furniture hinges; drawer slides; touch-latch fittings; fittings for fastening 
front screens to drawers; fittings for cupboard inserts which may be pulled out; fittings for furniture flaps; adjustable 
arms, being furniture fittings; fittings for sliding doors; guides for sliding doors; fittings for folding doors; fittings for 
folding sliding doors; guides for folding sliding doors; fittings for doors of household appliances, in particular for 
refrigerating cabinets, cooking stoves, dishwashers and dryers; fittings for movable furniture fronts; fittings for 
partitions; guides for movable furniture fronts; guides for partitions; metal hardware, in particular screws, connectors, 
nails, bolts; dowels; locking devices, in particular for drawers, movable furniture fronts, partitions, pull-out cabinet 
inserts, furniture flaps, cabinet doors, furniture doors; brackets for assembling furniture and furniture parts; cabinet 
mounts; locks; all the aforesaid goods wholly or mainly of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture fittings; hinges, in particular furniture hinges; drawer slides [furniture hardware]; touch-latch fittings; 
fittings for fastening front screens to drawers; fittings for cupboard inserts which may be pulled out; fittings for furniture 
flaps; fittings for sliding doors; guides for sliding doors; fittings for folding doors; fittings for folding sliding doors; 
guides for folding sliding doors; fittings for doors of household appliances, in particular for refrigerating cabinets, 
cooking stoves, dishwashers and dryers; fittings for movable furniture fronts; fittings for partitions; dowels; locking 
devices, in particular for drawers, pull-out cabinet inserts, movable furniture fronts, partitions, furniture flaps, furniture 
doors, cabinet doors; adjustable arms, in particular for furniture flaps, cupboard doors, mobile furniture fronts, partitions, 
pull-out cabinet inserts, drawers, doors for furniture; cabinet mounts; brackets for assembling furniture and furniture 
parts; locks; all the aforesaid goods wholly or mainly of plastic; furniture, in particular kitchen furniture; cabinets, in 
particular wall cabinets and corner cabinets for kitchens; furniture parts, in particular drawers and drawer parts; furniture 
doors and furniture flaps; furniture fronts, in particular movable furniture fronts; room dividers; sliding doors, folding 
doors and folding sliding doors for furniture; side walls and rear walls for furniture; side and rear walls for drawers; 
partitions and compartments for drawers; inserts for drawers, in particular cutlery inserts; drawer frames; parts for 
drawer side walls; racks; mounting frames designed for the assembly of furniture and furniture parts; plate racks.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cruet stands; glass holders.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88154565 ;United States of America 

4379775    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503468]
Waters Technologies Corporation
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Underwriting warranty programs in the field of laboratory instruments and laboratory instruments software (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.37;Installation, repair, or maintenance of laboratory instruments and equipment; installation, repair, or maintenance 
of chromatography instruments, mass spectrometry instruments, calorimeters, thermal analyzers, rheometers, 
dilatometers, mechanical testing instruments, and rubber testing instruments; providing a website with information 
regarding the repair and maintenance of laboratory instruments and equipment and parts lists therefor (terms considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); technical support services for 
laboratory instruments and equipment, namely, advice relating to repair and maintenance of laboratory instruments and 
equipment; warranty repair services for laboratory instruments and equipment.

Cl.41;Providing training in the use of laboratory instruments, equipment, and software; educational services, namely, 
providing online guides for the use and maintenance of laboratory instruments; education services, namely, providing 
training programs in the fields of chemistry, biopharmaceutical analysis, pharmaceuticals, health science and diagnostics 
research, forensic toxicology, testing of food for toxicity, environmental testing; educational services, namely, providing 
training programs in the fields of chromatography, spectrometry, the use of specialty measurement instruments, and the 
use of laboratory informatics software.

Cl.42;Calibration services for laboratory instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of software for laboratory 
instruments and laboratory management; technical support for software for laboratory instruments and laboratory 
management; provision of technology information in relation to the laboratory instruments, laboratory equipment, and 
laboratory software; providing a website for tech support, namely, help desk services for technical support relating to 
laboratory instruments and equipment (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); maintenance and updating of laboratory instrument computer software; testing, analysis, and 
evaluation of laboratory instruments and laboratory instrument software to assure compliance with laboratory and 
scientific industry standards.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 018029319 ;European Union 

4379776    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503473]
NPB Automation AB
Industrigatan 14 B SE-553 02 Jönköping Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Packaging machines; packaging tools [machines]; packing installations; pack assembling machines; machines for 
handling and distributing flows in a production process; wrapping machines; machines for manufacturing packaging 
materials; machines for production of storage vessels; stretch-wrapping machines for applying plastics material to 
palletised loads; industrial robots; robotic arms for industrial purposes; industrial robots for use in manufacture; robotic 
filling machines; robotic packaging machines; driving devices for machines; conveyors [machines]; conveyors and 
conveyors belts; crawler-tracked loaders; bottle capping machines; sack filling machines; collating machines; feeders for 
machines; machines for filling packaging containers; machines for sealing containers; sealing machines for industrial 
purposes; machine for temporary storage of objects in a production process; loaders [machines]; depalletisers 
[machines]; stacking machines [other than fork-lift trucks]; palletisation machines; batch sorting machines; parts of said 
machines included in the class.

Cl.9;Quantity indicators; measuring, detection and monitoring instruments, indicators and controls, weighing apparatus 
and instruments; electronic measurement sensors; signalling apparatus; testing and quality control devices; inspecting 
apparatus and instruments; optical sensors; software; computer software to enable searching and retrieval of data; 
software that enables tracking of objects in a manufacturing process; industrial software; industrial process control 
software; factory automation software; machine control software; data management software; optimisation software; data 
processing programs; production support software; maintenance software; manufacturing software; programmable logic 
controllers; surveying software; data processing systems; data processing equipment; electronic tracking apparatus and 
instruments; industrial controls incorporating software; smart manufacturing system controls; electronic control 
systems; sensors for use in the control of engines; Robotic Process Automation [RPA] software.

Cl.37;Installation of plant; advisory services relating to the installation of engines; machinery maintenance services; 
servicing of manufacturing machines and apparatus; overhaul of machines; installation of conveyors; maintenance 
services relating to computer hardware; maintenance of data processing apparatus; repair of machines; repair of 
electronic apparatus; repair or maintenance of conveyors; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of 
packing or wrapping machines and apparatus; information on the maintenance of measuring and test equipment.

Cl.42;Industrial research; industrial analysis services; engineering services for the analysis of machinery; 
technological advisory services relating to machine engineering analysis; engineering consultancy services; 
development of industrial machinery; engineering services for designing machines; industrial machine design; 
engineering drawing; design of specialist machinery; machine condition monitoring; technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; installation and maintenance of 
computer programs; testing the functionality of machines; testing the functionality of apparatus and instruments; 
industrial process monitoring services for quality assurance; programming of electronic control systems; design and 
development of computer hardware; software design and development; design and development of systems for data 
input, output, processing, display and storage; mechanical engineering consultancy; calibration of machines; providing 
technological advice relating to machines in the packaging industry.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 103 938 ;Germany 

4379796    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502457]
Ketten-Wulf Betriebs-GmbH
Zum Hohenstein 15 59889 Eslohe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Chains, being machines parts; conveyor chains; drive chains; chain wheels; parts and accessories for all 
aforementioned goods.

Cl.12;Chains for vehicles; conveyor chains for vehicles; drive chains for vehicles; sprockets for vehicles; parts and 
accessories for all aforementioned goods.

Cl.37;Assembly services related to chains, conveyor chains, drive chains, sprockets, parts and accessories for all 
aforementioned goods; assembly services related to chains for vehicles, conveyor chains for vehicles, drive chains for 
vehicles, sprockets for vehicles, parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods; installation, repair and maintenance 
services related to chains, conveyor chains, drive chains, sprockets, parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods; 
installation, repair and maintenance services related to chains for vehicles, conveyor chains for vehicles, drive chains for 
vehicles, sprockets for vehicles, parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods.

Cl.40;Customised manufacturing and custom manufacture related to chains, conveyor chains, drive chains, sprockets, 
parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods; customised manufacturing and custom manufacture related to 
chains for vehicles, conveyor chains for vehicles, drive chains for vehicles, sprockets for vehicles, parts and accessories 
for all aforementioned goods.

Cl.42;Development of chains, conveyor chains, drive chains, sprockets, parts and accessories for all aforementioned 
goods; development of chains for vehicles, conveyor chains for vehicles, drive chains for vehicles, sprockets for 
vehicles, parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 88352655 ;United States of America 

4379807    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502516]
Wild Rabbit, LLC
633 W. 5th St., Ste. 2802 Los Angeles CA 90071 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software in the artificial intelligence field for use in predictive behavior in the areas of 
security, defense, finance, and employment fields; electronic sensors, computer hardware and computer software 
programs for use in collecting, testing, measuring and evaluating demonstrative physiological expressions and signals.

Cl.42;Consulting and development services in the field of artificial intelligence featuring demonstrative data from 
physiological expressions and signals in the areas of security, defense, finance, and employment fields; scientific 
research for others in the field of physiological expressions and signals; industrial research for others in the field of 
physiological expressions and signals; product research and development for others featuring sensor apparatus for 
measuring demonstrative physiological expressions and signals; development of computer software for others for use in 
measuring, monitoring, and evaluating demonstrative data of physiological expressions and signals; computer, internet, 
and data security consulting services.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00841 ;Denmark 

4379979    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502584]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, 
milk and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; starter cultures and enzymes for use in cheese manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products including fermented milk products.

Cl.5;Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for use as a food additive for 
medical purposes; bacteria and preparations of bacteria as well as biological and biochemical preparations for medical 
use and healthcare; bacteriological cultures for addition to milk, dairy and fermented milk products, for medical purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for use in dietary 
supplements, food supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; dietetic nutrients for medical use; dietary supplements; food supplements; vitamin 
and mineral preparations; food for babies; lactic acid bacteria for medical purposes; food additives based on milk and 
dairy products including fermented milk products, for use as dietary supplement (not for medical purposes).

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products, including fermented milk products; cheese and cheese products; yoghurt, yoghurt 
preparations, except for frozen yoghurt; beverages based on almonds, soy, coconut, rice, hemp, peanuts, barley, oat, 
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spelt, lupin, peas, cashew nuts, hazel nuts, walnuts, chia seeds, flax seeds, quinoa, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds or 
hemp seeds used as milk and fermented milk substitutes.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee-based beverages, coffee beverages with milk, artificial coffee; tea, tea-based beverages, ice tea; 
cocoa, cocoa beverages with milk, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; 
sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour, cereals and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery; ices, ice, 
ice cream, water ice, frozen yoghurt (confectionery ices); honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, 
sauces (condiments), spices.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; berry juices and fruit juices; berry drinks and 
fruit drinks; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : VA 2019 00838 ;Denmark 

4379994    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502600]
Chr. Hansen A/S
Bøge Allé 10-12 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteriological preparations other than for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for addition to food, 
milk and dairy products including fermented milk products, other than for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of 
microorganisms other than for medical and veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for use in food and beverage 
manufacture; starter cultures and enzymes for use in cheese manufacture; enzyme preparations for industrial purposes; 
enzymes for use in the manufacture of milk and dairy products including fermented milk products.

Cl.5;Bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological cultures for use as a food additive for 
medical purposes; bacteria and preparations of bacteria as well as biological and biochemical preparations for medical 
use and healthcare; bacteriological cultures for addition to milk, dairy and fermented milk products, for medical purposes; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for use in dietary 
supplements, food supplements, vitamin and mineral preparations; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use; dietetic nutrients for medical use; dietary supplements; food supplements; vitamin 
and mineral preparations; food for babies; lactic acid bacteria for medical purposes; food additives based on milk and 
dairy products including fermented milk products, for use as dietary supplement (not for medical purposes).

Cl.29;Milk and dairy products, including fermented milk products; cheese and cheese products; yoghurt, yoghurt 
preparations, except for frozen yoghurt; beverages based on almonds, soy, coconut, rice, hemp, peanuts, barley, oat, 
spelt, lupin, peas, cashew nuts, hazel nuts, walnuts, chia seeds, flax seeds, quinoa, sesame seeds, sunflower seeds or 
hemp seeds used as milk and fermented milk substitutes.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee-based beverages, coffee beverages with milk, artificial coffee; tea, tea-based beverages, ice tea; 
cocoa, cocoa beverages with milk, cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages; chocolate beverages with milk; 
sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour, cereals and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery; ices, ice, 
ice cream, water ice, frozen yoghurt (confectionery ices); honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, 
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sauces (condiments), spices.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; berry juices and fruit juices; berry drinks and 
fruit drinks; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 018042111 ;European Union 

4380007    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502625]
DSM IP Assets B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Inhibitors of the enzyme methyl coenzyme M reductase (MCR) for the feed industry.

Cl.5;Inhibitors of the enzyme methyl coenzyme M reductase (MCR) for veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for 
animals; feed supplements for animals.

Cl.29;Meat and meat products; milk and milk products.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals.

Cl.42;Environmental consultancy and monitoring services; environmental testing and inspection services; advisory 
services relating to environmental pollution; research in the reduction of carbon and methane emissions; air quality data 
collection services namely electronic monitoring of air quality using computers of sensor; biotechnological research 
relating to livestock.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2018; Application No. : 4473488 ;France 

4380015    26/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1502650]
Canopee Structures
2 bis rue Alfred Nobel F-77420 CHAMPS-SUR-MARNE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Benches [furniture]; chairs [seats]; flower-stands [furniture]; indoor, office and garden furniture; garden furniture; 
urban furniture for storing water; environmental street furniture; urban furniture as an ecological frame; non-metallic road 
furniture; urban furniture and non-metallic furniture for fitting out parks and gardens; furniture to be placed of installed in 
public spaces for regional planning and organization of green spaces and gardens.

Cl.44;Flower arranging; design of landscaping [gardening] for others; landscape design; landscape design [services 
provided by landscape gardeners]; wreath making [floral art]; gardening; tree planting; tree planting for carbon offsetting 
purposes; garden tree planting; Agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; landscaping services 
[gardening]; advisory services with respect to landscape design; gardener and gardening services; landscape gardening 
services; rental of flower arrangements; rental of flower pots and planters; installation, replacement, maintenance and 
rental of plants, trees, flowers and floral displays; design and development of green walls; design and development of 
green roofs; garden design and maintenance; creation and maintenance of parks and interior and exterior green spaces.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 018046294 ;European Union 

4380019    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502653]
Spinea s.r.o.
Okrajová 33 SK-080 05 Presov Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Gear boxes being parts of machines; parts for the aforesaid gear boxes, included in this class.

Cl.9;High accuracy electro-mechanical actuators; parts of high accuracy electro-mechanical actuators, included in this 
class.

Cl.12;Gear boxes for motors, included in this class.
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4380033    02/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502670]
ARTELIA EAU & ENVIRONNEMENT
6 rue de Lorraine F-38130 ECHIROLLES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter whose purpose concerns the protection of sea and river works, namely the construction of dikes, 
barriers, breakwaters for the protection of sea and river works, laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river 
works, casings for the construction of concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works.

Cl.19;Concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; scale models (made of concrete) of concrete blocks, 
for laboratory study of hydraulic and wave phenomena relating to the protection of sea and river works.

Cl.20;Scale models (made of plastic or resin) of concrete blocks, for laboratory study of hydraulic and wave 
phenomena relating to the protection of sea and river works.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance services for dikes, barriers, breakwaters for the protection of sea and river 
works; information, advice, consulting with respect to construction, repair, maintenance of dikes, barriers, breakwaters 
for the protection of sea and river works; laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; information, 
advice, consulting with respect to laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; construction of 
models (scale models) of concrete blocks for laboratory study of hydraulic and wave phenomena relating to the 
protection of sea and river works; supervision (management) of construction, repair and maintenance works of dikes, 
barriers, breakwaters for the protection of sea and river works; supervision (management) of laying of concrete blocks for 
the protection of sea and river works; construction, repair, maintenance of casings for making concrete blocks for the 
protection of sea and river works; rental of casings for making concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; 
rental of models (scale models) of concrete blocks for laboratory study of hydraulic and wave phenomena relating to the 
protection of sea and river works; consultancy services relating to laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and 
river works.

Cl.41;Training with respect to construction, repair and maintenance of dikes, barriers, breakwaters for the protection of 
sea and river works; training with respect to laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; training with 
respect to construction of casings for making concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works.

Cl.42;Engineering services relating to the protection of sea and river works; studies (engineering works) of any 
apparatus, equipment, machines, buildings useful for the construction, repair, maintenance of dikes, barriers, 
breakwaters for the protection of sea and river works; study of any apparatus, equipment, machines relating to laying 
concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; study of any apparatus, equipment, machines relating to the 
construction, maintenance of casings for making concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; laboratory 
work relating to the design, construction, repair, maintenance of dikes, barriers, breakwaters for the protection of sea and 
river works; laboratory work relating to laying concrete blocks for the protection of sea and river works; laboratory study 
of hydraulic and wave phenomena relating to the protection of sea and river works.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 4507508 ;France 

4380037    12/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502682]
VINCI ENERGIES
280 rue du 8 mai 1945 F-78360 MONTESSON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and parts thereof, electric welding machines, hydraulic presses for drawing, machines for 
cooling and tempering metallurgical products, couplings and transmission belts (other than for land vehicles), 
mechanical grinding machines, automated high cadence assembly machines, manipulator arms and robotic arms, 
machines for deburring mechanical parts, assembly lines (machines), hydraulic and pneumatic engines, hydraulic and 
pneumatic brakes for machines, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, aerodynamic testing machines, mufflers for 
machines, machines for the paper industry, mixing machines, machine presses.

Cl.9;Apparatus for sending, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; 
magnetic or optical data media; database server centers; electronic memory; software, especially data processing 
software (recorded programs); software for creating, managing, updating and using databases; software packages 
intended for logistics in the field of industry; software packages for controlling manufacturing, resource management, 
storage, delivery and routing of batches of goods; software packages for document management, data collection and data 
acquisition; software packages for connecting systems for computer-assisted production management; software for 
access to electronic messaging services or to computer or data transmission networks; scientific, electric, and testing 
apparatus and instruments, in particular for high and low voltage techniques, cabinets and electric distribution boards, 
electricity conduits, electrical connections and ducts, relays, electrical transformers, apparatus and instruments for 
measuring, signaling, testing (supervision), apparatus for the remote sensing of physical parameters, lasers, optical 
components, optical fibers.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generation, cooking, refrigeration, drying, ventilation, cooling, air 
conditioning, (including for vehicles), water distribution installations, waste water purification installations, sanitary 
installations, solar collectors and accumulators, heat pumps, heat exchangers, special furnaces, waste incinerators, 
industrial dust-removing apparatus, refining towers for distillation.

Cl.35;Management of computer databases; computer file management; data input and processing services; updating 
services for documentation linked to a database accessible via a network; commercial business valuations and 
appraisals; consultancy services for business management of a variety of fields; commercial or industrial company 
management assistance; economic forecasting.

Cl.37;Construction of buildings, public works, rural works, installation of power grids, installation of electric lines, 
installation and renovation of all objects and industrial equipment.

Cl.42;Services of technological research and development for others in various industrial sectors, laboratory services 
for testing, measuring and analysis of physical quantities, in particular size, strains, vibrations, shocks, temperature, 
electric and magnetic fields, technical and scientific appraisal, quality control, calibration, measuring and testing, test, 
analysis and valuation of products and services of others for certification, industrial design services, drawing up of 
construction plans, research with respect to environmental protection, biological, bacteriological and chemical research, 
research in mechanics; scientific and industrial research in connection with new information technologies for computer 
and communication networks; studies, advice and technical appraisals in the field of telecommunications and computer 
or data transmission networks; development (design) of software and software packages for industrial production control 
systems; development of software packages (design) for making production information systems including controlling, 
optimizing and monitoring industrial production and manufacturing activities; administration and supervision of computer 
networks; computer management consulting.
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4380080    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502686]
NEIGHBORHOOD CO., LTD.
2-8-14, Sendagaya, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 151-0051 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Buckles of metal.

Cl.14;Personal ornaments in the nature of jewellery (other than cuff links); cuff links; semi-wrought precious stones 
and their imitations.

Cl.18;Bags; pouches; vanity cases; purses and wallets of precious metal.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils (other than electric tooth brushes); powder compacts of precious metal.

Cl.25;Garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; waistbands; belts for clothing.

Cl.26;Armband for holding sleeves; insignias for wear (not of precious metal); badges for wear (not of precious metal); 
buckles for clothing [clothing buckles]; brooches for clothing; special sash clips for obi [Obi-dome]; bonnet pins, other 
than jewellery and not of precious metals; ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; brassards; hair ornaments; buttons; 
artificial flowers (other than artificial garlands and wreaths); false beards; false moustaches; hair curlers (non-electric).
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 018023409 ;European Union 

4380106    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502709]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft
Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Heating, steam generating and thermochemical reaction apparatus; gas generators for industrial utility gases, in 
particular hydrogen and carbon monoxide; steam reformers; gas purifiers; gas separators; fluid and gas heaters and 
coolers, and heat regenerators.

Cl.37;Design and construction, repair and servicing of industrial apparatus and installations, in particular large-scale 
chemical and gas technology units and components therefor, in particular gas reactors and reformers, separators and 
units for separating gases, apparatus for generating synthetic gases, gas generators; construction project management 
for large-scale gas apparatus and synthesis gas installations.

Cl.42;Engineering services, relating to technical planning and construction, engineering, namely installation 
calculations and design, in the field of industrial gas treatment and gas generation; development and conducting of trials 
in connection with industrial apparatus and installations, in particular gas technology units, and in relation to the 
components therefor, in particular in connection with gas producers and reaction apparatus for gases, with gas 
separation and gas treatment units, synthesis gas installations and gas generators.
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4380109    10/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502713]
Stanislav Mosalov
Wipperfürther Straße 10 40591 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal goods for use in construction; metal hardware; frames of metal for building; buildings being fixed structures 
of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; statues and works of art of 
common metals; labels of metal; building panels of metal; sheets and plates of metal; tiles of metal for building; paving 
slabs of metal; paving blocks of metal; sheet metal; slabs of metal for building; wainscotting of metal; trays of metal; 
linings of metal for building; wall tiles of metal; wall linings of metal for building; wall claddings of metal for building; 
unwrought or semi-wrought common metals.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; research apparatus and instruments; navigation apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and 
instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
darkroom lamps [photography]; camera flashes; light sources [flashlamps] for photographic use; audio/visual and 
photographic devices; film cameras; cine projectors; film recorders; film cutting apparatus; film reproducing apparatus; 
film production apparatus; film recording apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; display devices, 
television receivers and film and video devices; audiovisual teaching apparatus; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating the use of 
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electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting 
the distribution of electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating the distribution of electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for switching the distribution of electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling the distribution of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating the distribution of electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting the use of electricity; apparatus and instruments for switching the use of electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for regulating the use of electricity; recording apparatus; apparatus for broadcasting sound, data or images; 
wireless communication devices for voice, data, or image transmission; central processing units for processing 
information, data, sound or images; coin-operated mechanisms; cash registers; calculators; computer systems; 
computers; peripherals adapted for use with computers; wearable computer peripherals; wireless computer peripherals; 
mobile telephones; cases adapted for mobile phones; smartphones; leather cases for smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; covers for smartphones; smartphones in the shape of a watch; smart phones in the form of eyewear; cases 
for telephones; cases for PDAs; cases for data storage devices; cases for music storage devices; cases for tablet 
computers; cases for portable media players; cases for digital media players; cases adapted for notebook computers; 
cases adapted for netbook computers; cases for MP3 players; virtual reality headsets; virtual reality glasses; headsets for 
virtual reality games; smartwatches; laptop computers; laptop covers; battery chargers for laptop computers; sleeves for 
laptops; wearable portable media players; covers for portable media players; head protection; helmet communications 
systems; helmets for motorcyclists; safety caps; helmets for use in sports; helmet cameras; display screens; monitors; 
tablet monitors; electric luminescent display panels; interactive terminals; LCD monitors; tactile screens [electronic]; 
touch sensitive electronic screens; loudspeakers; cases for loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeaker 
systems; loudspeaker units; speakers [audio equipment]; portable speakers; wireless speakers; smart speakers; wireless 
audio speakers; audio speakers for automobiles; mobile phone speakers; power modules; electronic control gears 
[ECGs] for led lamps and light fixtures; phototelegraphy apparatus; video telephones; biochips; electronic chips; 
multiprocessor chips; chips [integrated circuits]; labels with integrated RFID chips; electronic chips for the manufacture 
of integrated circuits; smartglasses; data processing apparatus; electronic data processing equipment; memory devices 
for use with data processing apparatus; coolers for processors for data processing apparatus; scanners [data processing 
equipment]; readers [data processing equipment]; instruments for diagnosis [for scientific use]; diagnostic apparatus, not 
for medical purposes; e-books; electronic book readers; protective cases for e-book readers; electronic book reader 
covers; accumulators, electric; batteries, electric, for vehicles; connection units (electric -); connections for electric 
cables; connections for electric lines; batteries, electric; rechargeable electric batteries; electrical cells and batteries; 
electric batteries for powering electric vehicles; collectors, electric; measuring devices, electric; transformers [electricity]; 
electric toy train transformers; electrical transformers [for telecommunication apparatus]; television apparatus; cameras 
[photography]; hands-free kits for cell phones; hands-free kits for telephones; radiotelephony sets; radio receiving 
tuners; wrist rests for use with computers; wrist rests for computer mouse users; covers for personal digital assistants 
[PDAs]; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; covers for tablet computers; interactive touch screen terminals; headsets; 
communications head sets; wireless headphones; in-ear headphones; telephone headsets; headsets for use with 
computers; personal headphones for sound transmitting apparatuses; radio pagers; pagers; radios; image scanning 
apparatus; waterproof cases for smart phones; wearable smart phones; docking stations for smartphones; chargers for 
smartphones; displays for smartphones; smart rings; computer memory devices; tablet computers; flip covers for tablet 
computers; leather cases for tablet computers; wireless headsets for tablet computers; pocket calculators; cases for 
pocket calculators; audio- and video-receivers; wearable activity trackers; walkie-talkies; personal stereos; checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electronic monitoring 
instruments, other than for medical use; liquid level monitoring apparatus; video baby monitors; camcorders; digital 
video cameras; electrical sockets; junction boxes [electricity]; terminal boxes for electric conductors; couplings, electric; 
conduit couplings [electric].

Cl.14;Jewellery; precious stones; semi-precious stones; clocks; time instruments; wristwatches with pedometers; 
badges of precious metal; amulets [jewellery]; charms for key rings; bracelets; clocks and watches, electric; jewellery 
findings; necklaces [jewellery]; chains [jewellery]; copper tokens; lockets [jewellery]; jewel pendants; clock cases.
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4380120    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503347]
Oystec GmbH & Co. KG
Marcel-Breuer-Str. 15 80807 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded content; databases; media content; computer software; information technology and audio-visual, 
multimedia and photographic devices; communications equipment; data storage devices and media; replicating 
apparatus; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); audio/visual and photographic 
devices; signal cables for IT, AV and telecommunication; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; scientific and 
laboratory devices for treatment using electricity; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; apparatus and 
instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; photovoltaic 
apparatus for generating electricity; electrical and electronic components; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; 
optical enhancers; lasers; glasses, sunglasses and contact lenses; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; 
alarms and warning equipment; biometric access control systems; signalling apparatus; protective and safety equipment; 
diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; measuring, detecting and 
monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; monitoring instruments; sensors and detectors; testing and quality 
control devices; measuring, counting, alignment and calibrating instruments; controllers (regulators); scientific research 
and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and simulators.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; public relations services; product demonstrations and product 
display services; trade show and commercial exhibition services; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; 
provision of advertising space, time and media; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; 
advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; rental of advertising space, time 
and materials; business project management; auctioneering services; rental of vending machines; business assistance, 
management and administrative services; accountancy, book keeping and auditing; administrative data processing; 
human resources management and recruitment services; clerical services; business consultancy and advisory services; 
office machines and equipment rental; business analysis, research and information services; market research.

Cl.36;Underwriting services; insurance underwriting and appraisals and assessment for insurance purposes; warranty 
services; real estate services; rent collection; rental of real estate and property; pawnbrokerage; issuance of prepaid 
cards and tokens of value; safe deposit services; financial and monetary services, and banking; currency trading and 
exchange services; securities and commodities trading services; loan and credit, and lease-finance services; debt 
recovery and factoring services; investment services; financial transfers and transactions, and payment services; 
financial information, data, advice and consultancy services; financing and funding services; rental of cash machines, 
cash counters and cash registers; fundraising and financial sponsorship; valuation services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; broadcasting services; telephone and mobile telephone services; computer 
communication and Internet access; provision of access to content, websites and portals; provision and rental of 
telecommunications facilities and equipment.

Cl.42;Information technology [IT] consultancy; software development, programming and implementation; computer 
hardware development; hosting services, software as a service, and rental of software; rental of computer hardware and 
facilities; IT consultancy, advisory and information services; IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery 
of computer data; data duplication and conversion services, data coding services; scientific and technological services; 
rental of science and technology equipment; medical and pharmacological research services; engineering services; 
surveying and exploration services; architectural and urban planning services; natural science services related research 
and development services; testing, authentication and quality control; design services.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000029659 ;Italy 

4380144    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502773]
LITOKOL S.P.A.
Via G. Falcone, 13/1 I-42048 RUBIERA (RE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Detergents for industrial use; impregnants for exterior surfaces of buildings [other than paints or oils]; chemical 
compositions for use in construction; adhesives for floor, ceiling and wall tiles; unprocessed artificial and synthetic 
resins; adhesives for the building industry; adhesives for laying ceramic tiles; adhesives for applying floor tiles; 
adhesives for wall tiles; detergents for building industry use; putties [fillers]; mastics.

Cl.17;Caulking materials; general purpose silicone rubber sealant; adhesive sealant compounds; silicon rubber joint 
sealing compounds; insulating fabrics; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; stopping materials; 
insulating materials; chemical compositions for repairing leaks; insulating water proofing membranes.

Cl.19;Adhesive mortar for building purposes; ready mixed mortar; stair-treads [steps], not of metal; PVC membrane for 
building; building materials, not of metal; dry screed; binding agents for making stones; binding agents for making 
briquettes; screeds ready for the realization of subfloors before forming a floor; facing plaster; water repellent grout for 
grouting ceramic tiles.
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Priority claimed from 22/04/2019; Application No. : 88395494 ;United States of America 

4380150    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502791]
Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc.
700 East Main Street Norristown PA 19401 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Toy modeling dough; wooden toys, namely, mashers and cones for use with toy modeling dough; toy modeling 
dough and decorative glitter, plant-based color packets, wooden scoops, and stickers for children to use with said 
modeling dough sold as a unit; toy modeling dough and wooden scoops for use with such dough sold as a unit.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring children's art supplies and toys; online retail store services featuring children's art 
supplies and toys.
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4380153    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502795]
Celerium Inc.
Suite 203 100 N Sepulveda Blvd El Segundo CA 90345 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Recorded computer software and hardware for digital security; computer security products, namely, computer 
peripherals; computer hardware and recorded software, namely, network security appliances, email security appliances, 
digital data and media security appliances, security software applications, and management stations related to the 
foregoing; recorded computer software and computer hardware for detection, blocking, and facilitating removal and 
remediation of computer viruses, Trojan horses, adware, spyware, rootkits, bootkits, backdoors, zero-day attacks, data 
exfiltration, phishing, bots, time bombs, worms, cyber-attacks, malicious attacks, and advanced persistent threats; 
recorded computer software for identifying and preventing malicious attacks on, and unauthorized activities and 
intrusions in computers, computer systems, networks, hardware, software applications, digital devices, and mobile 
devices; recorded computer software and hardware for use in providing secure networks, virtual computer systems and 
virtual computer environments; computer hardware; computer peripherals.

Cl.42;Technical support and consulting services related to security and vulnerability of, and cyber-attacks and threats 
against computers, computer systems, networks, hardware, software applications, digital devices, digital data, and mobile 
devices; technical and consulting services related to designing, developing, customizing, configuring, deploying, 
installing, maintaining, analyzing, integrating, repairing, and managing of cyber-security systems for others; technical 
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support services in the nature of detecting and diagnosing computer hardware and software security problems and 
vulnerabilities, updating and maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and to prevention and 
mitigation of computer risks; updating and maintaining computer software for others; cloud computing services featuring 
software and databases for use in computer security and prevention and mitigation of computer risks; computer 
consultation and research in the field of design and development of computer hardware, computer software and network 
security; computer security consultancy in the field of malware, intrusion and penetration testing and diagnosis of 
computers and networks to assess information technology security and vulnerability; information technology security 
services in the nature of providing network access to cyber-threat intelligence, to cyber-attack verification, and to security 
analysis of network traffic, emails, files, media computer software, and mobile applications (term considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); application service provider (ASP) featuring 
software for use for detection, blocking, and facilitating removal and remediation of computer viruses, rootkits, advanced 
persistent threats, malware and malicious attacks in computers, computer systems, networks, hardware, software 
applications, digital devices, and mobile digital devices; application service provider (ASP) featuring software that 
provides secure virtual computer systems and virtual computing environments; software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software for use in security threat analysis, namely, software for collecting, filtering, sanitizing, normalizing, 
tracking, converting, interpreting, indexing, analyzing and managing data and intelligence from communication and 
computer network systems, and providing reports and alerts in connection therewith.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2019; Application No. : 88523731 ;United States of America 

4380155    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502796]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 980526399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software, computer software; headsets for use with computers; mousepads; night vision goggles; 
computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless devices; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; prerecorded media, namely, digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, DVDs, and 
blue-ray discs all featuring films, movies and/or television programs in the field of action, animation and adventure; 
downloadable movies; prerecorded digital audio and video tapes and discs, CDs, and DVDs, all featuring music; 
downloadable music files; records; tablet cases; decorative magnets; digital trading cards; digital action figures; 
downloadable software featuring emoji sets; digital stickers; blank USB flash drives; chargers for cell phones, tablets, 
laptops, and other USB-enabled portable devices; computer docking stations; phone cases; mouse pads; external hard 
drives; headsets; ear buds; headphones; wireless speakers; charging stations for video controllers; sunglasses; 
keyboards.

Cl.28;Game controllers for computer games; gaming headsets for use in playing video games.

Cl.41;Providing information in the field of computer games, games and home entertainment via a web site; providing 
information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; entertainment services, namely: 
providing on-line computer games; online entertainment in the nature of computer game tournaments; conducting 
contests online; arranging and conducting competitions via the Internet in the field of video games; organizing of sporting 
events, competitions and sporting tournaments in the field of video games; organizing tournaments and exhibitions for 
computer video gaming contests for entertainment purposes; providing online interactive multi-player computer games 
via the Internet and electronic communication networks; arranging and conducting exhibitions and special events 
between computer game players and interest groups for entertainment purposes; professional video game tournaments 
and exhibitions featuring exhibits composed of interactive displays, participatory activities, and contests centered around 
video gaming rendered live at indoor and outdoor venues and recorded for the purpose of distribution through the media 
of radio, television and the Internet; providing online news, non-downloadable articles, blogs, webcasts, podcasts, 
information, commentary, and information in the nature of gaming strategies, all related to games, electronic, computer, 
and video games, and computer game tournaments; providing non-downloadable films and movies via video-on-demand 
services; providing non-downloadable music and music-on-demand services.

Cl.42;Providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos 
based on computer game play; computer and video games development; computer game design; design and 
development services in relation to computer and video games and interactive entertainment products; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer game software; providing software as a service (SaaS) services featuring 
software that enables users to create, upload, and share user-generated videos based on computer game play.
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4380357    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503230]
Wheel.me AS
St. Olavs plass 3 N-0165 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and software applications, including downloadable; laboratory apparatus; furniture especially made for 
laboratories; parts and accessories for all the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus; furniture especially made for medical purposes; parts and 
accessories for all the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.19;Parts and accessories of non-metal wall modules and sliding doors.

Cl.20;Furniture, furniture parts; parts and accessories for all the above-mentioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2018; Application No. : 017999306 ;European Union 

4380372    05/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503446]
KEBA Gesellschaft m.b.H.
Dürnberg 63 A-4100 Ottensheim Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Plastic manufacturing machines; machines and machine tools for production and logistics; motors, other than for 
land vehicles; gear boxes, other than for land vehicles; machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles); controls (pneumatic -) for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls 
for motors; electrical drives for machines; electric/electronic/mechatronical control and regulating mechanisms for 
machines and installations; robots [machines]; automatic vending machines; electric and/or electronic mail distribution 
machines, in particular for the allocation and collection of postal items; electric and/or electronic automated mail 
processing machines, in particular for depositing and collecting postal items; handling machines for depositing and 
collecting goods; apparatus for processing and transferring of physical media and goods.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; photographic apparatus and 
instruments; cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; weighing apparatus and 
instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; checking (supervision) 
apparatus and instruments; instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; computer software; software; money 
counting apparatus; money counting and sorting machines; automated teller machines [ATM]; automatic paying-in and 
deposit machines; hardware for processing electronic payments to and from others; accounting machines; accounting 
machines; payment terminals, money dispensing and sorting devices; apparatus for electronic payment processing; 
electronic payment terminals; interactive touch screen terminals; apparatus for identifying and testing, and for depositing 
and withdrawing prepaid cards, tokens of value, coins, cheques, payment forms; apparatus for processing (scanning, 
interpreting) of machine readable physical media; apparatus for checking the authenticity of banknotes; electric and/or 
electronic apparatus and/or instruments and/or automatic machines for customer lockers; electric/electronic locker 
systems; apparatus/electronic terminals for scanning, evaluating, conveying and dispensing lottery ticket receipts; 
electronic terminals for generating lottery tickets; prize check terminals; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
monitors [computer hardware]; multimedia terminals; terminal controllers [electric]; communications apparatus; point of 
sale apparatus; electronic point of sale (EPOs) systems; automated car parking control devices; electronic parking lot 
ticket dispensers; computer networks for apparatus for collecting and depositing goods; software for network and device 
security; signal cables for IT; radio transmitters; radiotelephony sets; remote control apparatus; apparatus for the 
transmission of data; apparatus for the transmission of data; electric installations for the remote control of industrial 
operations; data collection apparatus; data collection apparatus; wearable monitors; touchscreen monitors; wearable 
computers; stationary monitors; modems; software for identifying and authenticating individuals; access-control 
apparatus; apparatus for identifying individuals; alarms; alarm systems; electric alarms; electronic personal alarm 
devices; security warning apparatus; security alarms; safety monitoring apparatus [electric]; security surveillance 
apparatus; electric and electronic security apparatus and instruments; robotic electrical control apparatus; machine 
control software; electronic control systems for machines; sensors used in plant control; electronic controllers; electrical 
controls; automatic control apparatus; controllers (regulators); touch sensitive control panels; electric control apparatus; 
electric control apparatus; electronic control systems; control installations (electric -); electronic control units; electronic 
control instruments; sensor controllers; control modules (electric or electronic -); remote controllers for controlling 
electronic products; control stations (remote, electric or electronic -); numerical control apparatus; programmable logic 
controllers; digital electronic controllers; computer controllers; programmable controllers; programmable control 
apparatus; computer software for the remote control of security apparatus; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and 
control the function and status of security systems; security software; security control apparatus; steering apparatus, 
automatic, for vehicles; electric control devices for energy management; electric control devices for heating management; 
measuring and control devices for air conditioning technology; thermal controls, namely for renewable energy sources; 
commutation (electric apparatus for -); apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting 
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electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus for controlling static electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
distribution consoles [electricity]; electricity control panels; electrical switch cabinets; charging stations for electric 
vehicles; battery chargers; software for load management systems; recording devices for sound and image carriers; 
apparatus for the reproduction of images; apparatus for the transmission of images; sound recorders; sound 
reproduction apparatus; apparatus for broadcasting sound, data or images; magnetic data media; data processing 
apparatus; data processing systems; data processing equipment; computers; measuring apparatus using lasers in the 
fields of robotics, mechanical engineering, manufacturing installations, industrial computers; other than 
electric/electronic or electrically/electronically controlled locks, keys and locking and access control systems; terminal 
controllers [electric].

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advisory services relating to 
promotional activities.

Cl.37;Building construction; construction of interior accommodation; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; 
maintenance and repair of engines; maintenance and repair of gears; repair of couplings, other than for land vehicles; 
safe maintenance or repair; maintenance and repair of charging stations for electric vehicles; installation, maintenance 
and repair of cash transfer, accounting, savings account and/or record book and money changing machines, vending 
machines for goods, life and property insurance; installation, maintenance and repair of instruments for identifying, 
testing, inputting and outputting prepaid cards, tokens of value, banknotes, coins, cheques and payment forms; 
installation, maintenance and repair of electric and/or electronic mail distribution systems, in particular for depositing and 
collecting mail items; installation, maintenance and repair of electric and/or electronic apparatus and/or instruments for 
customer lockers; installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus for depositing and collecting goods; installation, 
maintenance and repair of electronic terminals for scanning, evaluating, conveying and dispensing lottery tickets; repair 
of electronic apparatus; maintenance of automata; installation, maintenance and repair of monitors (computer hardware); 
installation of communication equipment; maintenance of communications equipment; installation of communications 
network instruments; maintenance and repair of communications systems; installation, maintenance and repair of 
telecommunications equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of printers; installation, maintenance and repair of 
apparatus for automated parking control; installation, repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripherals; 
installation of hardware for computer networks; installation of hardware for computer systems; installation of cellular 
paging systems; installation, maintenance and repair of access controls and systems for identifying individuals; alarm, 
lock and safe installation, maintenance and repair; installation of security systems; maintenance and repair of security 
installations; installation, maintenance and repair of electric control apparatus for robots; installation, maintenance and 
repair of electronic machine controllers, sensors for controlling systems, electronic controllers, electric controllers, 
automatic control apparatus, control apparatus (regulators), touch-sensitive control panels, electronic control apparatus, 
electric control apparatus, electronic control systems, electric control systems, electronic control units, electronic control 
instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of control apparatus for sensors, electric or electronic control modules, 
remote controls for controlling electronic products, electric or electronic remote control apparatus, digital control 
apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of memory-programmable controllers, digital electronic control apparatus, 
control apparatus for computers, programmable controllers, programmable control apparatus.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and development relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware; software design and development; design, 
development and programming of application software for smartphones and consumer devices; design, development and 
programming of software for server and cloud applications; design, development and programming of software for load 
management systems; designing of electrical systems; design of instruments; control technology consulting services; 
programming of electronic control systems; designing of electronic systems; engineering services for the design of 
machinery; creation of control programs for electric operation control and drive modules; software development; 
consultancy in the field of energy-saving; design services for the interior of buildings; design services for the interior of 
buildings; installation, maintenance and repair of machine control software; installation of software for computer 
networks; installation of software for computer systems.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 40201911101V ;Singapore 

4380966    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503312]
FRASERS PROPERTY LIMITED
438 Alexandra Road, 21-00 Alexandra Point Singapore 119958 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; 
downloadable computer graphics; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable website design templates; 
downloadable image files; downloadable video recordings.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; book binding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; printed publications; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; brochures; booklets; pamphlets; 
manuals; journals; leaflets; greeting cards; advertising and promotional material; access control cards (other than 
encoded or magnetic); cards; cards (other than encoded or magnetic); cards embossed or printed with security features 
for authentication purposes; cards embossed or printed with security features for identification purposes; cards for 
encoding; cards for use as charge cards (other than encoded or magnetic); cards for use as credit cards (other than 
encoded or magnetic); cards for use as data carriers (other than encoded or magnetic); cards made of plastic (other than 
encoded or magnetic); carrier bags (disposable) of paper card or plastics; cash cards (other than encoded or magnetic); 
cash disbursement cards (other than encoded or magnetic); charge cards (other than encoded or magnetic); 
correspondence cards; credit cards (other than encoded or magnetic); debit cards (other than encoded or magnetic); 
discount cards (other than encoded or magnetic); identification cards (other than encoded or magnetic); identity card 
holders; identity cards (other than encoded or magnetic); information supports (cards, not encoded or magnetic) bearing 
personal identification data; non-magnetic identification cards; plastic cards (other than magnetic or encoded); printed 
cards (other than magnetic or encoded); printed cash cards (other than magnetic or encoded); tags of card for attachment 
to door knobs; value cards (other than machine readable or magnetic).
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Cl.35;Accounting; administration, organisation and management of loyalty and incentive schemes and customer loyalty 
programmes; advertising and publicity services; business representative services; business analysis services; business 
and market statistical information; business management and administration of real estate, residential, industrial and 
commercial properties, offices, business centers, departmental stores, shopping centers, retail and wholesale outlets, 
temporary accommodation, hotels, motels, resorts, service apartments, buildings, houses, condominiums, apartments, 
flats, warehouses, factories, property and real estate developments; business management and business administration; 
business management in relation to commercial property; business organisation, management, performance monitoring 
and facilitation of sales of products and services via a global computer network; business planning; business research; 
commercial management; compilation of business directories and business guides; compilation of mailing lists; data 
handling and retrieval services, all for information, images, audio material and text; data processing; direct mail 
advertising; design of marketing materials and printed materials used in retail outlets; display services for merchandise; 
distribution and demonstration of goods and samples for advertising purposes; Internet based promotion; market 
analysis and research; marketing and promotional services; ordering products and services for third parties via electronic 
data transmission; organisation of business competitions; organisation of exhibitions for business and commercial 
purposes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional schemes; preparation and issuing of 
publicity materials; preparation of business reports; provision of information relating to trade development and business 
opportunity; public relations services, dissemination of advertising matter; rental of advertising space; sales promotion 
through customer loyalty programmes for others; television advertising; the bringing together for the benefit of others, of 
a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in departmental stores, shopping 
centers, retail and wholesale outlets, hotel, food and beverage outlet, from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order 
or by means of telecommunications, or from a general merchandise global communications network website; shop 
window dressing; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Real estate affairs; real estate agency services; accommodation letting agency, house agency services; arranging 
letting of apartments; real estate valuations; rent collection services; letting and leasing of real estate and residential 
properties, service apartments, buildings, houses, condominiums, apartments, flats and developments; portfolio 
management; property portfolio management; apartment house management services; real estate services relating to 
management, development advisory, valuation and project management and co-ordination of real estate; building 
management; investment services; property investment; real estate brokerage; real estate appraisals; asset management; 
real estate investment; investment trust services; trust administration; trusteeship services; trust services; trust 
management services; services for the establishment of trusts; unit trust services, unit trust management services, unit 
trust investment services; financial evaluation and analysis; financial valuations; financing services; real estate financing; 
payment processing services for tax, goods and services tax and duty services relating to real estate, real property, 
premises and/or accommodation; preparation of reports relating to the foregoing services; issuing of tokens of value in 
relation to customer loyalty schemes; issuing of vouchers or tokens of value in relation to the supply of benefits for 
customer loyalty and frequent buyer schemes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.43;Hotel and temporary accommodation reservation services; boarding houses, rental of temporary accommodation 
(hotels/boarding houses); provision of accommodation by way of housing, hotels and rooms; provision of exhibition, 
seminar and conference facilities; services for providing food and drink, restaurant, catering and banquet services; 
restaurant chains, cafeteria, cafes, snack bars, coffee bars, coffee shops and tea room services; restaurant booking or 
reservation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer scheme; temporary accommodation 
(hotels, motels, resorts) booking and reservation services provided in relation to a customer loyalty or frequent buyer 
scheme.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 104 967 ;Germany 

4380977    10/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503333]
K-fee System GmbH
Senefelderstr. 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; equipment for cooking, heating, refrigerating and other food and beverage treatment equipment and 
apparatus; electric coffee filter apparatus, coffee machines and coffee percolators; coffee roasters; coffee roasting 
machines; electric coffee semi-automatic and fully automatic machines; electric coffee, tea and cocoa preparation 
machines for processing single-dose coffee, tea, cocoa, milk or milk powder or coffee-containing, tea-containing or 
cocoa-containing beverage powder, in particular in capsule or pad form; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; jams; 
compotes; eggs; milk; dairy products; dairy products and their substitutes; edible oils and fats; milk powder for food; 
non-alcoholic mixed milk drinks with predominantly milk content; coffee whiteners consisting primarily of dairy products, 
and also including protein or vegetable; nut pastes (included in this class).

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes therefor; sugar; sweet glazes and fillings and bee products for food purposes; 
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rice; tapioca; sago; coffee substitutes; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; fine bakery goods; fine 
confectionery; ice cream; honey; treacle; natural sweeteners, especially thaumatin; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; 
vinegar; sauces [condiments]; spices; cooling ice; ice; ice cream, frozen yoghurt, sorbets; ice cream powder and 
preparations for making ice cream; fruit tea and herbal tea for non-medical purposes; chocolate; chocolate products; 
sweets; confectionery; chewing gum for non-medical purposes; coffee beverages; tea drinks; fruit tea drinks; cocoa 
beverages; drinking chocolate; caffeinated, tea-containing and cocoa-containing beverages; caffeine-containing, cocoa-
containing and/or chocolate-containing beverage powders; nut nougat cream; cocoa paste.
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4380986    01/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503352]
Eagle View Technologies, Inc.
3700 Monte Villa Parkway, Suite 200 Bothell WA 98021 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable construction and repair reports and databases regarding buildings and other structures to 
homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers; downloadable 
condition and damage assessment reports and databases regarding buildings and other structures to homeowners, 
contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers.

Cl.35;Preparation of informational reports for others in the field of construction and repair regarding buildings and 
other structures to homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers 
(term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); preparation of 
informational reports for others in the field of condition and damage assessment regarding buildings and other structures 
to homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers (term considered 
too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.36;Providing financial assessment of condition and damage regarding buildings and other structures to 
homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers.

Cl.37;Providing construction and repair data and information regarding buildings and other structures in the nature of 
residential structures, commercial structures, industrial structures, and farm structures to homeowners, contractors, 
insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers; providing data and information regarding 
damage to and condition of buildings and other structures in the nature of residential structures, commercial structures, 
industrial structures, and farm structures to homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and 
infrastructure managers for construction, repair, and maintenance purposes.

Cl.41;Digital imaging services (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); aerial imagery services; providing online, non-downloadable construction and repair reports regarding 
buildings and other structures to homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure 
managers; providing online, non-downloadable condition and damage assessment reports regarding buildings and other 
structures to homeowners, contractors, insurance adjusters, insurance companies, and infrastructure managers.

Cl.42;Providing computer modeling services based upon aerial imagery, namely, creating from aerial imagery computer 
representations of roofs, walls, windows, solar panels, other architectural or design features of buildings or other 
structures, vegetation, or terrain; providing measurements of roofs, walls, windows, solar panels, other architectural or 
design features of buildings or other structures, vegetation, or terrain obtained from aerial imagery for use by 
professionals in the fields of insurance, finance, real estate, assessment, construction, and public safety and planning 
and infrastructure management (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for photogrammetric analysis; providing 
online application services in the nature of application service providers featuring software for use in generating 
condition and damage assessments, cost estimates, material lists, and proposals for construction and repair of buildings 
and other structures, and for ordering materials from building material suppliers (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing measurements of roofs, walls, windows, 
solar panels, other architectural or design features of buildings or other structures, vegetation, or terrain made on 
orthogonal and oblique imagery for purposes of construction and repair by third parties (term considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2018; Application No. : 017908065 ;European Union 

4380988    27/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1503348]
avateramedical GmbH
Ernst-Ruska-Ring 23 07745 Jena Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and instructional manuals and service manuals in electronic format related and sold therewith; hardware 
for data processing; master controls, video displays, video printers, system controllers, 3-D glasses, monitors, display 
panels, operating panels, remote controllers, optical and ocular apparatus and instruments, cameras, camera image 
processing equipment, video image processing equipment and surgical manipulation system software, all incorporated in 
surgical manipulation systems; electrical relay units, cables and connecting cables; electronical controls and control 
units of operation tools and surgical instruments for the use in surgical operation systems.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; computerized surgical operation system comprised of 
surgeon's console, master control, display, namely video display, video image processing equipment, camera image 
processing equipment, patient-side cart with set-up arms and manipulator slave arms, sterile adaptors to connect arms to 
instruments; tools for medical operation and surgical instruments, reusable with limited number of uses, devices for 
providing light and electrical signals to endoscopes, light sources for medical and surgical use and cables and 
component parts therefor, electrosurgical instruments, trolleys used in operation rooms for carrying and installing 
medical and ancillary medical devices; operation tools and surgical instruments, namely, endoscopes, laparoscopes, 
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urological apparatus and instruments, ultrasound instruments, laser instruments, trocars, apparatus and instruments for 
rinsing body cavities, cannulas, cutters, clips, clamps, clip appliers, clamps appliers, forceps, knives, electric knives, 
scissors, dissectors, needles, needle holders, suturing apparatus, graspers, scalpel, scalpel blades, staplers, tackers.

Cl.44;Medical services, namely surgical procedures; providing, renting, lending, leasing and donating of medical and 
surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical assistance services in the nature of surgical advice provided to medical and 
surgical professionals in the operating room, also from remote locations via the Internet and global computer networks 
through archived medical images and a data storage and retrieval system.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2018; Application No. : 018005549 ;European Union 

4380989    25/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503356]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG
Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Antifreeze; anti-freezing additives for fuels; deicers; de-icing sprays; door lock de-icing agents; chemical 
compositions for waterproofing; tires (mastic for -); tire repairing compositions; hardening agents; coolants for vehicle 
engines; battery water; brake fluid; starter aids; fireproofing preparations.

Cl.2;Anti-corrosive bands; anti-corrosive preparations; undercoating for vehicle chassis; varnish protection 
preparations; varnish, protective sprays for lacquer; anti-rust preparations; anti-rust greases; cavity preservatives 
(paints); raw natural resins, resin products, namely gum turpentine, synthetic resin colors, resinous coatings, synthetic 
resin paints for plastic products, putties (fillers).

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, and scouring preparations; window-cleaning preparations; rim cleaners; air conditioning 
system cleaner; plastic cleaning preparations; upholstery cleaning preparations; lacquer-cleaning preparations; beauty 
creams; cosmetics for motor vehicles; preparations for the cleaning and maintenance of motorcycles; polishing paste; 
hard waxes for cars; hard wax polish; grinding preparations; polishing stones.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; machine and motor oils; lubricants and lubricating greases; contact oils and greases, 
grease for chains for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Filled first aid bags and boxes; air deodorizing preparations; automobile deodorizers; car air deodorizers.

Cl.6;Locks of metal; shopping baskets of metal; fuel tanks of metal; belts of metal for handling loads.

Cl.7;Air and oil filters for engines; jacks [machines]; pumps [machines], oil pumps; compressors; engine mufflers; 
sparking plugs for internal combustion engines; air cleaners [air filters] for engines; machines and apparatus for 
polishing [electric]; snow moving attachments for vehicles.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); lifting jacks, hand-operated; supporting frames for hand tools; nut 
wrenches; ice scrapers, frost scrapers.

Cl.9;Cases for portable computers; protective bags for portable computers; computer backpacks; wheeled computer 
backpacks; protective cases for laptops; bags for photographic, video, audio and electronic equipment; telephone bags; 
mobile telephone bags comprising clasps; pouches for photographic apparatus; spectacle cases; fitted credit card 
sleeves; aerials for motor vehicles; tyre-pressure measurers; battery testers; battery preheaters; starter cables for 
motors; internal and external thermometers (not for medical purposes); adapters, rechargers; coating thickness gauges; 
mobile telephone holders for motor vehicles; tablet computer mounts for motor vehicles; measuring instruments; 
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antifreeze testers; power banks; jump leads; CD storage wallets; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; reflective safety 
vests; vehicle navigation systems; mobile phone connectors for vehicles; multimedia connectors for vehicles; usb 
chargers; protective helmets, goggles and clothing for motorcyclists; sunglasses; helmets for bicycles; safety caps; light-
emitting diodes [LED]; time recording apparatus; time measuring instruments (not including clocks and watches).

Cl.11;Automobiles lamps; lights for vehicles; light emitting diode lights for automobiles; lighting apparatus for 
vehicles; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; LED luminaires; lamps for vehicle lighting; lamps for directional 
signals of automobiles; vehicle headlamps; air purifying apparatus and installations, air purifiers for automobiles; 
ventilating fans; ventilating fans for use in vehicles; electrically heated seat covers; electrically heated thermal mugs; 
vehicle lighting and lighting reflectors; electric torches; hand warmers for bicycle and motorised scooter handlebars 
(electric).

Cl.12;Bags for bicycles; baskets adapted for bicycles; luggage racks for automobiles and cycles; handles of bicycles; 
cases for motorised scooters; saddle and seat covers for bicycles and motorised scooters; accessories and parts for 
vehicles of all kinds, in particular for cars, motorcycles, trikes and bicycles (included in this class); fitted anti-moisture 
covers for motor scooters; protecting covers [shaped] for vehicles; fitted motorcycle covers; fitted vehicle covers; pumps 
for bicycles, cycles; brake pads, brake shoe sets, brake discs for vehicles; brake disc locks for motorcycles; windscreen 
wipers; blades for windscreen wipers; vehicle seats; safety belts for vehicle seats; portable babies' seats for vehicles; 
children's seats for use in vehicles; child booster seats for vehicles; fitted massage mats for car seats; seat covers for 
vehicles; seat covers [shaped] for use in automobiles; car seat covers; tarpaulins adapted [shaped] for use with vehicles; 
saddle covers for bicycles or motorcycles; vehicle tires; snow chains; bicycle carriers; ski luggage racks; roof racks; 
camping cars; vehicle covers [shaped]; fitted car window coverings; fitted protective coverings for car windows; hub 
caps; valve caps; hub caps; sunscreen roller blinds for motor vehicles; car sun blinds; air pumps [vehicle accessories]; 
cup holders for use in vehicles; boot tidies; storage containers for car boots; interior pouches for vehicles; seat-back 
pockets for vehicles; panniers for motorcycles; rack trunk bags for motorcycles; splash guards for vehicles; protectors 
splashguard for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles, vehicle seats and seat belts.

Cl.14;Chronometric apparatus and instruments; key fobs (leatherware).

Cl.16;Passport cases; fitted pencil and painting cases for students; fitted business card sleeves; marker pens for 
vehicle tyres.

Cl.17;Adhesive tapes, strips, bands and films; insulating tapes; adhesive foils for motor vehicles; sealing preparations; 
joint packings; caulking materials; sealing compounds, repair resins; rubber solutions; grommets made of rubber; shock-
absorbing buffers of rubber; packing and insulating materials, not of metal; rubber packing [padding]; shock absorbent 
padding of rubber; padding materials of rubber or plastics; rubber cords and ropes.

Cl.18;Luggage; trunks and travelling bags; attaché cases, vanity cases, not fitted, pilot bags, protective covers for 
suitcases and luggage; cosmetic bags, not fitted, and toiletry containers, not fitted, sold empty; trunks and travelling sets, 
casual bags, shopping bags and carrier bags, bags for wheeled shopping bags, shopping bags with wheels attached, 
cross-body bags, bags for campers, messenger bags, card wallets [leatherware], beach bags, handbags, sling bags for 
carrying infants, garment bags for travel, travelling bags, sports bags, wheeled shopping bags, wheeled school satchels, 
hipsacks; backpacks, wheeled backpacks; duffel bags; wheeled duffle bags, wallets on a string and purses, wallets, 
billfolds, clutch purses; umbrellas, parasols and canes, alpenstocks; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; 
key cases; straps for luggage, luggage tags, shoulder pads for luggage straps sold as a component of luggage; grip pads 
for suitcases and luggage; shoe bags for travel, boot bags for travel; business card cases of leather; credit card holders 
made of leather.

Cl.20;Inflatable pillows for travel, not for medical purposes; inflatable and non-inflatable neck cushions, not for medical 
purposes; locks, other than electric, not of metal; hand-held supermarket shopping baskets, not of metal; workshop 
furniture; temporary casters; tyre racks; fuel cans of plastic; clothes hangers and clothes hooks, luggage racks being 
furniture.

Cl.21;Isothermic bags; portable cool boxes, non-electric; fitted picnic baskets; insulated bags and baskets for domestic 
use; brushes, dishwashing brushes, car brushes; articles for cleaning purposes; washing cloths; dishwashing brushes; 
cleaning rags; sponges; cleaning rags, feather brooms; non-electric polishing apparatus and machines; polishing gloves; 
polishing leather; chamois leathers; materials [cloths] for polishing; cotton for cleaning.

Cl.22;Bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; tow ropes for automobiles; bindings, not of metal; nets; 
trailer nets; tie-down straps, not of metal; tensioning ropes; belts, not of metal, for handling loads; non-metal strapping or 
tie downs; waterproof covers [tarpaulins].

Cl.24;Blankets.

Cl.25;Sleep masks; money belts; hand warmers; gloves [clothing]; neck tubes; balaclavas; waist guards and kidney 
belts [parts of clothing]; ski boot bags.

Cl.27;Carpets for automobiles; rubber mats; door mats; decorative mats.

Cl.28;Bags especially designed for holding sporting articles, bags for skis, snowboards, tennis rackets, table tennis 
rackets, in-line roller skates, ice skates.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000063254 ;Italy 

4381011    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503361]
COSMED S.R.L.
VIALE BRUNO BUOZZI 77 I-00197 ROMA (RM) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for the collection, editing, managing and transmission of data and information.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for cardio-pulmonary diagnostic; medical apparatus and instruments for 
measurement of pulmonary functions; electrocardiographs; spirometers; ergometers for medical and diagnostic 
purposes, polysomnographs; medical apparatus and instruments for simultaneous recording of physiologic parameters 
during sleep; medical apparatus and instruments for metabolic measurement and for measurement of human body 
composition.
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Priority claimed from 03/04/2019; Application No. : 730545 ;Switzerland 

4381012    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503363]
Behr Bircher Cellpack BBC AG
Anglikerstrasse 99 CH-5612 Villmergen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Artificial resins and plastics, unprocessed, adhesives used in industry; silicones and carbonates.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers.

Cl.6;Materials of metal for building and construction; doors and gates of metal; ventilation grilles of metal; oil trays of 
metal, for industrial purposes, namely for transformer stations; decking of metal.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), including cartridge guns and multi-tools for processing of electric 
cables.

Cl.9;Scientific, research, navigational, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detection, testing, checking (inspecting), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound, images or data; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling of distribution or use of 
electricity; switch-disconnectors; measuring, signalling, detection, testing and inspecting apparatus and instruments; 
electric and electronic monitoring apparatus; electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus; distribution boxes 
(electricity); electric and electronic display units; electric cables, lines and wires; cable harnesses; electric switching 
elements, in particular safety switches, contact mats, light sensors and light barriers; sensors, in particular sensors for 
doors, gates and machines; sensors for use in mass transit, triangulation sensors, tactile sensors, non-tactile sensors, 
passive and active infrared sensors, optical sensors; motion sensors; light sensors; light barriers; detectors, in particular 
loop detectors; alarms; signal bells; probes for scientific and industrial purposes (other than for medical purposes); 
safety switches (sensors), electrical switch rails and safety mats, in particular for safeguarding of machines and doors 
and gates; measuring apparatus, in particular pressure measuring apparatus, distance measuring apparatus, frequency 
meters; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; remote controls; electrical and electronic controls for 
elevator installations; transmitters of electrical or electronic signals; electrical and electronic access control systems; 
printed circuits; integrated circuits; integrated circuit modules; limiters (electricity); electric and electronic apparatus for 
commutation; electric coils; electromagnetic coils; electric resistances; computer programs and software; electric 
contacts; electric couplings; fiber-optic couplings; circuit breakers; wire connectors (electricity); electric cable 
connectors; junction sleeves for electric cables; electricity conduits; junction sleeves and branch joints of cast resin for 
electric cables and wires; protection devices for personal use against accidents; laboratory apparatus and instruments, in 
particular retaining devices for sample containers of plastic; laboratory trays; laboratory pipettes; Petri dishes for 
laboratory use; pipette racks for laboratory use; ducts not of metal for electric cables.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; handles for surgical, medical, dental and 
veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical implants made from artificial materials or of metal.

Cl.16;Plastic materials for packaging; wrapping paper; industrial packaging containers of paper; food wrapping paper.

Cl.17;Insulation materials; electrical insulating materials; polyurethane casting resins for insulating electrical cables 
and wiring and cable fittings made of casting resin; electrical insulating materials in the form of silicone-based gels; 
insulating tapes; products of semi-processed plastic materials; plastic heat shrink tubing for electric cables and wires; 
adhesive tapes for industrial purposes.

Cl.19;Materials not of metal for building; decking, not of metal, in particular for transformer stations; stone for 
candelabra bases.

Cl.20;Cable clips of plastics.

Cl.37;Cleaning and sterilization of medical instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of machines, apparatus, 
constructions and buildings, in particular in the field of distributing electricity.

Cl.39;Packaging of goods, in particular of medical products in clean rooms.
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Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of metal packaging; plastic film for packaging, wrapping paper, paper and cardboard 
packaging containers and plastic containers to the order and specification of a customer; custom manufacturing of 
medical apparatus and instruments and parts thereof of plastic or of metal to the order and specification of a customer; 
custom manufacturing of electric cables and wires to the order and specification of a customer; material processing of 
plastic and metal for the production of customer-specific moulded parts; rental of mobile transformer stations.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering; design and development of 
computers and computer software.
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4383734    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504164]
DIUSA SA
2 ap, Vasil Aprilov Str. 11 BG-1000 SOFIA Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Mineral food supplements; dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; food for medically restricted diets; dietetic 
food adapted for veterinary use; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical 
purposes; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; medicated additives for animal foods; nutritional 
supplements for livestock feed; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; nutritional additives to foodstuffs for 
animals, for medical purposes; preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [medicated]; medical 
foodstuff additives for veterinary use; dietary supplements for pets; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; food 
supplements for veterinary use; pharmaceutical and medical complementary feed for animal foods; protein supplements 
for animals; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; sanitary preparations and articles; pest control preparations 
and articles; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; veterinary preparations; veterinary vaccines; vaccines for cattle; 
disinfectants for veterinary use; medicines for veterinary purposes; cultures for veterinary use; greases for veterinary 
purposes; veterinary preparations and substances; enzymes for veterinary purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; 
amino acids for veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use; chemical preparations for veterinary 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; sanitary preparations for veterinary use; anti-infective products 
for veterinary use; feed supplements for veterinary use; fodder supplements for veterinary purposes; yeast for medical, 
veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; vitamins for animals; dietary supplements for animals; antiparasitic collars for 
animals; powders for killing fleas on animals; vitamin supplements for animals; medicated animal feed; insecticidal 
animal shampoos; animal washes [insecticides]; deodorizers for litter trays; antiparasitic preparations for pets; vitamins 
for pets; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals.

Cl.31;Agricultural products (unprocessed -); flowers; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and 
herbs; seeds for planting; pulses [foodstuffs for animals]; horticultural mulches; trees and forestry products; unseasoned 
timber; live animals; foodstuffs for marine animals; algarovilla for animal consumption; bran mash for animal 
consumption; malt; pet food; beverages for pets; woodshavings for use as animal bedding; foodstuffs for chickens; 
foodstuffs for dogs; foodstuffs for sheep; foodstuffs for horses; formula animal feed; bird food; synthetic animal feed; 
food for aquarium fish; foodstuffs for dairy animals; feeding preparations for bees; mixed animal feed; animal feed 
preparations; foodstuffs for pigs; soy bean meal [animal feed]; preserved crops for animal feeds; animal foodstuffs in the 
form of nuts; stall food for animals; soy sauce cakes [animal feed]; residues from malt treatment for use as an animal 
feed; foodstuffs for calves; foodstuffs for poultry; rabbit food; food for rodents; foodstuffs for fish; animal foodstuffs; 
mushrooms, fresh, for food; food for wild birds; foodstuffs containing phosphate for feeding animals; foods containing 
liver for feeding cats; foodstuffs for farm animals; canned foodstuffs for dogs; foods containing liver for feeding dogs; 
animal foodstuffs containing hay; aloe vera, fresh, for food; canned foodstuffs for cats; nutrients [foodstuffs] for fish; 
foods flavoured with liver for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding cats; rice bran [animal feed]; animal 
foodstuffs derived from hay; animal foodstuffs derived from vegetable matter; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding 
dogs; foods flavoured with liver for feeding cats; edible chews for animals; starch pulp [animal feed]; distillery waste for 
animal consumption; foods in the form of rings for feeding to cats; oat-based food for animals; foods flavoured with beef 
for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with beef for feeding cats; canned or preserved foods for animals; foods in the form of 
rings for feeding to dogs; animal foodstuffs in the form of pieces; animal foodstuffs in the form of pellets; cereal based 
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foodstuffs for animals; milk-based foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs containing air-cured hay; animal foodstuffs 
for the weaning of animals; canned foodstuffs consisting of meat for young animals; cereals preparations being food for 
animals; milk substitutes for use as foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs derived from air-cured hay; foodstuffs for 
cats based on or consisting of fish; animal foodstuffs consisting of soya bean products; pet animals; meal for 
consumption by animals; litter for animals; malt for animals; biscuits for animals; meal for animals; milled food products 
for animals; strengthening animal forage; animal fattening preparations.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014386 ;European Union 

4383808    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503503]
Kahl GmbH & Co. KG
Otto-Hahn-Str. 2 22946 Trittau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations containing wax for treatment of leather and textiles; edible paraffin waxes for use in food as 
separating and polishing agents; edible carnauba waxes for use in food as separating and polishing agents; edible 
beeswaxes for use in food as separating and polishing agents; chemical preparations containing resin for treatment of 
leather and textiles; unprocessed polymer resins for use in food as separating and polishing agent.

Cl.2;Natural resin, raw.

Cl.3;Skin emollient containing paraffin wax; hair emollient containing paraffin wax; depilatory waxes; floor care waxes; 
cosmetic preparations containing resin for skin care; hair treatment preparations containing resin; depilatory 
preparations containing resin; floor cleaning preparations containing resin; lip balm; lipstick.

Cl.4;Wax (raw material); waxes for industrial purposes; wax for use in manufacture; combustible waxes; illuminating 
waxes; industrial waxes.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014382 ;European Union 

4383809    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503504]
Kahl GmbH & Co. KG
Otto-Hahn-Str. 2 22946 Trittau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations containing wax for treatment of leather and textiles; edible paraffin waxes for use in food as 
separating and polishing agents; edible carnauba waxes for use in food as separating and polishing agents; edible 
beeswaxes for use in food as separating and polishing agents; chemical preparations containing resin for treatment of 
leather and textiles; unprocessed polymer resins for use in food as separating and polishing agent.

Cl.2;Natural resin, raw.

Cl.3;Skin emollient containing paraffin wax; hair emollient containing paraffin wax; depilatory waxes; floor care waxes; 
cosmetic preparations containing resin for skin care; hair treatment preparations containing resin; depilatory 
preparations containing resin; floor cleaning preparations containing resin; lip balm; lipstick.

Cl.4;Wax (raw material); waxes for industrial purposes; wax for use in manufacture; combustible waxes; illuminating 
waxes; industrial waxes.
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4383830    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503543]
Virgin Enterprises Limited
The Battleship Building, 179 Harrow Road London W2 6NB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3661485, 3661490, 3979280

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software relating to loyalty, reward, discount and incentive schemes; computer hardware; computer 
software platforms relating to loyalty, reward, discount and incentive schemes; computer software (downloadable) 
relating to loyalty, reward, discount and incentive schemes; computer software programs for data management; computer 
software for analysing market information; mobile application software for use in connection with loyalty, reward, 
discount and incentive schemes; downloadable application software for use in connection with loyalty, reward, discount 
and incentive schemes; mobile telecommunication apparatus; PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), mobile telephones, 
mobile telephone covers, mobile telephone cases; electronic publications (downloadable); audio, video and audio-visual 
recordings; computer games software; digital music provided from the Internet; digital music provided from MP3 Internet 
websites; magnetically encoded cards for carrying data; multifunction cards for financial services (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); charge cards, cash cards, bank cards, 
cheque cards, credit cards, debit cards; encoded smart cards; encoded loyalty cards; encoded reward cards; security 
tokens; cards encoded with security features for identification purposes; computer hardware and software for the 
provision of financial services, monetary transfer services and payment services; database enabling registered charities 
to process donations and claim gift aid; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising, promotion, marketing, 
business management and business consultancy services relating to travel and tourism, media and telecoms, music and 
entertainment, finance and money, health and wellbeing, leisure and lifestyle, social and environment issues; marketing 
and promotion services; business management; business consultancy and research; monitoring and evaluation of 
business and market opportunities; business collaboration and networking services; services to assist in establishing 
networks of business contacts (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); arranging business introductions; arranging of exhibitions for business purposes; business information 
provided on-line from a computer database for the Internet; preparation, dissemination and updating of advertising 
material for use as web pages on the Internet or otherwise; advertising services by means of television screen based text; 
radio advertising; provision and rental of advertising space; providing online business data information services; 
business planning, assistance and management services; business investigations and surveys; book-keeping and 
accounting services; tax assessment preparation, and preparation and completion of tax returns; provision of information 
relating to tax; tax consultancy and planning services; business consultancy and advisory services; business services 
relating to the provision of sponsorship; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty schemes and incentive 
schemes; promotional and public awareness campaigns; promoting public awareness of environmental issues and 
initiatives; business services relating to fund raising campaigns; charitable business services; business management and 
administration services in connection with a charity, non-governmental organization, social enterprise and social 
organisation; organising and conducting volunteer programmes and community service projects; auction sales; retail 
services, online retail services and in-flight retail services connected with the sale of media and telecommunications, 
radio, records, music, books and comics, financial and monetary services, health clubs and spa services, gaming 
services, drinks, wines, wedding services, clothing, cosmetics and jewellery, environmental services, perfumery, fashion 
accessories, media and consumer electronic devices, toys and games, cameras, personal grooming products, stationery, 
bags, wallets and leather goods, confectionery, linens and fabrics; charitable donations in-kind, namely co-ordination and 
procurement of products and services donated as gifts by third parties (terms considered too vague by the International 
Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); payroll services; information and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid; information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services provided on-line from a computer database 
or the Internet; information and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid services provided over a 
telecommunications network.
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Priority claimed from 10/05/2019; Application No. : 40201910333Q ;Singapore 

4383858    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503590]
NIOMETRICS PTE. LTD.
600 North Bridge Road, 12-04 Parkview Square Singapore 188778 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines; data processing 
equipment; computers; computer software; software for the analysis of business and technical data; computer hardware; 
test equipment hardware; data storage hardware; mobile device software applications; computer servers; computer 
network switches; cyber security software; security software; privacy protection software.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; data management services; 
business analytics services; business data analysis services; business consulting services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; telecommunications security services, namely providing secure connections and 
access including to computers and the global computer network.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; technical data analysis services; design and 
development of electronic data security systems; data security services; monitoring of network systems; computer 
security threat analysis for protecting data; consulting and advisory services relating to computer software, the design 
and development of computer hardware and computer networks; consulting and advisory services relating to measuring, 
monitoring, analysing and managing performance and behaviour of computer software, computer hardware and computer 
networks; consulting in the field of technical data; analytics and computer networking; consulting in the field of data 
security; testing, analysis and monitoring of telecommunication signals; encryption, decryption and authentication of 
information, messages and data.
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4384110    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1504347]
Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2843952, 2859303, 3515862, 3642812

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Charging docks and charging stations for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; charging docks and 
charging stations for electronic cigarettes; portable power supplies for electronic devices that are used for heating 
tobacco; portable power supplies for electronic cigarettes.

Cl.12;Ashtrays for automobiles; containers adapted for use in automobiles for the disposal of used tobacco sticks; 
containers adapted for use in automobiles for storage of electronic cigarettes; containers adapted for use in automobiles 
for storage of tobacco heating devices or electronic smoking devices.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, including 
magazines, books, brochures, calendars, catalogues; photographs; stationery; instructional and teaching materials 
(except apparatus); paper, cardboard and plastic materials for wrapping and packaging, not included in other classes.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; hides and skins; multipurpose bags of leather and imitations of leather, 
briefcases, carrying cases, pocket wallets, billfolds, folio cases, pouches, purses, key cases, card cases, luggage tags, 
handbags; traveling trunks, suitcases, tote bags, garment bags for travel, rucksacks, backpacks, vanity cases; umbrellas, 
parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.21;Bottle openers, electric and non-electric; bottles; ceramics for household purposes; coffee pots (non-electric); 
containers for household or kitchen use; cups, coffee cups; plates; saucers; dishes; drinking vessels; drinking glasses; 
crockery; glass bowls; porcelain ware; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; teapots; trays for household 
purposes; vases; works of art of porcelain, earthenware or glass.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear and headwear.

Cl.34;Protective cases, decorative covers and carrying cases for electronic cigarettes, tobacco heating devices and 
electronic smoking devices; in-car cradles and in-car holders for electronic cigarettes, tobacco heating devices and 
electronic smoking devices; containers for the disposal of used heated tobacco sticks; cleaners, cleaning preparations, 
cleaning utensils and cleaning brushes for electronic cigarettes, tobacco heating devices and electronic smoking devices.

Cl.35;Retail services and online retail services relating to heated tobacco products, electronic cigarettes, electronic 
smoking devices, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco, oral vaporizing 
devices, vaporizers for electronic cigarettes and smoking devices, electronic rechargeable cigarette cases, chargers and 
charging docks for the aforementioned goods, extinguishers for heated cigarettes and heated tobacco sticks, parts and 
fittings for the aforementioned goods, liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes, tobacco substitutes (not 
for medical purposes), smokers' articles, protective cases, decorative covers and carrying cases for electronic cigarettes 
and electronic smoking devices, cleaning utensils and household goods.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of electronic cigarettes, tobacco heating devices and electronic smoking devices; 
maintenance and repair of batteries and battery chargers for electronic cigarettes, tobacco heating devices and electronic 
smoking devices.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; arranging events for cultural and entertainment purposes; organizing cultural activities.
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Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; café services; restaurant services; catering services.
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Priority claimed from 21/07/2018; Application No. : 017933751 ;European Union 

4384122    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503658]
HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA
Rixbecker Str. 75 59552 Lippstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4336885

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors for leak detection; sensors for monitoring tyre pressure; computer hardware; display monitors; monitors; 
computers; printers; screens; keyboards; scanning apparatus; power supplies; docking stations; charging stations; 
storage batteries; charging cables; USB cables; UMTS modules; software; digital multifunctional glasses; smart glasses; 
measuring apparatus; engine testers; exhaust gas testers; exhaust gas measurement apparatus; diagnostic apparatus; 
covers for diagnostic apparatus; battery chargers; battery testers; tyre-pressure measurers; current-meters; rotation 
speed control counter; brake fluid testers; tyre pressure control apparatus (gauge); camera calibration apparatus; mobile 
camera calibration apparatus; sensor calibration apparatus; mobile sensor calibration apparatus; leak detection devices; 
thermometers; manometers; multimeters; pressure gauges; refrigerant analysis apparatus; compressor test apparatus; 
exhaust gas probes; oil temperature probes; probes for leak detection; electrical plugs; radio connectors; adapters; OBD, 
on-board diagnostics dongles; telematics dongles; refractometers; brake gauges; apparatus for checking the adjustment 
of headlights; accessories for apparatus for checking the adjustment of headlights; mounting rails and guide rails for 
apparatus for checking the adjustment of headlights; apparatus for checking and adjusting vehicle brake systems; 
apparatus for checking the adjustment of headlights; parts and fittings for apparatus for checking the adjustment of 
headlights; ozone generators, not for medical purposes; mounting rails and guide rails for apparatus for checking the 
adjustment of headlights.

Cl.11;Vaporizers; interior disinfection apparatus; valves for air conditioners; expansion valves for air-conditioning 
installations; inspection lamps; workshop lamps; LED lamps or UV lamps for detection of leakages.

Cl.37;Automobile repair; vehicle maintenance.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy for users in the field of vehicle repair, including by means of a telephone hotline.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 12/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000017603 ;Italy 

4384217    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503679]
HAUSBRANDT TRIESTE 1892 S.P.A.
Via Foscarini 52 I-31040 Nervesa della Battaglia (TV) Italy

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2108717, 2108718

IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa; sugar and honey; coffee flavorings; artificial coffee; coffee-based beverages; tea-based 
beverages; cocoa-based beverages; preparations of malted barley for use in making beverages; honey; crushed barley; 
ground barley; drinking chocolate; waffles; chocolate; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; biscuits; 
infusions not medicinal, non-medical herbal teas, fruit-based infusions, aromatic preparations for making non-medicated 
infusions, fruit flavoured tea, other than medicinal, tisanes.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertising particularly services for the promotion of goods; publicity and sales promotion services; 
advertising for direct marketing; layout services for advertising purposes; advertising service for the promotion of 
products in relation to coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar and honey, coffee flavorings, artificial coffee, coffee-based beverages, 
tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, barley drinks, honey, crushed barley, ground barley, drinking chocolate, 
waffles, chocolate, vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes, biscuits, infusions, not medicinal, non-medical 
herbal teas, fruit-based infusions, aromatic preparations for making non-medicated infusions, fruit flavoured tea, other 
than medicinal, tisanes; dissemination of advertisements; direct mail advertising, namely leaflets, prospectuses, printed 
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material, samples; marketing services; organisation of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; organisation 
of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; publication of publicity texts; on-line advertising on a computer network; writing of publicity texts; on-line retail 
services of products in relation to coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar and honey, coffee flavorings, artificial coffee, coffee-based 
beverages, tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, barley drinks, honey, crushed barley, ground barley, drinking 
chocolate, waffles, chocolate, vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes, biscuits, infusions, not medicinal, non-
medical herbal teas, fruit-based infusions, aromatic preparations for making non-medicated infusions, fruit flavoured tea, 
other than medicinal, tisanes; retailing or wholesaling of products in relation to coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar and honey, 
coffee flavorings, artificial coffee, coffee-based beverages, tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages, barley drinks, 
honey, crushed barley, ground barley, drinking chocolate, waffles, chocolate, vegetal preparations for use as coffee 
substitutes, biscuits, infusions, not medicinal, non-medical herbal teas, fruit-based infusions, aromatic preparations for 
making non-medicated infusions, fruit flavoured tea, other than medicinal, tisanes; franchising services, namely 
consultancy and support in the management and organisation of restaurants, bars, cafeterias; retail shop window display 
arrangement services.
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4385412    29/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504916]
Pulse Sports LLC
8581 Santa Monica, Blvd 522 West Hollywood CA 90069 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, tops, bottoms, shoes, socks, hats, shorts, pants, T-shirts, jackets, underwear, sports bras, 
swimwear, sleepwear, headwear, boxing shoes, gloves, rash guards, coats, sweatshirts, sweat pants; martial arts 
uniforms, namely, gis and kimonos; clothing for athletic use, namely, padded shorts, padded pants, padded shirts, 
athletic sleeves, athletic uniforms, socks; anti-sweat underwear; moisture-wicking sports shirts; moisture-wicking sports 
pants and shorts; moisture-wicking sports bras.

Cl.28;Sports equipment for boxing and martial arts, namely, boxing gloves, boxing bags, punching mitts, belly 
protectors, groin protectors and shin guards; punching bags; punching shields; karate kick pads; athletic supporters; 
athletic sporting goods, namely, athletic wrist and joint supports; protective athletic cups; martial arts training equipment; 
jump ropes; medicine balls; stretch resistance bands used for physical fitness purposes; knee and elbow pads for athletic 
use; athletic protective hand, arm, leg, and body padding for use in boxing, kickboxing, martial arts, mixed martial arts, 
training in self-defense and defensive tactics, cardio-boxing, box-aerobics, aerobic karate and fitness training; athletic 
equipment, namely, hand wraps for use in boxing, kicking boxing and martial arts; weightlifting belts.
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Publication of the Trademarks under Rule 124 of Trade Marks Rules, 2017 
 

A. Publication of the trademark u/r 124 (4) of Trade Marks, Rules 2017, proposed to be 
included in the list of Well-Known Trademarks. 
 

Whereas request has been received by Registrar of Trade Marks u/r 124 of Trade 
Marks Rules, 2017 for determination of Well-Known trademarks (details as per Schedule 
I) and after consideration of request and perusal of the documents, Registrar is of the view 
that objection, if any, from general public are to be called for in accordance to the 
provision of rule 124 (4) of the Trade Marks Rules, 2017.   

 

Therefore, Objection from general public, if any, is invited before the determination of 
the mark mentioned in scheduled I as well-Known trademark. If, anyone has any objection 
in this regard, may file his / her objection with reasons along with supporting documents, if 
any, within the period of 30 days from the date of publication to the Registrar of Trade 
Marks at Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai, Boudhik Sampada Bhavan, S M Road, Antop 
Hill, and Mumbai 400037. 

 

Schedule I: list of trademark proposed to be included in the list of Well-Known trademarks 
 

Sl. 
No 

Well-Known 
TM App. No. 

Trademark(s) Applicants Details 

01 784854 FORBES MARSHALL 
 

Relating to process efficiency and energy 
conservation for process industry. 

Forbes Marshall Private Limited, 
A-34/35, MIDC, H Block, Pimpri, 
Pune-411018.  Maharashtra. 

02 777329 LIFEBUOY 
 

Relating to soap and allied products. 

Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL), 
Unilever House, B D Sawant Marg, 
Chakala, Andheri East, Mumbai 
400099 

03 816418 GMR 
 

Relating to the field of infrastructure 
comprising of airports, energy, railways and 
urban infrastructure in India. 

GMR Enterprises Private Limited 
Third Floor, Old No.248/New 
No.114, Royapettah High Road, 
Royapettah, Chennai - 600 014. 

04 816392 BIG BAZAAR 
 

Relating to retail stores.  

FUTURE RETAIL LIMITED 
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, 
Off Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, 
Jogeshwari (East), Mumbai-400 060. 

05 816409 PUMA 
 

Relating to sports shows, apparel and 
accessories including track suits, T-shirts, 
shorts, polo shirts, accessories and 
equipments.  

PUMA SE 
Way 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 
Germany 

06 809474 

 
Relating to washing soap, detergent powder, 
detergent cake, shampoo, hair oil, toothpaste, 
moisturizer, shaving cream, liquid hand wash, 
floor cleaner, liquid detergent, toilet cleaner 
and other alied and cognate goods.  

RSPL Limited 
119/121 (Part), Block P & T, 
Fazalganj, Kalpi Road,  
Kanpur-208012 (U.P) 
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Inclusion of the trade Mark in the list of Well-known Trade Marks  
 

Whereas request has been received by Registrar of Trade Marks u/r 124 of Trade 
Marks Rules, 2017 for determination of Well-Known trademarks and after consideration of 
request and perusal of the documents, the same were published in TMR Journal 1915    
dated 19/08/2019 which is at Sl. No. 1 and in TMR Journal No. 1920 dated 23/09/2019 
from Sl. No 2 to 3 as per table below and no objection received within specified time 
period against these trademark from Sl. No.1 to 3 and accordingly it has been decided to 
include these marks in the list of well-known trademarks. Beside this, two trademarks from 
Sl. No. 4 – 5 as per table below were also published under rule 124(5) in the Journal 
No.1920 dated 23/09/2019 and the same is also decided to include in the list of Well-
known Trademarks.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sl. 
No 

Well-Known 
TM App. No. 

Trademark(s) Applicants Details 

1 816422 ZEE 
In reference to Services i.e. Media, 
Entertainment, Packaging, 
Infrastructure, Education, 
Processing of Precious Metals, 
Finance, Technology, Health care 
and Allied Services. 

ZEE Entertainment Enterprises 
Limited,  
B-10, Essel House, Lawrence 
Industrial Area, New Delhi, 
110035 . 

2 773156 GARNIER 
Relating to ‘toiletry and cosmetic 
products. 

L'OREAL S.A. 
At 14, Rue Royale Paris 75008 
France. 

3 816373 7 ELEVEN 
Relating to ‘retail chain, allied 
products and services. 

7-ELEVEN, INC. 
At 3200 Hackberry Road, Irving, 
Texas 75063, USA 

4 816393 ORAL-B 
Relating to oral care products. 

Procter & Gamble Business 
Services, 
At 1959 Upper Water Street, Suite 
800, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3J 
2X2, Canada. 

5 816388 KESARI 
In respect of travel and tourism 
Services. 

Kesari Trust, 
At B/5, Silver Queen CHS, 
Soonawala Agiary Marg, Mahim, 
Mumbai-400 016, Maharashtra, 
India 
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1108753 1108753 - (9999-3) 
user date amended as per TM 1 to be 30/09/1993, order dated 15/10/2019 and request letter 
dated 13/12/2019. 

1214730 1214730 - (1337-0) Address for Service to read as M/s.V. REVAHTY, S, BUVANESHWARI, 
NO.8/66, BAJANAI KOIL STREET, KORATTUR, CHENNAI-600080. 

1721753 1721753 - (1917-0) 
clerical error in the goods description corrected to be - class 7 - DRYING MACHINES, 
FILTERING MACHINES, FRIEZING MACHINES, VACUUM PUMPS (MACHINES); MACHINES 
AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); 
MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND 
VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-.OPERATED; 
INCUBATORS FOR EGGS 
class 37 - FREEZING EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION AND REPAIR, MACHINERY 
INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, PUMP REPAIR; BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR ; INSTALLATION SERVICES. 
class 42- CALIBRATION (MEASURING), ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, 
MECHANICAL RESEARCH; SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND 
RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH 
SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE. 

3260801 3260801 - (1923-0) 
PROPRIETOR ADDRESS AMENDED AS PER TM 51 TO BE - RAEMIAN NAMGAJWA2CHA 
APT. 102-1401, 43, SUSAEK-RO-6-GIL. SEODAEMUN-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. 

3260802 3260802 - (1923-0) 
PROPRIETOR ADDRESS AMENDED AS PER TM 51 TO BE - RAEMIAN NAMGAJWA2CHA 
APT. 102-1401, 43, SUSAEK-RO-6-GIL. SEODAEMUN-GU, SEOUL, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. 

3744926 3744926 - (1922-0)APPLICANT LEGAL STATUS READ AS - PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY 
REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956 

4333396 4333396 - (1929-0) As per TM-M dated 08/11/2019 approved dated 14/11/2019 the name of 
proprietor is corrected to read as RAJKUMAR DHOOT (HUF) 

4347430 4347430 - (1932-0) 
TRADING STYLE AMENDED TO BE - BOHEMIAN PANDA 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
867142 1010041 1104359 1220946 1231593
1287350 1296854 1447166 1696849 1777047
1938277 1943599 1948827 1992904 2007156
2049554 2051548 2091472 2091475 2096042
2103147 2118628 2134873 2137042 2189057
2246010 2246362 2284793 2327913 2327919
2339860 2339864 2340051 2344886 2344887
2344907 2344908 2344909 2345849 2346111
2351099 2351113 2351115 2352514 2365885
2370461 2375054 2381284 2388231 2388547
2393675 2396276 2396410 2398620 2399439
2407737 2407922 2414344 2416102 2419158
2425751 2426234 2434313 2439063 2444203
2444283 2451298 2454658 2456613 2461615
2461654 2465971 2467818 2472682 2473321
2473938 2474280 2474477 2483787 2493675
2493676 2494136 2503742 2510307 2511786
2513734 2515961 2518494 2520512 2522477
2525029 2531703 2531913 2534861 2536648
2537519 2537654 2538648 2541471 2543369
2554335 2555182 2555882 2558636 2561859
2566976 2581309 2583464 2583465 2583519
2583532 2583534 2583543 2583544 2583545
2583549 2586767 2589499 2589968 2593190
2611958 2611975 2615669 2617441 2617444
2617445 2617493 2621580 2621942 2624652
2624655 2624659 2632138 2636237 2646630
2650452 2650454 2650455 2650456 2650458
2650459 2650460 2650461 2650463 2650464
2650465 2650466 2650467 2650469 2650470
2650471 2652769 2652770 2657642 2658519
2661610 2670112 2673774 2676168 2687187
2691390 2692899 2697877 2699934 2703095
2703096 2703097 2703098 2703103 2724135
2727386 2728270 2731131 2736410 2740378
2740383 2746946 2750127 2750689 2760750
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2765168 2765255 2766476 2769314 2772446
2780887 2782291 2783415 2785976 2787073
2789903 2790378 2793350 2798666 2803292
2809527 2809953 2811832 2812789 2813760
2813838 2814000 2817065 2820545 2823312
2824498 2826893 2828813 2835710 2835713
2838883 2841081 2846506 2851747 2851754
2851757 2854201 2854502 2858446 2861004
2861005 2861899 2865736 2865738 2865739
2865815 2865816 2865999 2868241 2869992
2871458 2872987 2873227 2874028 2874574
2877033 2877042 2877109 2878083 2884217
2885205 2885668 2887322 2887884 2888044
2891377 2895491 2895656 2900752 2903265
2903295 2904057 2905511 2905676 2907288
2908394 2908879 2909552 2915798 2916878
2920921 2921934 2925051 2926735 2928946
2929281 2932292 2934024 2934098 2935063
2935781 2936738 2938425 2940235 2943138
2944041 2946225 2948051 2949329 2954184
2956836 2958360 2958398 2960736 2961120
2961302 2965491 2969978 2974281 2977661
2978575 2980020 2982492 2983299 2983562
2983746 2985132 2985197 2986510 2987043
2988265 2989409 2989502 2990452 2991029
2991169 2993206 2998926 3000168 3005388
3006785 3007334 3008781 3010302 3010331
3010857 3012655 3013527 3014353 3017475
3018734 3022344 3025413 3025836 3026374
3027243 3027720 3028858 3030924 3034103
3034861 3043137 3045074 3046755 3047097
3048653 3050566 3050606 3052025 3052027
3053234 3053241 3053339 3054023 3054616
3054988 3054989 3055353 3058053 3059290
3060104 3060105 3060410 3061388 3061396
3061563 3063823 3064024 3064432 3064936
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3064945 3066505 3066508 3066510 3067090
3067779 3068117 3069373 3070699 3070889
3071555 3071691 3072752 3072826 3073168
3073208 3073213 3075479 3076294 3076676
3076683 3076911 3076954 3076955 3077317
3077376 3077627 3078825 3079278 3079616
3080124 3080803 3081033 3081273 3081371
3083810 3086067 3087665 3089388 3089846
3090074 3090279 3090280 3090327 3093596
3094142 3095277 3096129 3097506 3097516
3097737 3099816 3100663 3101044 3101900
3104971 3105335 3105658 3106211 3106622
3106754 3107544 3108807 3112264 3112351
3113649 3115681 3115682 3115683 3115684
3115686 3115687 3115688 3115695 3115716
3115717 3115718 3115720 3115723 3115724
3115725 3115726 3115727 3115733 3116074
3116167 3116350 3116673 3116742 3117867
3118015 3118946 3119179 3119295 3119920
3120025 3120048 3120599 3122443 3122581
3123596 3124381 3126050 3126362 3127101
3130768 3131268 3132348 3132391 3132393
3132395 3132459 3133141 3133157 3135818
3136352 3139208 3141379 3141682 3141686
3143409 3143586 3143703 3144006 3144008
3144009 3144010 3144903 3145010 3146991
3147586 3148529 3149257 3149644 3150071
3150985 3151870 3152318 3153629 3154072
3154786 3156044 3156327 3158404 3159217
3159528 3160142 3160225 3160451 3162186
3162250 3162251 3162257 3162421 3163285
3163286 3163965 3167892 3168201 3168204
3168701 3170774 3171138 3172577 3173491
3174302 3174709 3174715 3175784 3176717
3177617 3177618 3177988 3177990 3178805
3179929 3180309 3182079 3182083 3182567
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3183864 3184757 3184967 3185808 3185962
3185967 3187854 3188528 3189316 3189928
3189929 3189943 3191398 3191501 3193579
3193580 3193581 3193661 3194246 3194652
3195188 3195510 3195535 3196622 3196923
3196924 3196925 3197940 3197944 3198795
3198800 3199404 3199641 3199649 3199651
3199652 3199873 3201040 3201241 3201636
3203282 3204028 3204029 3206638 3207220
3207937 3211334 3212249 3214401 3214449
3214538 3214879 3217152 3217193 3217641
3218087 3219743 3219862 3219875 3219876
3219877 3219925 3220559 3220850 3220851
3222141 3222270 3223436 3223469 3223665
3223674 3223690 3224105 3224218 3224836
3224865 3225114 3225507 3225511 3225517
3225521 3225577 3225787 3225818 3225822
3226391 3226392 3226668 3228070 3229639
3229789 3231045 3231808 3231885 3231940
3231941 3231942 3232156 3232191 3232271
3232526 3232528 3233426 3233810 3233858
3234729 3235058 3235409 3235528 3236932
3237640 3238085 3238368 3238786 3239439
3239475 3239630 3240816 3240981 3241847
3241874 3242304 3242454 3243426 3243723
3244528 3244531 3244747 3244879 3246420
3246432 3246957 3246996 3248094 3249822
3249823 3250850 3250852 3251198 3251208
3251230 3251250 3251660 3252211 3252545
3252718 3252806 3252928 3252929 3253112
3253114 3253653 3254274 3254282 3254662
3254663 3254848 3254853 3256892 3257184
3257898 3257919 3258600 3258917 3260295
3260296 3260489 3260970 3262803 3263618
3263689 3264411 3264913 3264973 3264996
3265736 3266125 3266533 3266631 3267359
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3267391 3267692 3267694 3268508 3268784
3270027 3270274 3270642 3270644 3270648
3271237 3271939 3273465 3274180 3274279
3274440 3274443 3274572 3275714 3277040
3277041 3277169 3277170 3277176 3277279
3280696 3280855 3280944 3280955 3281348
3282094 3282095 3283600 3284091 3285344
3285611 3285613 3285669 3286455 3287255
3287259 3287694 3287699 3287702 3287850
3288090 3288164 3288166 3288167 3288168
3288169 3288170 3288412 3288417 3288418
3288951 3289284 3289743 3290706 3290709
3290970 3291102 3291574 3291711 3291712
3291730 3292187 3292285 3292481 3292482
3293063 3294516 3294688 3294691 3294731
3295005 3295010 3295536 3295543 3295544
3295564 3295592 3295600 3296414 3296507
3296511 3296512 3296515 3296517 3296521
3296763 3297761 3297763 3297764 3297767
3297770 3297772 3297864 3298028 3298084
3298085 3298771 3298870 3298871 3299357
3299369 3299473 3299486 3299572 3299573
3299666 3300022 3300389 3301028 3301030
3301289 3301529 3302250 3302252 3302407
3302455 3302457 3302546 3302602 3302614
3302615 3302617 3302619 3302836 3302920
3302921 3302928 3302958 3304035 3304459
3304461 3305027 3305031 3305573 3305589
3305590 3305592 3305787 3305788 3305789
3305791 3305792 3305793 3305813 3305819
3305823 3306086 3307139 3307140 3307141
3308501 3309490 3309595 3309897 3311495
3311636 3311816 3311819 3312003 3312684
3312787 3313431 3313502 3313514 3313834
3313835 3313841 3313842 3313844 3313845
3313847 3313849 3313851 3313852 3313855
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3313858 3313861 3313863 3313873 3313876
3313879 3313880 3313889 3315069 3315081
3315082 3315292 3315293 3315313 3315342
3315348 3315351 3316438 3316440 3317401
3317700 3318425 3318845 3319041 3319059
3319454 3319890 3319892 3319893 3319911
3319913 3319914 3320041 3320356 3320610
3320611 3320615 3321158 3321162 3321166
3321171 3321182 3321183 3321185 3321186
3321188 3321190 3321513 3322116 3322954
3323504 3323507 3323594 3323595 3323597
3323735 3323736 3323737 3324921 3326618
3326767 3326770 3326929 3329579 3329581
3329582 3329585 3329772 3329957 3330389
3330391 3330398 3331093 3331560 3331686
3332332 3332653 3334368 3334814 3335758
3335881 3336495 3336588 3337164 3338123
3338124 3338125 3338127 3338338 3338394
3339503 3339509 3339594 3339595 3340431
3340432 3341836 3342308 3342951 3343568
3343695 3343916 3343917 3344126 3344127
3344128 3345279 3345588 3345589 3345591
3345592 3345882 3345890 3345891 3345896
3345897 3346881 3346965 3347348 3347885
3347886 3347887 3348236 3348423 3349513
3349518 3349736 3349819 3349820 3349834
3349850 3349851 3350077 3350538 3350539
3350814 3352381 3352457 3352560 3353103
3353638 3353639 3353793 3353794 3353795
3353835 3353837 3354868 3355611 3356607
3356613 3356614 3356861 3356865 3356867
3356868 3356869 3357192 3357194 3357535
3357697 3357792 3357800 3358676 3358970
3358971 3358972 3359247 3359282 3359647
3361127 3361128 3361187 3362116 3362541
3362579 3362580 3363408 3363440 3363655
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3364014 3364686 3365167 3365203 3365538
3365539 3365541 3365547 3365548 3366561
3369029 3369032 3369034 3369210 3369653
3369658 3369659 3369663 3369665 3370090
3370458 3371596 3372521 3372522 3373950
3373952 3374908 3375056 3375169 3375430
3375432 3375498 3376342 3376569 3376570
3376572 3377546 3377558 3377561 3377567
3377581 3377586 3377590 3377594 3382579
3385717 3387827 3389479 3390824 3393038
3400702 3400703 3400749 3402841 3404707
3410024 3410047 3411492 3412363 3413905
3414544 3414934 3414939 3416319 3417235
3417929 3418844 3419431 3419437 3419503
3423001 3423807 3425230 3425863 3429600
3430656 3431657 3435912 3437050 3437158
3437553 3439696 3443182 3443866 3443893
3446510 3449256 3449257 3452134 3452398
3454175 3454317 3457772 3458861 3459523
3459756 3460289 3460415 3460417 3460418
3460930 3462630 3464125 3464465 3464663
3465472 3467702 3468023 3468182 3468332
3470231 3471901 3472401 3472759 3472765
3473499 3477326 3477498 3480994 3482592
3483583 3483659 3485455 3486451 3487095
3488451 3488456 3491047 3491696 3493579
3493677 3493743 3495213 3495280 3496190
3496539 3497627 3497653 3497660 3499474
3500455 3500492 3500917 3503598 3503604
3505206 3505328 3505994 3506208 3506500
3506515 3507271 3507934 3508716 3511610
3512913 3513184 3517682 3518636 3519861
3520564 3521202 3521774 3521778 3526916
3527482 3527483 3527967 3527970 3529186
3529532 3531989 3533717 3534135 3534687
3534978 3535132 3535305 3535308 3536448
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3536449 3538137 3538138 3538140 3541174
3541175 3543455 3543893 3544092 3544554
3544583 3548375 3549224 3549469 3549741
3549743 3549744 3551074 3551434 3551994
3552020 3552642 3552650 3553339 3554051
3554426 3555808 3556984 3562825 3563776
3563922 3564594 3564755 3564808 3564966
3565371 3566563 3566850 3567071 3567072
3567484 3567522 3567634 3568136 3568628
3569329 3569330 3569332 3569333 3569482
3569485 3569587 3569681 3570007 3571032
3571052 3571056 3571387 3571798 3571805
3572177 3572185 3572638 3572640 3573027
3573841 3573842 3573845 3573846 3573853
3573854 3573855 3573858 3573859 3573864
3573868 3575091 3575095 3575110 3575121
3575122 3575125 3575248 3575249 3575456
3575765 3575904 3575949 3576620 3576869
3577126 3577197 3578050 3578051 3578345
3578713 3578718 3578719 3579251 3579457
3579458 3579813 3580058 3580200 3580226
3580280 3580289 3580630 3581232 3581500
3582139 3582781 3582794 3582845 3582866
3582868 3583060 3583061 3583088 3583435
3583438 3583691 3585051 3585052 3585054
3585160 3585459 3585565 3585621 3586102
3586144 3586609 3587210 3587393 3587470
3587473 3587767 3587814 3588312 3588322
3588329 3588380 3589100 3589120 3589124
3589204 3589771 3590071 3590151 3590308
3590309 3590638 3590775 3590799 3590800
3590805 3590831 3591699 3591783 3592164
3592167 3592235 3592238 3592255 3592335
3592336 3592695 3592708 3592710 3593122
3593744 3594078 3594098 3594148 3594149
3594150 3594153 3594154 3594282 3594520
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3595125 3595176 3595658 3595688 3595791
3596188 3596198 3596280 3596281 3596282
3596283 3596516 3596517 3596518 3596647
3596650 3596651 3596652 3596656 3596657
3596920 3597033 3597451 3598053 3598309
3598575 3598629 3598757 3598759 3598846
3600137 3600609 3600716 3600736 3600779
3600893 3601280 3601559 3602900 3603134
3603202 3603464 3603655 3603726 3604156
3604513 3604514 3604667 3605019 3605020
3605390 3605728 3605738 3606076 3606401
3606981 3606987 3607168 3607170 3607818
3608212 3608714 3609183 3609237 3609249
3609253 3609283 3609461 3609586 3609944
3610620 3610621 3610653 3610786 3611057
3611324 3611537 3612083 3612163 3612166
3612582 3612821 3612870 3612946 3613264
3614577 3614578 3614579 3614582 3614689
3614808 3614954 3614960 3614962 3614981
3614983 3615060 3615064 3615065 3615234
3615235 3615236 3615237 3615709 3616156
3616595 3616740 3617590 3617591 3617592
3617601 3617607 3617723 3617755 3617975
3617977 3618475 3618476 3618512 3618514
3618891 3618899 3619228 3619272 3619338
3619340 3619397 3620367 3620514 3620515
3620711 3620935 3621137 3621139 3621140
3621148 3621265 3621363 3621588 3621620
3622388 3622392 3622506 3622560 3622561
3622739 3622797 3622836 3623088 3623661
3623738 3624252 3624700 3624701 3625261
3625275 3625383 3625665 3625672 3625882
3626204 3626473 3627104 3629421 3630020
3630254 3631562 3633148 3633150 3633156
3633157 3633222 3634224 3639328 3640779
3641622 3641626 3641718 3644234 3644468
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3647260 3648698 3650355 3650525 3651524
3653683 3656341 3656343 3656344 3660449
3664290 3664293 3665416 3665770 3669646
3671339 3671853 3673346 3674154 3676502
3676770 3678680 3679030 3680664 3683194
3683228 3683377 3683517 3684549 3686004
3686032 3688170 3693431 3695156 3698525
3701456 3701458 3701459 3701551 3702354
3702511 3706966 3708236 3713286 3713920
3714083 3714882 3715953 3719027 3720601
3720913 3732990 3734349 3734944 3736118
3736277 3736279 3742008 3742172 3755104
3760479 3772449 3774653 3774885 3778171
3779416 3781278 3786246 3786768 3787713
3788888 3791046 3791348 3791350 3793023
3794142 3794623 3798305 3798360 3799093
3800964 3801286 3801506 3801518 3802856
3803648 3803652 3803653 3803822 3803867
3804341 3804670 3805067 3805500 3808434
3809027 3809356 3811056 3811844 3811888
3812651 3812813 3813300 3813416 3813653
3813781 3813986 3814569 3814738 3817756
3819294 3820128 3820415 3822395 3822396
3822404 3822427 3822628 3822663 3822666
3822668 3822669 3822684 3823021 3823133
3823226 3823354 3823355 3823939 3824105
3824486 3824488 3824489 3824981 3825272
3825274 3825278 3825405 3825732 3825734
3825735 3825743 3825778 3826240 3826546
3827086 3827087 3827490 3827693 3827694
3827803 3828443 3828527 3828529 3828531
3828595 3828679 3829085 3829142 3829448
3829449 3829457 3829530 3829789 3829915
3829963 3830405 3830406 3830407 3830409
3830778 3830780 3830782 3830851 3830891
3831267 3831379 3831500 3831553 3832530
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3833172 3833274 3833433 3833509 3833919
3834040 3835524 3835557 3835739 3835784
3836065 3836285 3836293 3836340 3836369
3836371 3836460 3836747 3837833 3838349
3838802 3839032 3839210 3839401 3839806
3839813 3840076 3840552 3840555 3840652
3841115 3841174 3841329 3841395 3841682
3841944 3842597 3842821 3843386 3843466
3843639 3843704 3843881 3844346 3844349
3844360 3844383 3844395 3844546 3844550
3844551 3844552 3844553 3844554 3844555
3844931 3845288 3845402 3845826 3845917
3846061 3846153 3846154 3846478 3846649
3846656 3846658 3846899 3846992 3847331
3847445 3847788 3847911 3848172 3848178
3848236 3848451 3848462 3848464 3848962
3848969 3849276 3849285 3849920 3849971
3850552 3850716 3850800 3851068 3851082
3851313 3851516 3851578 3851752 3851812
3851817 3851819 3851821 3851872 3851878
3851965 3852174 3853259 3853348 3853933
3854360 3854886 3855219 3855367 3855771
3856013 3856015 3856222 3856316 3856762
3856777 3856833 3857095 3857163 3857164
3857403 3857405 3857406 3857407 3857656
3857703 3857721 3858181 3858335 3858636
3858961 3858999 3859135 3859149 3859587
3859898 3860163 3860298 3860300 3861154
3861686 3861925 3862191 3863035 3863374
3864094 3864464 3864689 3864998 3865035
3865037 3865718 3865862 3865927 3866265
3866267 3866672 3866677 3866767 3866780
3868444 3868445 3869041 3869154 3869315
3869414 3869451 3869713 3870152 3870168
3870213 3870232 3870524 3870526 3870529
3871119 3871152 3871256 3871310 3871444
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3871449 3871451 3871453 3871637 3872672
3873129 3874174 3874358 3874769 3874785
3875404 3875416 3875483 3875494 3875539
3875789 3875796 3875797 3875798 3875799
3875805 3875810 3875812 3875816 3875820
3875822 3875823 3876151 3876407 3876408
3876433 3876434 3876435 3876839 3877305
3877674 3877676 3877680 3877927 3879467
3879956 3879975 3880263 3880411 3880709
3880739 3881020 3881125 3881307 3882287
3882436 3882475 3882492 3882652 3882656
3882658 3882787 3882964 3883228 3883258
3883259 3883260 3883261 3883262 3883622
3884203 3884514 3884800 3884809 3885032
3885523 3885534 3885707 3886201 3886463
3887702 3887736 3887996 3888909 3889172
3889954 3890243 3890922 3891066 3891360
3891371 3892658 3893958 3894661 3894999
3895515 3895545 3895996 3896054 3897370
3897460 3897615 3897637 3897639 3897641
3897643 3897646 3897647 3897823 3898095
3898099 3898169 3898384 3898417 3898588
3899766 3900874 3900875 3901090 3902283
3902478 3902594 3902993 3904459 3905356
3905715 3905942 3906066 3906146 3907196
3907266 3907581 3907644 3908076 3908454
3908455 3910426 3910604 3910849 3911688
3912190 3912196 3912197 3912690 3912692
3912693 3912695 3912811 3912912 3913206
3913211 3913213 3913949 3914235 3914472
3914474 3914664 3914785 3915104 3915114
3915176 3915516 3915625 3915626 3915910
3915915 3916278 3916305 3916323 3916325
3916496 3916662 3916775 3916907 3917004
3917005 3917304 3917431 3917514 3917549
3917631 3917753 3918226 3918529 3918537
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3918596 3918597 3918599 3918725 3918728
3919456 3919600 3919603 3919605 3920087
3920658 3920789 3921033 3921041 3921126
3921176 3921177 3921637 3921710 3922348
3922349 3922525 3923287 3923381 3923523
3924057 3924071 3924148 3924149 3924444
3924507 3924509 3924510 3924514 3924515
3924517 3924519 3924535 3924538 3924717
3924836 3924921 3925265 3925344 3925385
3926025 3926026 3926143 3926147 3926150
3926218 3926759 3927085 3927088 3927462
3927744 3929139 3929300 3929455 3929508
3929910 3929911 3929913 3930219 3930522
3930696 3931251 3931755 3931811 3932111
3932130 3932131 3932297 3932646 3932851
3933246 3933247 3933822 3934871 3935425
3935427 3935439 3935452 3935695 3935850
3935864 3935869 3935870 3935873 3936009
3936619 3936708 3936709 3936710 3937111
3938417 3938722 3938915 3939290 3939340
3939799 3939803 3941531 3941703 3941848
3941970 3941984 3941989 3942001 3942036
3942760 3942826 3942950 3943082 3943146
3943153 3944637 3945131 3945195 3945216
3945233 3946539 3946668 3947022 3947024
3947186 3947189 3947230 3947233 3947234
3947241 3947304 3947310 3947337 3947782
3948078 3948993 3949598 3950154 3950161
3950388 3950393 3950394 3950395 3950405
3950543 3950635 3950754 3952040 3953106
3953107 3953682 3953741 3953742 3953821
3955291 3956867 3958769 3958778 3958795
3959044 3960083 3960084 3960577 3960932
3961030 3961137 3961686 3962501 3963599
3964042 3964267 3964462 3964564 3965026
3965681 3966133 3966540 3966806 3966991
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3967030 3967032 3967033 3967034 3967036
3967037 3967052 3967154 3967443 3967473
3967684 3967841 3968053 3968908 3969215
3969403 3969428 3969434 3969631 3969633
3969714 3970576 3971275 3971368 3971369
3971613 3971778 3972673 3972676 3972677
3972683 3972684 3972721 3973568 3973841
3973844 3973899 3973900 3974039 3974060
3974135 3974989 3975204 3976222 3976357
3976589 3976591 3976593 3976601 3976746
3977767 3977780 3977781 3977804 3977805
3977807 3977841 3977898 3977999 3978229
3978423 3978424 3978698 3979171 3980046
3980450 3980455 3980705 3981025 3981779
3981781 3981792 3982704 3982739 3982791
3982853 3983091 3984047 3984075 3984183
3984206 3984230 3984247 3984249 3984261
3984335 3984414 3984450 3984768 3985121
3985140 3985328 3986408 3986904 3987086
3987329 3987341 3987343 3988216 3988219
3988328 3988334 3988616 3989555 3989557
3990266 3990272 3990273 3990275 3990333
3990334 3990336 3990337 3990369 3990639
3990685 3990686 3991418 3991623 3991647
3992275 3992276 3992278 3992390 3992392
3992393 3992478 3993086 3993302 3993549
3993563 3993725 3994299 3994445 3994654
3994656 3995787 3995815 3995816 3995995
3996716 3996764 3996765 3996767 3996893
3997390 3998052 3998163 3998665 3998667
3998669 3998670 3998671 3998673 3998847
3999331 4000618 4000619 4000690 4000691
4000692 4000693 4000694 4001108 4002114
4002181 4003394 4004004 4004121 4004122
4005005 4005662 4005807 4006362 4006364
4006602 4006616 4006617 4006743 4006883
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4007106 4007108 4007566 4007567 4007568
4007569 4008731 4008733 4008783 4009273
4009352 4009412 4009413 4009469 4010702
4011317 4012519 4013052 4013262 4013322
4013909 4014300 4014302 4016414 4016624
4017052 4017927 4017928 4018541 4018668
4018977 4019419 4019518 4019664 4019697
4020783 4022988 4023021 4023167 4023505
4023896 4024511 4024515 4024648 4024873
4024874 4025415 4026417 4027046 4027047
4027049 4027052 4027055 4027264 4027492
4027620 4027928 4028042 4028235 4028237
4030102 4030468 4030790 4031025 4031195
4031219 4031312 4031507 4031982 4032393
4032672 4032781 4032786 4032982 4032983
4033047 4033185 4033393 4033630 4033713
4033839 4033916 4033917 4034240 4034581
4034590 4034591 4034593 4034594 4036311
4036904 4037641 4037894 4037989 4037990
4037991 4037992 4037993 4037994 4037998
4038005 4038358 4038729 4039620 4039961
4040776 4041238 4041321 4042649 4042732
4042788 4043110 4043111 4043115 4043116
4043257 4043496 4043633 4044228 4044240
4044313 4044348 4044396 4044397 4044767
4044861 4045477 4045541 4045570 4045633
4045755 4045758 4045877 4045879 4045933
4046321 4046652 4046663 4046913 4047152
4047153 4047427 4047429 4047640 4047712
4047908 4047920 4048563 4048882 4048883
4048946 4049048 4049238 4049273 4049935
4050522 4050755 4050785 4050827 4050828
4050830 4050855 4051393 4051825 4052060
4052265 4052321 4052330 4052383 4052472
4052741 4053074 4053923 4054295 4055044
4055046 4055047 4055050 4055810 4056666
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4056880 4057012 4057013 4057703 4058533
4059447 4059474 4060587 4060606 4062178
4062466 4068289 4068291 4068292 4071085
4073182 4093937 4099790 4105925 4107408
4111769 4112820 4113701 4115400 4118075
4119581 4121787 4121903 4123680 4123681
4124196 4124818 4126735 4129693 4130204
4131926 4131972 4132142 4132226 4132876
4133287 4134398 4135869 4136180 4136181
4136429 4137722 4137827 4138640 4142626
4143267 4145737 4147170 4147518 4150950
4151768 4151792 4152108 4152411 4154942
4155013 4155100 4155412 4155871 4156890
4157994 4158843 4158844 4159333 4160673
4160824 4161398 4161460 4162628 4162629
4162653 4163557 4164507 4164723 4164726
4164727 4164925 4164926 4165203 4165206
4165377 4166289 4166566 4166624 4167115
4167116 4167119 4167122 4167170 4167774
4167843 4168453 4168463 4168910 4169259
4170019 4170361 4170899 4170931 4170994
4171462 4171464 4171790 4173121 4173238
4173605 4173659 4174082 4174303 4174401
4174867 4174877 4174940 4175124 4176034
4176098 4176099 4176123 4176764 4177937
4178195 4178198 4179208 4180091 4181348
4181452 4181695 4181696 4181697 4181703
4181705 4182857 4184058 4184204 4184646
4184711 4184792 4185282 4185728 4185731
4185747 4186329 4186704 4186811 4186817
4187308 4188139 4188177 4188317 4188318
4188356 4188359 4188390 4188505 4188990
4189086 4189307 4189310 4189318 4189321
4189719 4189720 4189834 4190098 4190099
4190100 4190102 4190338 4190428 4190451
4190544 4190622 4190623 4190657 4190670
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4190685 4190686 4190687 4190688 4190813
4190943 4190944 4190945 4190946 4191030
4191031 4191036 4191037 4191041 4191205
4191208 4191214 4191370 4191376 4191379
4191380 4191382 4191384 4191429 4191431
4191433 4191435 4191509 4191513 4191523
4191525 4191560 4191561 4191562 4191564
4191565 4191566 4191620 4191682 4191684
4191685 4191686 4191770 4191786 4191818
4191819 4191823 4191824 4191825 4191830
4191850 4191894 4192022 4192037 4192039
4192044 4192046 4192113 4192116 4192233
4192295 4192299 4192301 4192359 4192362
4192364 4192365 4192366 4192368 4192369
4192371 4192374 4192378 4192437 4192537
4192538 4192539 4192546 4192547 4192548
4192550 4192553 4192554 4192644 4192773
4192779 4192781 4192785 4192863 4192865
4192890 4192896 4192902 4192903 4192909
4192910 4192911 4192915 4192916 4192924
4192925 4193068 4193088 4193099 4193159
4193162 4193284 4193285 4193289 4193292
4193293 4193295 4193296 4193297 4193300
4193449 4193456 4193471 4193472 4193473
4193474 4193479 4193486 4193502 4193673
4193674 4193677 4193679 4193682 4193684
4193691 4193762 4193764 4193767 4193769
4193771 4193775 4193849 4193885 4193886
4193887 4193888 4193889 4193895 4193954
4193967 4193969 4193990 4193992 4193999
4194002 4194007 4194011 4194012 4194100
4194101 4194102 4194113 4194115 4194116
4194117 4194120 4194142 4194205 4194206
4194216 4194226 4194228 4194230 4194233
4194241 4194327 4194333 4194334 4194526
4194542 4194544 4194546 4194547 4194549
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4194551 4194557 4194560 4195079 4195197
4195198 4195203 4195206 4195207 4195213
4195232 4195233 4195242 4195253 4195304
4195363 4195369 4195371 4195373 4195376
4195377 4195380 4195381 4195382 4195391
4195423 4195428 4195465 4195474 4195476
4195481 4195482 4195563 4195587 4195604
4195605 4195606 4195607 4195608 4195619
4195645 4195652 4195658 4195665 4195671
4195688 4195691 4195693 4195696 4195697
4195698 4195738 4195745 4195764 4195777
4195831 4195838 4195869 4195921 4195925
4195926 4195927 4195932 4195934 4195935
4195984 4195995 4195997 4196040 4196049
4196053 4196062 4196065 4196066 4196074
4196078 4196085 4196087 4196089 4196091
4196102 4196145 4196150 4196152 4196153
4196163 4196165 4196167 4196189 4196195
4196203 4196206 4196209 4196218 4196224
4196226 4196227 4196232 4196233 4196235
4196376 4196377 4196379 4196380 4196381
4196400 4196461 4196465 4196479 4196540
4196542 4196543 4196548 4196565 4196631
4196634 4196637 4196641 4196643 4196650
4196652 4196653 4196684 4196703 4196723
4196725 4196730 4196742 4196744 4196745
4196746 4196760 4196867 4196871 4196901
4196903 4196905 4196913 4196925 4196964
4197017 4197021 4197031 4197061 4197087
4197091 4197092 4197093 4197095 4197137
4197144 4197178 4197180 4197187 4197188
4197195 4197218 4197219 4197220 4197223
4197239 4197240 4197275 4197287 4197354
4197358 4197361 4197363 4197421 4197424
4197425 4197426 4197427 4197428 4197448
4197452 4197458 4197485 4197486 4197487
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4197490 4197496 4197503 4197515 4197525
4197528 4197532 4197533 4197534 4197559
4197565 4197567 4197568 4197569 4197571
4197573 4197577 4197578 4197583 4197671
4197676 4197682 4197685 4197686 4197690
4197691 4197694 4197703 4197735 4197739
4197740 4197741 4197742 4197743 4197746
4197747 4197748 4197750 4197755 4197761
4197769 4197770 4197772 4197774 4197779
4197849 4197851 4197854 4197856 4197857
4197893 4197894 4197895 4197908 4197909
4197966 4198058 4198068 4198112 4198115
4198116 4198118 4198120 4198121 4198122
4198124 4198135 4198143 4198145 4198147
4198149 4198152 4198155 4198156 4198170
4198174 4198175 4198179 4198182 4198184
4198185 4198186 4198200 4198202 4198203
4198205 4198221 4198222 4198228 4198229
4198256 4198258 4198259 4198260 4198261
4198262 4198302 4198303 4198308 4198309
4198310 4198311 4198320 4198329 4198357
4198359 4198360 4198364 4198366 4198369
4198472 4198473 4198474 4198475 4198476
4198477 4198479 4198482 4198525 4198530
4198532 4198614 4198620 4198621 4198622
4198626 4198634 4198680 4198695 4198699
4198700 4198704 4198708 4198765 4198771
4198779 4198787 4198792 4198795 4198800
4198802 4198813 4198823 4198833 4198849
4198877 4198878 4198884 4198887 4198889
4198947 4198948 4198949 4198950 4198951
4198956 4198964 4198972 4198993 4199024
4199037 4199062 4199063 4199066 4199077
4199079 4199080 4199082 4199083 4199085
4199110 4199118 4199136 4199193 4199195
4199201 4199203 4199227 4199228 4199230
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4199231 4199233 4199234 4199235 4199236
4199237 4199272 4199273 4199276 4199324
4199325 4199330 4199335 4199338 4199347
4199356 4199361 4199369 4199402 4199509
4199516 4199529 4199553 4199560 4199571
4199572 4199573 4199580 4199581 4199582
4199583 4199585 4199586 4199587 4199588
4199610 4199611 4199612 4199616 4199620
4199626 4199635 4199685 4199687 4199696
4199736 4199754 4199768 4199769 4199779
4199798 4199806 4199834 4199838 4199839
4199866 4199877 4199883 4199886 4199894
4199896 4199899 4199902 4199904 4199927
4199933 4199936 4199938 4199944 4199949
4199950 4199952 4199969 4199970 4199971
4199986 4200012 4200013 4200014 4200052
4200054 4200070 4200073 4200075 4200076
4200078 4200094 4200095 4200096 4200099
4200108 4200135 4200136 4200151 4200160
4200193 4200194 4200197 4200201 4200209
4200214 4200233 4200239 4200240 4200241
4200253 4200254 4200255 4200256 4200257
4200263 4200284 4200285 4200287 4200288
4200290 4200291 4200292 4200293 4200295
4200296 4200297 4200299 4200301 4200302
4200373 4200379 4200382 4200386 4200388
4200392 4200394 4200395 4200398 4200447
4200489 4200497 4200518 4200519 4200520
4200521 4200522 4200526 4200527 4200528
4200530 4200542 4200548 4200550 4200551
4200554 4200555 4200557 4200567 4200571
4200585 4200586 4200587 4200592 4200593
4200622 4200634 4200643 4200653 4200664
4200666 4200667 4200693 4200704 4200744
4200747 4200749 4200750 4200752 4200761
4200762 4200763 4200771 4200799 4200804
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4200806 4200817 4200819 4200827 4200831
4200840 4200842 4200844 4200846 4200848
4200850 4200935 4200938 4200940 4200966
4201001 4201002 4201005 4201007 4201012
4201019 4201020 4201023 4201025 4201026
4201029 4201041 4201042 4201043 4201051
4201057 4201077 4201078 4201079 4201080
4201091 4201092 4201093 4201094 4201098
4201111 4201114 4201122 4201123 4201125
4201126 4201127 4201129 4201130 4201134
4201141 4201144 4201150 4201151 4201152
4201153 4201154 4201162 4201180 4201231
4201232 4201234 4201243 4201251 4201252
4201253 4201254 4201255 4201256 4201265
4201272 4201273 4201274 4201280 4201282
4201301 4201304 4201305 4201307 4201308
4201311 4201322 4201324 4201346 4201349
4201350 4201357 4201359 4201363 4201368
4201370 4201373 4201374 4201375 4201455
4201457 4201458 4201459 4201463 4201464
4201469 4201470 4201475 4201476 4201477
4201479 4201494 4201502 4201503 4201504
4201505 4201510 4201513 4201515 4201564
4201565 4201567 4201568 4201569 4201588
4201627 4201628 4201631 4201633 4201675
4201683 4201691 4201695 4201696 4201700
4201707 4201708 4201715 4201716 4201720
4201721 4201723 4201752 4201753 4201770
4201771 4201774 4201799 4201828 4201833
4201838 4201839 4201840 4201842 4201843
4201844 4201846 4201848 4201849 4201851
4201852 4201853 4201854 4201860 4201868
4201869 4201870 4201871 4201872 4201873
4201918 4201919 4201931 4201932 4201935
4201936 4201937 4201942 4201952 4201953
4201956 4201963 4201968 4201972 4201977
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4201987 4201988 4202022 4202028 4202033
4202036 4202040 4202041 4202074 4202082
4202089 4202094 4202097 4202100 4202109
4202136 4202139 4202143 4202145 4202146
4202163 4202164 4202165 4202166 4202167
4202173 4202174 4202188 4202193 4202206
4202224 4202227 4202228 4202231 4202232
4202233 4202237 4202241 4202242 4202249
4202253 4202260 4202266 4202267 4202270
4202273 4202275 4202276 4202277 4202278
4202286 4202290 4202297 4202298 4202299
4202300 4202301 4202304 4202313 4202314
4202315 4202316 4202317 4202320 4202322
4202325 4202335 4202336 4202337 4202339
4202341 4202343 4202345 4202346 4202351
4202370 4202374 4202375 4202381 4202382
4202384 4202385 4202386 4202388 4202399
4202400 4202430 4202436 4202437 4202451
4202457 4202458 4202460 4202461 4202464
4202465 4202466 4202467 4202474 4202475
4202481 4202484 4202486 4202487 4202488
4202491 4202493 4202494 4202497 4202508
4202509 4202510 4202521 4202522 4202529
4202542 4202545 4202549 4202554 4202555
4202557 4202558 4202559 4202560 4202563
4202573 4202579 4202584 4202602 4202604
4202606 4202610 4202612 4202620 4202624
4202628 4202632 4202633 4202636 4202643
4202648 4202649 4202650 4202652 4202673
4202680 4202681 4202682 4202690 4202696
4202697 4202715 4202718 4202720 4202722
4202732 4202733 4202734 4202735 4202736
4202740 4202743 4202744 4202747 4202751
4202754 4202758 4202767 4202773 4202774
4202784 4202785 4202789 4202796 4202798
4202799 4202805 4202806 4202807 4202808
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4202809 4202814 4202829 4202831 4202832
4202836 4202838 4202843 4202844 4202845
4202847 4202851 4202854 4202856 4202860
4202864 4202869 4202872 4202876 4202878
4202879 4202881 4202884 4202910 4202911
4202913 4202915 4202918 4202933 4202940
4202944 4202945 4202946 4202947 4202948
4202949 4202950 4202952 4202953 4202954
4202955 4202956 4202957 4202958 4202962
4202966 4202970 4202971 4202976 4202986
4202987 4202997 4202998 4202999 4203005
4203007 4203022 4203024 4203028 4203041
4203057 4203058 4203059 4203060 4203063
4203064 4203065 4203068 4203074 4203076
4203079 4203082 4203085 4203087 4203090
4203092 4203094 4203098 4203102 4203103
4203130 4203133 4203137 4203141 4203142
4203143 4203149 4203151 4203154 4203156
4203160 4203170 4203171 4203172 4203173
4203174 4203175 4203176 4203177 4203178
4203179 4203180 4203181 4203186 4203195
4203196 4203201 4203207 4203215 4203232
4203233 4203260 4203262 4203266 4203267
4203334 4203343 4203356 4203358 4203368
4203371 4203386 4203387 4203391 4203392
4203393 4203394 4203396 4203397 4203401
4203407 4203417 4203419 4203423 4203425
4203428 4203429 4203435 4203445 4203447
4203451 4203460 4203463 4203464 4203465
4203466 4203468 4203469 4203470 4203477
4203479 4203480 4203481 4203482 4203483
4203484 4203485 4203486 4203487 4203489
4203494 4203496 4203499 4203501 4203505
4203506 4203513 4203514 4203515 4203516
4203517 4203518 4203519 4203520 4203524
4203525 4203526 4203527 4203529 4203534
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4203535 4203536 4203537 4203540 4203545
4203546 4203547 4203548 4203549 4203550
4203553 4203554 4203555 4203556 4203560
4203573 4203574 4203576 4203577 4203578
4203580 4203584 4203586 4203587 4203588
4203591 4203592 4203594 4203604 4203612
4203620 4203628 4203638 4203642 4203651
4203652 4203656 4203658 4203659 4203668
4203670 4203692 4203693 4203697 4203703
4203712 4203729 4203730 4203731 4203733
4203734 4203735 4203736 4203746 4203772
4203779 4203781 4203782 4203785 4203799
4203800 4203801 4203805 4203814 4203817
4203819 4203820 4203821 4203822 4203825
4203826 4203831 4203871 4203872 4203873
4203874 4203877 4203880 4203882 4203890
4203902 4203912 4203913 4203914 4203915
4203919 4203920 4203923 4203931 4203950
4203953 4203954 4203961 4203971 4203977
4203982 4203983 4203985 4203986 4203993
4203997 4203998 4204002 4204004 4204006
4204007 4204011 4204017 4204019 4204020
4204023 4204031 4204036 4204046 4204067
4204070 4204079 4204081 4204082 4204083
4204084 4204086 4204088 4204089 4204090
4204091 4204096 4204103 4204108 4204110
4204111 4204113 4204115 4204116 4204117
4204119 4204122 4204124 4204127 4204132
4204134 4204136 4204148 4204153 4204154
4204162 4204163 4204164 4204165 4204166
4204167 4204178 4204186 4204188 4204189
4204196 4204197 4204204 4204205 4204206
4204207 4204208 4204209 4204215 4204216
4204217 4204222 4204224 4204231 4204234
4204235 4204239 4204240 4204241 4204242
4204243 4204245 4204248 4204249 4204268
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4204274 4204277 4204280 4204285 4204287
4204288 4204289 4204298 4204304 4204305
4204306 4204308 4204309 4204346 4204347
4204349 4204362 4204365 4204373 4204376
4204387 4204388 4204390 4204391 4204392
4204397 4204400 4204401 4204402 4204409
4204415 4204419 4204420 4204421 4204424
4204425 4204464 4204493 4204496 4204498
4204499 4204501 4204521 4204522 4204523
4204528 4204531 4204532 4204536 4204539
4204540 4204569 4204570 4204573 4204574
4204575 4204576 4204580 4204596 4204598
4204599 4204602 4204609 4204610 4204611
4204612 4204621 4204622 4204626 4204630
4204633 4204635 4204638 4204649 4204651
4204666 4204668 4204670 4204672 4204673
4204674 4204675 4204677 4204678 4204682
4204704 4204706 4204710 4204730 4204731
4204732 4204737 4204751 4204753 4204755
4204757 4204759 4204764 4204781 4204787
4204789 4204791 4204792 4204793 4204794
4204795 4204796 4204811 4204812 4204813
4204815 4204816 4204819 4204820 4204821
4204823 4204824 4204826 4204827 4204828
4204830 4204839 4204840 4204852 4204857
4204858 4204865 4204867 4204882 4204883
4204884 4204885 4204886 4204888 4204894
4204897 4204898 4204899 4204905 4204907
4204908 4204909 4204939 4204940 4204941
4204942 4204943 4204944 4204945 4204948
4204959 4204961 4204983 4204984 4204985
4204986 4205005 4205009 4205025 4205028
4205030 4205031 4205042 4205043 4205044
4205045 4205046 4205047 4205052 4205053
4205057 4205061 4205063 4205064 4205065
4205067 4205068 4205069 4205071 4205072
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4205073 4205076 4205078 4205079 4205080
4205084 4205085 4205086 4205090 4205094
4205102 4205113 4205116 4205117 4205125
4205128 4205132 4205133 4205141 4205143
4205144 4205159 4205161 4205164 4205177
4205178 4205179 4205181 4205189 4205190
4205191 4205195 4205197 4205199 4205201
4205212 4205221 4205263 4205265 4205266
4205267 4205269 4205270 4205273 4205276
4205278 4205280 4205289 4205303 4205307
4205308 4205310 4205311 4205314 4205317
4205319 4205329 4205344 4205346 4205350
4205353 4205357 4205360 4205370 4205371
4205372 4205374 4205375 4205380 4205383
4205389 4205390 4205396 4205418 4205419
4205422 4205425 4205427 4205428 4205434
4205444 4205445 4205454 4205468 4205474
4205477 4205485 4205486 4205487 4205488
4205489 4205492 4205497 4205498 4205500
4205502 4205503 4205508 4205511 4205513
4205514 4205518 4205519 4205520 4205521
4205533 4205540 4205561 4205562 4205565
4205576 4205585 4205597 4205601 4205603
4205604 4205607 4205608 4205616 4205617
4205618 4205621 4205660 4205664 4205667
4205669 4205670 4205672 4205674 4205679
4205680 4205681 4205687 4205688 4205689
4205691 4205694 4205703 4205704 4205706
4205709 4205710 4205711 4205712 4205720
4205723 4205733 4205737 4205741 4205749
4205750 4205751 4205756 4205757 4205758
4205772 4205780 4205784 4205786 4205790
4205793 4205797 4205801 4205803 4205809
4205815 4205818 4205834 4205855 4205861
4205864 4205865 4205866 4205871 4205872
4205912 4205913 4205914 4205915 4205923
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4205924 4205925 4205928 4205948 4205954
4205955 4205963 4205964 4205967 4205970
4205979 4205983 4205987 4205994 4206012
4206016 4206020 4206028 4206029 4206030
4206031 4206039 4206041 4206048 4206050
4206051 4206059 4206060 4206061 4206064
4206065 4206066 4206069 4206072 4206095
4206096 4206098 4206099 4206100 4206101
4206112 4206113 4206117 4206118 4206121
4206123 4206124 4206129 4206137 4206150
4206157 4206159 4206170 4206172 4206178
4206183 4206185 4206186 4206187 4206188
4206190 4206203 4206208 4206214 4206215
4206216 4206224 4206225 4206235 4206237
4206238 4206239 4206254 4206255 4206256
4206260 4206264 4206268 4206269 4206272
4206287 4206289 4206290 4206303 4206306
4206310 4206315 4206316 4206317 4206325
4206328 4206330 4206333 4206335 4206336
4206339 4206340 4206341 4206346 4206347
4206354 4206355 4206361 4206364 4206365
4206366 4206367 4206368 4206369 4206373
4206375 4206376 4206379 4206383 4206392
4206408 4206419 4206426 4206437 4206443
4206445 4206450 4206463 4206464 4206465
4206467 4206468 4206476 4206482 4206483
4206508 4206509 4206520 4206532 4206551
4206552 4206568 4206570 4206573 4206574
4206575 4206582 4206592 4206593 4206594
4206623 4206657 4206660 4206670 4206673
4206680 4206682 4206684 4206686 4206687
4206688 4206690 4206693 4206694 4206703
4206705 4206706 4206707 4206712 4206713
4206714 4206715 4206718 4206720 4206726
4206728 4206751 4206757 4206759 4206760
4206763 4206765 4206767 4206772 4206775
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4206784 4206820 4206821 4206823 4206825
4206826 4206827 4206835 4206841 4206842
4206843 4206845 4206849 4206859 4206864
4206865 4206869 4206880 4206881 4206883
4206884 4206885 4206886 4206887 4206889
4206890 4206895 4206896 4206897 4206900
4206901 4206902 4206903 4206904 4206905
4206906 4206907 4206911 4206926 4206935
4206936 4206937 4206938 4206940 4206959
4206963 4206966 4206967 4206969 4206970
4206978 4206982 4206988 4206991 4206994
4206995 4206996 4206999 4207000 4207002
4207004 4207011 4207030 4207035 4207036
4207049 4207122 4207123 4207124 4207125
4207130 4207153 4207157 4207161 4207164
4207179 4207181 4207191 4207192 4207194
4207196 4207197 4207199 4207205 4207207
4207210 4207211 4207212 4207221 4207225
4207226 4207228 4207241 4207242 4207243
4207244 4207248 4207249 4207263 4207264
4207267 4207289 4207294 4207296 4207298
4207300 4207307 4207308 4207309 4207322
4207323 4207324 4207325 4207326 4207329
4207330 4207331 4207341 4207342 4207345
4207346 4207349 4207350 4207351 4207352
4207353 4207355 4207374 4207376 4207378
4207383 4207386 4207442 4207443 4207444
4207453 4207454 4207458 4207466 4207467
4207469 4207472 4207473 4207502 4207503
4207504 4207506 4207509 4207515 4207516
4207517 4207519 4207520 4207521 4207528
4207540 4207552 4207553 4207554 4207563
4207566 4207569 4207571 4207583 4207586
4207589 4207592 4207595 4207596 4207597
4207600 4207606 4207607 4207618 4207628
4207631 4207657 4207670 4207671 4207713
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4207714 4207716 4207773 4207780 4207783
4207786 4207787 4207788 4207795 4207798
4207807 4207814 4207827 4207828 4207836
4207863 4207868 4207870 4207872 4207877
4207878 4207879 4207881 4207884 4207885
4207891 4207893 4207894 4207910 4207912
4207913 4207918 4207919 4207925 4207929
4207935 4207937 4207939 4207950 4207965
4207974 4207986 4207991 4207992 4207993
4207995 4208011 4208013 4208015 4208018
4208019 4208020 4208021 4208022 4208024
4208075 4208076 4208077 4208082 4208083
4208084 4208086 4208088 4208090 4208112
4208113 4208115 4208117 4208119 4208149
4208153 4208159 4208167 4208173 4208192
4208226 4208228 4208229 4208230 4208231
4208234 4208236 4208243 4208288 4208291
4208315 4208322 4208333 4208335 4208336
4208338 4208370 4208371 4208372 4208374
4208379 4208382 4208385 4208389 4208396
4208397 4208410 4208419 4208424 4208426
4208434 4208437 4208438 4208442 4208448
4208450 4208451 4208455 4208456 4208465
4208466 4208469 4208470 4208471 4208474
4208479 4208480 4208486 4208488 4208489
4208490 4208494 4208531 4208537 4208540
4208543 4208545 4208547 4208548 4208552
4208559 4208561 4208562 4208565 4208568
4208569 4208582 4208583 4208603 4208605
4208606 4208613 4208614 4208615 4208619
4208620 4208621 4208624 4208628 4208629
4208643 4208644 4208667 4208670 4208673
4208682 4208683 4208685 4208687 4208703
4208716 4208717 4208728 4208729 4208733
4208735 4208736 4208738 4208739 4208767
4208770 4208780 4208781 4208782 4208786
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4208789 4208805 4208838 4208875 4208878
4208885 4208895 4208897 4208898 4208899
4208902 4208904 4208907 4208913 4208917
4208919 4208920 4208924 4208933 4208944
4208945 4208946 4208947 4209004 4209012
4209015 4209016 4209017 4209019 4209022
4209030 4209035 4209036 4209038 4209039
4209041 4209042 4209043 4209046 4209053
4209061 4209099 4209114 4209116 4209117
4209119 4209131 4209136 4209142 4209143
4209146 4209147 4209173 4209174 4209178
4209184 4209188 4209191 4209197 4209198
4209199 4209200 4209204 4209207 4209208
4209244 4209264 4209285 4209287 4209289
4209290 4209292 4209296 4209297 4209303
4209309 4209311 4209324 4209326 4209327
4209328 4209331 4209332 4209333 4209338
4209352 4209355 4209356 4209358 4209359
4209372 4209373 4209379 4209382 4209393
4209403 4209409 4209410 4209414 4209416
4209432 4209436 4209437 4209438 4209441
4209442 4209444 4209446 4209460 4209499
4209501 4209502 4209509 4209519 4209521
4209525 4209528 4209532 4209537 4209551
4209554 4209557 4209580 4209586 4209594
4209611 4209615 4209616 4209617 4209618
4209619 4209620 4209621 4209622 4209623
4209624 4209638 4209640 4209645 4209650
4209651 4209652 4209655 4209661 4209693
4209717 4209747 4209753 4209754 4209756
4209760 4209769 4209779 4209829 4209837
4209839 4209843 4209870 4209873 4209879
4209883 4209884 4209890 4209898 4209902
4209909 4209910 4209921 4209923 4209926
4209927 4209930 4209931 4209933 4209945
4209952 4209971 4209972 4209974 4209976
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4209977 4209978 4209984 4209989 4209992
4210047 4210048 4210049 4210051 4210054
4210055 4210057 4210059 4210154 4210161
4210165 4210167 4210168 4210205 4210207
4210218 4210219 4210272 4210368 4210373
4210374 4210380 4210387 4210388 4210391
4210395 4210397 4210398 4210403 4210405
4210406 4210407 4210408 4210409 4210414
4210415 4210417 4210418 4210419 4210421
4210422 4210425 4210426 4210432 4210433
4210458 4210459 4210460 4210461 4210462
4210489 4210494 4210517 4210518 4210520
4210524 4210526 4210527 4210540 4210542
4210620 4210621 4210634 4210658 4210659
4210662 4210665 4210667 4210681 4210687
4210688 4210691 4210693 4210702 4210703
4210724 4210733 4210748 4210751 4210752
4210753 4210758 4210763 4210767 4210776
4210788 4210790 4210791 4210863 4210866
4210868 4210876 4210882 4210909 4210919
4210943 4210944 4210953 4210966 4211011
4211025 4211026 4211029 4211030 4211031
4211049 4211050 4211052 4211059 4211074
4211114 4211185 4211192 4211193 4211194
4211195 4211200 4211201 4211204 4211255
4211256 4211257 4211260 4211277 4211278
4211279 4211287 4211295 4211296 4211302
4211303 4211304 4211313 4211314 4211317
4211320 4211332 4211336 4211337 4211338
4211342 4211344 4211351 4211352 4211353
4211354 4211357 4211359 4211368 4211379
4211380 4211381 4211383 4211385 4211390
4211393 4211394 4211401 4211444 4211445
4211446 4211447 4211458 4211468 4211485
4211488 4211489 4211490 4211492 4211493
4211533 4211534 4211535 4211536 4211549
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4211556 4211557 4211565 4211567 4211568
4211570 4211572 4211575 4211584 4211585
4211592 4211593 4211617 4211618 4211628
4211630 4211631 4211633 4211702 4211710
4211712 4211748 4211753 4211754 4211764
4211765 4211768 4211770 4211771 4211772
4211779 4211816 4211827 4211833 4211849
4211855 4211858 4211872 4211875 4211878
4211880 4211890 4211891 4211893 4211906
4211909 4211910 4211911 4211912 4211919
4211920 4211926 4211928 4211957 4211958
4211985 4211999 4212003 4212013 4212046
4212048 4212057 4212087 4212088 4212089
4212091 4212092 4212093 4212094 4212096
4212098 4212099 4212100 4212101 4212105
4212108 4212109 4212115 4212117 4212124
4212133 4212134 4212136 4212137 4212142
4212150 4212156 4212158 4212159 4212178
4212203 4212206 4212293 4212294 4212295
4212296 4212298 4212299 4212313 4212314
4212320 4212340 4212346 4212349 4212363
4212364 4212365 4212370 4212371 4212372
4212375 4212376 4212393 4212411 4212439
4212441 4212442 4212443 4212465 4212468
4212469 4212470 4212472 4212473 4212483
4212484 4212485 4212487 4212488 4212498
4212508 4212509 4212510 4212511 4212513
4212515 4212529 4212537 4212556 4212558
4212576 4212597 4212610 4212621 4212643
4212644 4212645 4212646 4212649 4212650
4212657 4212660 4212663 4212714 4212721
4212760 4212812 4212816 4212827 4212829
4212831 4212834 4212843 4212851 4212852
4212853 4212903 4212907 4212908 4212910
4212914 4212916 4212917 4212944 4212945
4212951 4212952 4213010 4213013 4213019
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4213023 4213035 4213038 4213039 4213050
4213083 4213086 4213092 4213093 4213104
4213125 4213126 4213128 4213129 4213131
4213151 4213153 4213155 4213164 4213196
4213198 4213201 4213202 4213205 4213211
4213217 4213218 4213240 4213243 4213244
4213247 4213253 4213258 4213259 4213263
4213301 4213319 4213327 4213331 4213337
4213338 4213360 4213361 4213376 4213385
4213386 4213388 4213390 4213395 4213397
4213401 4213434 4213440 4213442 4213448
4213450 4213452 4213461 4213480 4213559
4213562 4213563 4213564 4213565 4213566
4213567 4213573 4213631 4213632 4213633
4213634 4213640 4213662 4213666 4213672
4213677 4213684 4213685 4213698 4213700
4213701 4213702 4213703 4213705 4213706
4213707 4213747 4213751 4213757 4213811
4213844 4213869 4213870 4213871 4213875
4213879 4213884 4213903 4213906 4213910
4213917 4213919 4213920 4213936 4213942
4213943 4213944 4213945 4213946 4213947
4213949 4213950 4213993 4213997 4214016
4214017 4214018 4214019 4214062 4214065
4214079 4214081 4214083 4214149 4214160
4214163 4214173 4214249 4214256 4214257
4214344 4214345 4214346 4214348 4214350
4214351 4214352 4214354 4214356 4214377
4214381 4214397 4214400 4214404 4214418
4214420 4214421 4214425 4214428 4214429
4214431 4214594 4214604 4214611 4214612
4214613 4214614 4214629 4214630 4214717
4214730 4214742 4214744 4214746 4214750
4214822 4214835 4214843 4214846 4214849
4214928 4214931 4214934 4214936 4214937
4214951 4214955 4214966 4214973 4215025
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4215027 4215030 4215031 4215032 4215036
4215037 4215040 4215041 4215044 4215045
4215050 4215063 4215064 4215067 4215074
4215089 4215119 4215136 4215138 4215140
4215141 4215142 4215143 4215165 4215166
4215219 4215259 4215260 4215265 4215266
4215270 4215272 4215316 4215317 4215319
4215323 4215324 4215328 4215334 4215339
4215342 4215345 4215346 4215349 4215393
4215396 4215397 4215399 4215407 4215408
4215411 4215424 4215434 4215435 4215438
4215462 4215478 4215486 4215487 4215490
4215492 4215522 4215527 4215528 4215530
4215540 4215544 4215548 4215549 4215550
4215564 4215565 4215574 4215575 4215582
4215584 4215586 4215594 4215665 4215674
4215676 4215681 4215682 4215683 4215685
4215693 4215694 4215696 4215744 4215745
4215749 4215755 4215775 4215776 4215777
4215778 4215779 4215798 4215806 4215857
4215886 4215940 4215943 4215951 4215959
4215963 4215964 4215965 4215977 4215999
4216004 4216006 4216051 4216054 4216058
4216059 4216065 4216125 4216126 4216127
4216128 4216129 4216214 4216217 4216220
4216230 4216232 4216241 4216242 4216248
4216259 4216260 4216271 4216272 4216278
4216305 4216313 4216315 4216318 4216319
4216322 4216344 4216345 4216347 4216348
4216349 4216413 4216415 4216416 4216420
4216423 4216425 4216426 4216429 4216433
4216440 4216445 4216448 4216449 4216462
4216488 4216491 4216492 4216496 4216571
4216578 4216579 4216582 4216625 4216633
4216634 4216638 4216639 4216641 4216647
4216649 4216651 4216656 4216664 4216666
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4216673 4216675 4216875 4216877 4216881
4216882 4216885 4216887 4216896 4216897
4216899 4216900 4216910 4216922 4216923
4216931 4216934 4216935 4216937 4216940
4216955 4216965 4216967 4217021 4217022
4217029 4217030 4217082 4217084 4217104
4217107 4217134 4217138 4217139 4217187
4217190 4217205 4217206 4217210 4217212
4217213 4217233 4217237 4217238 4217239
4217241 4217249 4217259 4217262 4217264
4217265 4217277 4217289 4217293 4217345
4217353 4217354 4217356 4217383 4217384
4217385 4217387 4217407 4217428 4217450
4217451 4217453 4217473 4217479 4217481
4217482 4217483 4217484 4217486 4217497
4217498 4217499 4217500 4217501 4217505
4217506 4217552 4217553 4217566 4217604
4217691 4217692 4217693 4217694 4217695
4217700 4217701 4217702 4217703 4217707
4217709 4217711 4217713 4217716 4217717
4217749 4217750 4217751 4217776 4217814
4217882 4217885 4217892 4217978 4218003
4218004 4218008 4218049 4218053 4218055
4218057 4218061 4218066 4218073 4218075
4218092 4218099 4218103 4218104 4218116
4218129 4218132 4218137 4218141 4218150
4218152 4218161 4218164 4218165 4218168
4218178 4218191 4218196 4218197 4218199
4218207 4218211 4218212 4218278 4218279
4218284 4218292 4218293 4218294 4218295
4218296 4218356 4218357 4218358 4218359
4218361 4218362 4218399 4218424 4218437
4218464 4218473 4218503 4218508 4218539
4218540 4218564 4218606 4218607 4218608
4218610 4218614 4218618 4218625 4218626
4218629 4218654 4218655 4218657 4218659
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4218661 4218664 4218670 4218712 4218716
4218722 4218723 4218724 4218725 4218726
4218727 4218728 4218743 4218755 4218765
4218808 4218815 4218840 4218841 4218843
4218845 4218846 4218847 4218860 4218906
4218910 4218914 4218916 4218917 4218918
4218919 4218921 4218926 4218929 4218934
4218988 4218995 4219001 4219003 4219005
4219008 4219010 4219075 4219079 4219080
4219082 4219084 4219089 4219120 4219130
4219151 4219152 4219224 4219242 4219259
4219262 4219294 4219298 4219305 4219306
4219332 4219382 4219492 4219494 4219496
4219497 4219502 4219503 4219504 4219506
4219508 4219541 4219560 4219571 4219586
4219635 4219642 4219645 4219653 4219664
4219669 4219683 4219692 4219695 4219696
4219697 4219699 4219702 4219705 4219716
4219717 4219721 4219776 4219781 4219880
4219883 4219885 4219893 4219897 4219899
4219905 4219914 4219929 4219935 4219936
4219937 4219940 4219958 4219959 4219971
4219973 4219974 4219976 4219977 4219979
4219980 4219982 4219983 4219984 4219992
4219993 4219994 4219996 4220003 4220009
4220010 4220094 4220098 4220100 4220101
4220106 4220111 4220152 4220158 4220169
4220171 4220172 4220320 4220321 4220325
4220337 4220338 4220340 4220353 4220383
4220385 4220387 4220389 4220429 4220431
4220436 4220441 4220459 4220460 4220464
4220484 4220485 4220487 4220499 4220504
4220506 4220514 4220601 4220605 4220825
4220827 4220829 4220834 4220836 4220837
4220839 4220848 4220851 4220903 4220914
4220944 4220945 4220946 4220947 4220948
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4220952 4220988 4220989 4220990 4220992
4220994 4221013 4221022 4221125 4221126
4221128 4221129 4221130 4221172 4221212
4221218 4221221 4221239 4221245 4221247
4221248 4221250 4221313 4221330 4221332
4221333 4221335 4221336 4221337 4221338
4221340 4221342 4221343 4221348 4221415
4221556 4221563 4221594 4221597 4221604
4221609 4221628 4221717 4221758 4221872
4221874 4221880 4221889 4222198 4222200
4222201 4222212 4222239 4222246 4222347
4222348 4222351 4222352 4222353 4222354
4222355 4222360 4222361 4222486 4222487
4222488 4222984 4222989 4222990 4222991
4222992 4222996 4223072 4223243 4223253
4223406 4223407 4225299
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APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
638991 
682530 
682530 

9 
5 
5 

05/09/2011
05/10/2009 
05/10/2019 

1008137 21 09/05/2011
1011780 2 24/05/2011
1020445 5 26/06/2011
1023436 3 05/07/2011
1024271 5 09/07/2011
1024274 5 09/07/2011
1024278 5 09/07/2011
1024279 5 09/07/2011
1024281 5 09/07/2011
1024284 5 09/07/2011
1024285 5 09/07/2011
1024286 5 09/07/2021
1024286 5 09/07/2021
1024287 5 09/07/2011
1024288 5 09/07/2011 12:06:07
1024289 5 09/07/2011
1024290 5 09/07/2011
1024291 5 09/07/2011
1024293 5 09/07/2011
1024294 5 09/07/2011
1024296 5 09/07/2011
1024669 9 10/07/2011
1024909 5 10/07/2011
1024912 5 10/07/2011
1025133 3 10/07/2011
1025319 5 11/07/2011
1025818 5 11/07/2011
1025857 5 11/07/2011
1025864 5 11/07/2011
1025898 34 11/07/2011
1026010 5 12/07/2011
1026013 5 12/07/2011
1026014 5 12/07/2011
1026101 29 12/07/2011
1026102 30 12/07/2011
1026482 19 13/07/2011
1026673 5 13/07/2011
1026769 9 13/07/2011
1027529 5 16/07/2011
 

1  
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1027531 5 16/07/2011
1027537 7 16/07/2011
1027539 11 16/07/2011
1027987 26 17/07/2011
1027989 32 17/07/2011
1028041 5 17/07/2011
1028045 5 17/07/2011
1028828 3 20/07/2011
1029417 3 23/07/2011
1029418 3 23/07/2011
1030461 11 25/07/2011
1031506 3 27/07/2011
1032377 9 30/07/2011
1033402 17 01/08/2011
1033468 16 01/08/2011
1033469 9 01/08/2011
1034421 30 06/08/2011
1035195 9 08/08/2011
1035196 16 08/08/2011
1035787 30 10/08/2011
1035788 30 10/08/2011
1036896 16 14/08/2011
1036900 28 14/08/2011
1038762 20 22/08/2011
1039565 30 27/08/2011
1039874 8 28/08/2011
1041978 25 04/09/2011
1042918 5 07/09/2011
1043806 9 11/09/2011
1045105 19 17/09/2011
1045977 25 19/09/2011
1049303 16 03/10/2011
1055431 5 30/10/2011 15:37:37
1065753 5 10/12/2011
1068382 16 20/12/2011
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
765807 - 5, 765806 - 5, 827432 - 5, 825825 - 5, 825826 - 5, 765808 - 5, 1305045 - 5, 1300511 - 5, 1299885 
- 5, 1299884 - 5, 1299883 - 5, 736060 - 5, 736061 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/S PSYCHOTROPICS 
INDIA LTD. , A - 32, DLF, SECTOR - 11, FARIDABAD - 121 006. 
P. I. PHARMACEUTICALS (PRIVATE) LIMITED, P. I. PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD., P.I. 
PHARMACEUTICALS (PRIVATE) LIMITED, P.I. PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1122010 - 25, 1360520 - 24: Proprietor Altered to T. BALAJI,P.USHA trading as VARNAM MATCHING 
CENTRE , NO. 45, D.B. ROAD, R.S. PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002.  
VARNAM MATCHING CENTRE, VARNAM MATCHING CENTRE

675831 - 21, 675830 - 21: Proprietor Altered to M/S. VIBHAVA INDUSTRIES , SF -208, Centre Point, 
Opp : Sanjevani Press, New Cotton Market, Hubli 580 029, Karnataka 
JAYAVANT PRODUCTS LIMITED, JAYAVANT PRODUCTS LIMITED

1043463 - 11: Proprietor Altered to ASHOK KUMAR B.JAIN , I-15,YASARPADI CO OPRATIVE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTSE, E.H ROAD, VYSARPADI, CHENNAI-39 
BHARAT INDUSTRIES,

1250797 - 36, 1263782 - 28, 121845 - 11, 503848 - 12, 1266909 - 28, 1238942 - 39, 1281487 - 28, 1281487 
- 12, 1266911 - 6, 1266911 - 25, 1266911 - 28, 1146300 - 12, 762329 - 12, 120957 - 12, 934671 - 12, 
1112688 - 12, 1266910 - 6, 1266909 - 6, 1266909 - 21, 566508 - 12, 120959 - 4, 1263783 - 37, 1400530 - 
12, 1266910 - 21, 1266910 - 25, 1266911 - 16, 1266908 - 28, 1266909 - 16, 1263782 - 28, 1263782 - 28, 
129625 - 7, 129634 - 7, 1250806 - 39, 1249213 - 37, 1002464 - 12, 1250806 - 36, 1250806 - 39, 1033642 - 
1, 196410 - 12, 1249215 - 37, 1236687 - 37, 129622 - 11, 121848 - 12, 1236687 - 42, 1250798 - 36, 
1236688 - 41, 129621 - 9, 120958 - 7, 120951 - 12, 1263783 - 12, 1281490 - 37, 1281488 - 37, 762307 - 12, 
1266908 - 25, 1266909 - 21, 1266909 - 25, 759312 - 7, 759314 - 9, 1236689 - 41, 129634 - 7, 120953 - 12, 
841204 - 4, 1281490 - 28, 1281488 - 12, 1416294 - 12, 1266910 - 16, 1266911 - 21, 1266909 - 6, 1266908 - 
6, 1112687 - 12, 1773 - 12, 1238942 - 36, 1112691 - 12, 129629 - 9, 759310 - 1, 759311 - 4, 120955 - 12, 
1250798 - 39, 120952 - 12, 1263782 - 12, 1249212 - 37, 129622 - 11, 129627 - 9, 1263782 - 12, 1001524 - 
12, 1266910 - 28, 1266911 - 21, 1351821 - 12, 1266908 - 21, 1112690 - 12, 1400528 - 12, 1400529 - 12, 
503191 - 12, 1236689 - 42, 1249214 - 37, 1236688 - 35, 129628 - 11, 1281490 - 12, 1281488 - 28, 1266908 
- 16, 1146301 - 12, 1146299 - 12, 352300 - 12, 1236532 - 37, 1236688 - 42, 1237730 - 37, 759315 - 11, 
759316 - 12, 888862 - 12, 1249214 - 37, 1250806 - 36, 1250797 - 39, 1236532 - 37, 129619 - 12, 129620 - 
7, 1263782 - 28, 186253 - 12, 788655 - 12, 1112689 - 12, 129626 - 12, 886413 - 12, 129617 - 9, 1236689 - 
35, 129621 - 9, 120953 - 12, 129629 - 9, 759310 - 1, 503191 - 12, 120955 - 12, 1236689 - 41, 1236689 - 
42: Proprietor Altered to GENERAL MOTORS COMPANY , 300 RENAISSANCE CENTER, CITY OF 
DETROIT, STATE OF MICHIGAN 48265-3000, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 300 RENAISSANCE 
CENTER, CITY OF DETROIT, STATE OF MICHIGAN 48265 - 3000, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA, 300 
RENAISSANCE CENTER, CITY OF DETROIT, STATE OF MICHIGAN 48265 - 3000, UNITED STATE OF 
AMERICA 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, MOTORS LIQUIDATION COMPANY, MOTORS LIQUIDATION 
COMPANY, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

474528 - 5, 474529 - 5, 474531 - 5, 500769 - 5: Proprietor Altered to WAKSMAN SELMAN 
PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. , 10/343 - A, ADIMURTHY NAGAR, ANANTAPUR - 515 001, A.P.  
WAKSMAN SELMAN PHARMACEUTICALS, WAKSMAN SELMAN PHARMACEUTICALS, WAKSMAN 
SELMAN PHARMACEUTICALS, WAKSMAN SELMAN PHARMACEUTICALS

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
120955 - 12, 120953 - 12, 888862 - 12, 1112691 - 12, 352300 - 12, 1266911 - 99, 566508 - 12, 1250806 - 
99, 503191 - 12, 759316 - 12, 196410 - 12, 1112689 - 12, 1112687 - 12, 1266911 - 99, 1281488 - 99, 
1266910 - 99, 1266910 - 99, 762307 - 12, 1237730 - 37, 1236532 - 37, 129620 - 7, 120958 - 7, 1249212 - 
37, 1250798 - 99, 120952 - 12, 1236689 - 99, 129629 - 9, 1146301 - 12, 1238942 - 99, 1238942 - 99, 
186253 - 12, 1266909 - 99, 1266908 - 99, 1266908 - 99, 1266910 - 99, 1281488 - 99, 129621 - 9, 129619 - 
12, 1236689 - 99, 1236687 - 99, 759315 - 11, 759310 - 1, 1400529 - 12, 1400528 - 12, 1146300 - 12, 
1281488 - 99, 1281487 - 99, 1250797 - 99, 1236688 - 99, 1236688 - 99, 129624 - 12, 129616 - 7, 886413 - 
12, 1033642 - 1, 120951 - 12, 129626 - 12, 762329 - 12, 1112690 - 12, 1266909 - 99, 1266909 - 99, 
1266909 - 99, 1351821 - 12, 1281490 - 99, 1281490 - 99, 1263782 - 99, 1266911 - 99, 1266910 - 99, 
1001524 - 12, 1281489 - 99, 129627 - 9, 1002464 - 12, 1249214 - 37, 1250798 - 99, 759314 - 9, 1266909 - 
99, 1266908 - 99, 1266911 - 99, 1266911 - 99, 1281490 - 99, 1263782 - 99, 129617 - 9, 121848 - 12, 
129628 - 11, 788655 - 12, 1266908 - 99, 1266908 - 99, 1266910 - 99, 1416294 - 12, 1281489 - 99, 1263783 
- 99, 1236688 - 99, 1250806 - 99, 1249213 - 37, 120959 - 4, 1249215 - 37, 1236687 - 99, 1281487 - 99, 
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129622 - 11, 129625 - 7, 1236689 - 99, 759312 - 7, 759311 - 4, 1773 - 12, 934671 - 12, 1281489 - 99, 
1400530 - 12, 503848 - 12, 1281487 - 99, 1146299 - 12, 1112688 - 12, 120957 - 12, 1263783 - 99, 1250797 
- 99, 841204 - 4, 121845 - 11, 129634 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to GENERAL MOTORS LLC. 
GENERAL MOTORS COMPANY

1703186 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV 
MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071., info@tasnco.com
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
612043 9 26/12/2019 15:13:13
645074 11 23/12/2019 16:16:07
645105 9 23/12/2019 16:16:49
645937 5 26/12/2019 12:47:27
645941 3 26/12/2019 12:47:48
646150 16 27/12/2019 14:19:28
778208 3 24/12/2019 16:23:44
1057564 5 23/12/2019 15:00:31
1057566 5 23/12/2019 15:00:58
1057567 5 23/12/2019 15:01:48
1057570 9 23/12/2019 15:02:10
1057577 5 23/12/2019 15:02:37
1057578 3 23/12/2019 15:03:02
1057581 5 23/12/2019 16:17:58
1057583 5 23/12/2019 15:03:32
1057585 16 23/12/2019 15:04:12
1057592 9 23/12/2019 15:13:50
1057594 11 23/12/2019 15:14:25
1057597 9 23/12/2019 15:15:03
1057602 12 23/12/2019 15:50:15
1057606 6 23/12/2019 15:50:50
1057608 30 23/12/2019 15:51:23
1057611 31 23/12/2019 15:52:29
1057632 5 23/12/2019 15:52:53
1057638 30 23/12/2019 15:53:23
1057649 9 23/12/2019 15:53:46
1057650 9 23/12/2019 15:54:29
1057660 30 23/12/2019 15:54:51
1057661 30 23/12/2019 15:59:01
1057662 30 23/12/2019 15:59:22
1057663 30 23/12/2019 15:59:45
1057664 30 23/12/2019 16:00:53
1057665 9 23/12/2019 16:01:15
1057667 9 23/12/2019 16:02:13
1057668 16 23/12/2019 16:03:31
1057671 32 23/12/2019 16:04:47
1057678 24 23/12/2019 16:05:15
1057693 4 23/12/2019 16:19:51
1057712 5 23/12/2019 16:05:46
1057716 5 23/12/2019 16:06:11
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1057718 5 23/12/2019 16:06:34
1057719 5 23/12/2019 16:07:03
1057720 5 23/12/2019 16:07:27
1057721 5 23/12/2019 16:07:54
1057726 21 23/12/2019 16:08:22
1057727 30 23/12/2019 16:09:19
1057765 5 23/12/2019 16:26:45
1057768 5 23/12/2019 16:27:09
1057769 5 23/12/2019 16:27:33
1057770 5 23/12/2019 16:27:57
1057771 5 23/12/2019 16:28:22
1057772 5 23/12/2019 16:28:44
1057774 5 23/12/2019 16:29:06
1057776 5 23/12/2019 16:29:33
1057788 11 23/12/2019 16:31:26
1057790 3 23/12/2019 16:37:46
1057791 26 23/12/2019 16:38:08
1057792 21 23/12/2019 16:38:34
1057795 30 23/12/2019 16:39:10
1057796 30 23/12/2019 16:39:33
1057797 30 24/12/2019 10:08:55
1057808 25 24/12/2019 10:09:27
1057809 25 24/12/2019 10:10:16
1057812 5 24/12/2019 11:20:10
1057814 6 24/12/2019 10:11:22
1057815 6 24/12/2019 10:12:40
1057816 6 24/12/2019 10:13:05
1057817 6 24/12/2019 10:13:27
1057818 6 24/12/2019 10:13:54
1057821 7 24/12/2019 10:14:24
1057822 23 24/12/2019 10:14:52
1057824 31 24/12/2019 10:15:14
1057826 3 24/12/2019 10:15:35
1057829 5 24/12/2019 10:16:01
1057832 5 24/12/2019 10:16:27
1057836 5 24/12/2019 10:16:49
1057842 5 24/12/2019 10:17:25
1057843 5 24/12/2019 10:17:46
1057844 5 24/12/2019 10:18:13
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1057847 5 24/12/2019 10:18:40
1057848 5 24/12/2019 10:19:06
1057849 5 24/12/2019 10:19:32
1057850 5 24/12/2019 10:19:55
1057860 30 24/12/2019 10:20:20
1057873 3 24/12/2019 10:38:05
1057874 5 24/12/2019 10:38:31
1057877 5 24/12/2019 10:39:00
1057882 30 24/12/2019 10:39:23
1057961 5 24/12/2019 11:21:29
1057965 23 24/12/2019 10:39:50
1057966 24 24/12/2019 10:40:11
1057967 25 24/12/2019 10:40:38
1057968 28 24/12/2019 10:41:27
1057971 3 24/12/2019 10:41:54
1057984 12 24/12/2019 10:42:25
1057986 1 24/12/2019 10:42:56
1057987 25 24/12/2019 10:43:23
1057989 17 24/12/2019 10:43:50
1057995 30 24/12/2019 10:44:11
1058005 25 24/12/2019 10:56:37
1058006 3 24/12/2019 10:57:04
1058007 34 24/12/2019 10:57:38
1058010 5 24/12/2019 11:22:34
1058012 5 24/12/2019 10:58:05
1058016 5 24/12/2019 10:58:41
1058018 9 24/12/2019 10:59:01
1058027 16 24/12/2019 10:59:31
1058029 9 24/12/2019 11:00:01
1058032 24 24/12/2019 11:00:29
1058040 5 24/12/2019 11:25:41
1058044 11 24/12/2019 11:00:55
1058056 10 24/12/2019 11:26:27
1058058 30 24/12/2019 11:01:25
1058061 9 24/12/2019 11:02:27
1058096 32 24/12/2019 11:03:55
1058097 30 24/12/2019 11:09:57
1058099 9 24/12/2019 11:10:22
1058100 16 24/12/2019 11:10:52
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1058101 9 24/12/2019 11:11:14
1058102 9 24/12/2019 11:11:39
1058166 25 24/12/2019 11:12:07
1058167 30 24/12/2019 11:12:36
1058211 5 24/12/2019 11:27:24
1058244 5 24/12/2019 11:27:48
1058272 9 24/12/2019 11:13:35
1058291 24 24/12/2019 11:14:00
1058292 24 24/12/2019 11:14:23
1058293 24 24/12/2019 11:14:44
1058296 16 24/12/2019 11:16:48
1058300 5 24/12/2019 11:28:09
1058301 5 24/12/2019 11:17:12
1058302 5 24/12/2019 11:17:33
1058315 30 24/12/2019 11:18:03
1058320 1 24/12/2019 11:18:35
1058329 5 24/12/2019 11:48:24
1058332 5 24/12/2019 11:48:45
1058337 30 24/12/2019 11:49:05
1058340 34 24/12/2019 11:49:40
1058353 10 24/12/2019 11:50:02
1058356 9 24/12/2019 11:50:28
1058358 6 24/12/2019 11:56:45
1058361 5 24/12/2019 11:57:12
1058362 5 24/12/2019 11:57:33
1058363 5 24/12/2019 11:57:54
1058364 5 24/12/2019 11:58:13
1058366 5 24/12/2019 11:58:55
1058367 2 24/12/2019 11:59:27
1058369 6 24/12/2019 11:59:54
1058370 11 24/12/2019 12:01:00
1058371 20 24/12/2019 12:03:22
1058372 21 24/12/2019 12:03:45
1058373 16 24/12/2019 12:04:12
1058374 7 24/12/2019 16:24:08
1058376 14 24/12/2019 12:04:39
1058377 7 24/12/2019 12:05:26
1058379 7 24/12/2019 12:05:45
1058382 25 24/12/2019 12:06:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1058385 16 24/12/2019 12:06:25
1058386 12 24/12/2019 12:10:11
1058404 5 24/12/2019 12:10:34
1058407 12 24/12/2019 12:10:54
1058408 12 24/12/2019 12:11:14
1058410 12 24/12/2019 12:11:43
1058411 12 24/12/2019 12:12:03
1058416 3 24/12/2019 12:22:04
1058417 16 24/12/2019 16:25:03
1058420 7 24/12/2019 12:22:43
1058421 11 24/12/2019 12:23:10
1058422 31 24/12/2019 12:23:31
1058424 20 24/12/2019 16:25:29
1058431 9 24/12/2019 12:23:59
1058432 5 24/12/2019 12:24:20
1058433 5 24/12/2019 12:24:56
1058441 34 24/12/2019 12:25:26
1058442 31 24/12/2019 12:25:54
1058444 25 24/12/2019 12:26:19
1058445 16 24/12/2019 16:26:14
1058446 9 24/12/2019 12:27:12
1058447 16 24/12/2019 12:27:38
1058449 30 24/12/2019 12:28:06
1058450 7 24/12/2019 12:28:47
1058495 3 24/12/2019 14:13:03
1058501 3 24/12/2019 16:27:19
1058503 30 24/12/2019 14:13:38
1058505 9 24/12/2019 16:27:49
1058506 25 24/12/2019 14:14:10
1058514 17 24/12/2019 16:28:10
1058516 34 24/12/2019 14:14:47
1058518 30 24/12/2019 14:15:10
1058519 30 24/12/2019 14:15:35
1058520 20 24/12/2019 14:16:00
1058521 8 24/12/2019 14:16:26
1058524 19 24/12/2019 16:28:36
1058526 19 24/12/2019 14:16:53
1058527 19 24/12/2019 14:17:16
1058532 18 24/12/2019 14:17:38
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1058542 19 24/12/2019 14:19:49
1058543 16 24/12/2019 14:22:24
1058555 5 24/12/2019 14:27:10
1058556 5 24/12/2019 14:27:37
1058557 5 24/12/2019 14:27:59
1058559 5 24/12/2019 14:28:34
1058561 5 24/12/2019 14:29:20
1058563 5 24/12/2019 14:37:00
1058565 5 24/12/2019 14:37:24
1058566 5 24/12/2019 14:37:44
1058569 5 24/12/2019 14:38:06
1058570 5 24/12/2019 14:38:30
1058571 5 24/12/2019 14:39:54
1058583 5 24/12/2019 14:40:19
1058584 5 24/12/2019 14:40:52
1058585 5 24/12/2019 14:41:24
1058586 5 24/12/2019 14:41:57
1058589 5 24/12/2019 14:42:19
1058590 5 24/12/2019 14:42:52
1058591 5 24/12/2019 14:43:20
1058592 5 24/12/2019 14:43:48
1058598 1 24/12/2019 16:29:32
1058599 9 24/12/2019 14:44:28
1058610 5 24/12/2019 16:30:40
1058621 5 24/12/2019 16:31:06
1058622 5 24/12/2019 16:31:47
1058636 5 24/12/2019 14:45:47
1058641 5 24/12/2019 14:46:14
1058642 5 24/12/2019 14:46:51
1058644 30 24/12/2019 16:32:39
1058646 11 24/12/2019 14:47:43
1058647 11 24/12/2019 14:48:11
1058649 3 24/12/2019 14:49:09
1058651 3 24/12/2019 14:49:37
1058654 3 24/12/2019 14:51:33
1058660 31 24/12/2019 14:52:40
1058662 25 24/12/2019 14:53:49
1058663 16 24/12/2019 14:55:06
1058664 7 24/12/2019 14:56:11
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1058665 12 24/12/2019 14:57:28
1058671 30 24/12/2019 14:59:08
1058674 24 24/12/2019 14:59:38
1058675 24 24/12/2019 15:00:02
1058682 9 24/12/2019 15:00:34
1058686 29 24/12/2019 15:00:56
1058688 5 24/12/2019 15:01:21
1058689 5 24/12/2019 15:59:01
1058690 5 24/12/2019 15:59:31
1058691 5 24/12/2019 15:59:58
1058692 5 24/12/2019 16:00:25
1058693 5 24/12/2019 16:00:46
1058695 29 24/12/2019 16:01:19
1058699 29 24/12/2019 16:01:48
1058701 30 24/12/2019 16:02:11
1058715 5 24/12/2019 16:02:34
1058721 16 24/12/2019 16:02:56
1058722 9 24/12/2019 16:11:09
1058723 16 24/12/2019 16:11:31
1058724 25 24/12/2019 16:33:36
1058726 9 24/12/2019 16:12:39
1058727 16 24/12/2019 16:13:00
1058731 7 24/12/2019 16:13:38
1058733 7 24/12/2019 16:14:03
1058735 7 24/12/2019 16:15:09
1058736 21 24/12/2019 16:15:30
1058737 11 24/12/2019 16:16:00
1058739 16 24/12/2019 16:16:26
1058756 31 24/12/2019 16:34:15
1058757 34 24/12/2019 16:16:50
1058761 11 24/12/2019 16:17:18
1058762 16 24/12/2019 16:18:08
1058767 24 24/12/2019 16:18:32
1058769 24 24/12/2019 16:19:29
1058796 25 24/12/2019 16:19:53
1058821 7 24/12/2019 16:20:15
1058911 6 24/12/2019 16:20:44
1058924 5 26/12/2019 10:35:46
1058925 5 26/12/2019 10:36:20
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1058926 5 26/12/2019 10:36:42
1058937 30 26/12/2019 10:37:12
1058940 30 26/12/2019 10:37:47
1058944 16 26/12/2019 10:38:09
1058953 7 26/12/2019 10:38:32
1058954 16 26/12/2019 10:39:10
1058959 30 26/12/2019 10:39:35
1058961 30 26/12/2019 10:40:06
1058962 30 26/12/2019 10:40:42
1058968 1 26/12/2019 10:58:53
1058969 1 26/12/2019 10:59:49
1058977 16 26/12/2019 11:00:25
1059041 5 26/12/2019 11:00:47
1059046 3 26/12/2019 10:43:17
1059058 32 26/12/2019 10:47:55
1059095 16 26/12/2019 11:02:10
1059098 3 26/12/2019 10:48:38
1059202 9 26/12/2019 11:02:37
1059291 25 26/12/2019 10:49:12
1059333 26 26/12/2019 10:49:34
1059339 30 26/12/2019 10:50:00
1059340 5 26/12/2019 10:50:27
1059341 5 26/12/2019 10:52:51
1059342 5 26/12/2019 10:53:19
1059344 5 26/12/2019 10:53:40
1059345 5 26/12/2019 10:54:04
1059346 31 26/12/2019 10:54:28
1059348 5 26/12/2019 10:55:12
1059349 5 26/12/2019 10:55:34
1059352 5 26/12/2019 10:55:55
1059355 5 26/12/2019 10:56:19
1059356 5 26/12/2019 10:56:42
1059357 5 26/12/2019 10:57:05
1059381 3 26/12/2019 12:48:49
1059388 30 26/12/2019 12:49:16
1059400 30 26/12/2019 11:04:59
1059403 30 26/12/2019 11:05:23
1059404 4 26/12/2019 11:05:43
1059406 34 26/12/2019 11:35:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1059407 32 26/12/2019 11:36:23
1059408 31 26/12/2019 11:36:44
1059410 30 26/12/2019 11:37:05
1059411 9 26/12/2019 11:37:28
1059426 34 26/12/2019 11:38:08
1059427 32 26/12/2019 11:38:30
1059429 17 26/12/2019 11:38:52
1059430 21 26/12/2019 11:39:15
1059433 3 26/12/2019 11:39:42
1059434 30 26/12/2019 11:41:06
1059435 30 26/12/2019 11:41:29
1059453 5 26/12/2019 12:49:53
1059458 5 26/12/2019 12:50:51
1059463 5 26/12/2019 12:51:40
1059473 1 26/12/2019 11:42:13
1059474 2 26/12/2019 11:42:33
1059475 3 26/12/2019 11:42:56
1059476 4 26/12/2019 11:43:24
1059477 5 26/12/2019 11:43:46
1059478 6 26/12/2019 11:44:08
1059479 7 26/12/2019 11:44:47
1059480 8 26/12/2019 11:45:39
1059481 9 26/12/2019 11:46:00
1059482 10 26/12/2019 11:46:20
1059483 11 26/12/2019 11:46:41
1059484 12 26/12/2019 11:48:01
1059485 13 26/12/2019 11:48:24
1059486 14 26/12/2019 11:49:42
1059487 15 26/12/2019 11:51:30
1059489 17 26/12/2019 11:52:25
1059490 18 26/12/2019 11:52:52
1059491 19 26/12/2019 11:53:12
1059492 20 26/12/2019 11:53:36
1059493 21 26/12/2019 11:53:57
1059494 22 26/12/2019 14:17:55
1059495 23 26/12/2019 11:54:40
1059496 24 26/12/2019 11:55:00
1059497 25 26/12/2019 11:55:21
1059498 26 26/12/2019 11:55:55
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1934 ,   30/12/2019  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1059499 27 26/12/2019 11:57:11
1059500 28 26/12/2019 11:57:52
1059502 30 26/12/2019 11:58:14
1059505 33 26/12/2019 11:58:42
1059506 34 26/12/2019 11:59:02
1059508 30 26/12/2019 11:59:27
1059509 32 26/12/2019 12:00:04
1059521 5 26/12/2019 14:18:43
1059522 5 26/12/2019 14:19:29
1059523 5 26/12/2019 14:20:00
1059530 9 26/12/2019 14:20:29
1059559 21 26/12/2019 12:03:00
1059567 20 26/12/2019 12:09:42
1059573 16 26/12/2019 12:10:22
1059970 3 26/12/2019 12:14:19
1059973 3 26/12/2019 12:14:46
1059976 3 26/12/2019 12:15:12
1059981 31 26/12/2019 12:15:36
1059982 3 26/12/2019 12:16:00
1059987 16 26/12/2019 12:16:26
1060065 7 26/12/2019 12:16:59
1060067 5 26/12/2019 12:17:35
1060068 2 26/12/2019 14:21:25
1060069 9 26/12/2019 12:21:54
1060070 7 26/12/2019 12:22:17
1060073 11 26/12/2019 12:22:45
1060075 12 26/12/2019 12:23:09
1060076 11 26/12/2019 12:26:39
1060162 21 26/12/2019 12:27:27
1060164 31 26/12/2019 12:27:57
1060166 34 26/12/2019 12:28:38
1060186 9 26/12/2019 12:29:16
1060190 25 26/12/2019 12:31:30
1060192 3 26/12/2019 12:31:49
1060203 12 26/12/2019 12:32:48
1060204 9 26/12/2019 12:33:12
1060276 20 26/12/2019 14:22:16
1060279 9 26/12/2019 14:22:45
1060280 16 26/12/2019 14:23:42
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1060283 9 26/12/2019 14:24:06
1060289 25 26/12/2019 14:24:44
1060302 32 26/12/2019 14:25:09
1060303 16 26/12/2019 15:14:25
1060318 9 26/12/2019 15:15:11
1060328 14 26/12/2019 15:15:34
1060336 25 26/12/2019 14:26:37
1060337 25 26/12/2019 14:27:00
1060338 25 26/12/2019 14:27:26
1060339 25 26/12/2019 14:27:50
1060340 25 26/12/2019 14:28:15
1060341 25 26/12/2019 14:28:44
1060342 25 26/12/2019 14:29:15
1060343 25 26/12/2019 14:30:00
1060347 21 26/12/2019 14:30:24
1060357 34 26/12/2019 14:31:09
1060360 9 26/12/2019 14:31:44
1060385 30 26/12/2019 15:16:52
1060396 5 26/12/2019 14:32:28
1060397 5 26/12/2019 14:33:05
1060399 5 26/12/2019 14:33:36
1060441 7 26/12/2019 15:17:31
1060461 16 26/12/2019 15:18:07
1060482 26 26/12/2019 14:34:27
1060483 16 26/12/2019 14:35:05
1060484 30 26/12/2019 14:35:39
1060498 2 26/12/2019 15:19:00
1060512 9 26/12/2019 15:20:05
1060516 9 26/12/2019 15:20:34
1060517 16 26/12/2019 14:36:34
1060520 24 26/12/2019 14:36:56
1060527 16 26/12/2019 14:37:19
1060543 12 26/12/2019 14:37:41
1060574 30 26/12/2019 14:38:03
1060575 29 26/12/2019 14:38:24
1060577 16 26/12/2019 14:39:11
1060579 5 26/12/2019 14:39:38
1060581 5 26/12/2019 14:51:18
1060583 17 26/12/2019 14:51:43
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1060606 32 26/12/2019 14:52:07
1060608 7 26/12/2019 14:52:31
1060614 9 26/12/2019 14:53:07
1060616 3 26/12/2019 14:53:31
1060634 9 26/12/2019 14:54:39
1060635 25 26/12/2019 14:56:13
1060637 9 26/12/2019 14:56:48
1060644 14 26/12/2019 14:57:40
1060645 14 26/12/2019 14:58:00
1060668 25 26/12/2019 14:58:21
1060669 16 26/12/2019 14:58:41
1060670 20 26/12/2019 14:59:02
1060671 14 26/12/2019 14:59:30
1060672 6 26/12/2019 15:01:06
1060673 10 26/12/2019 15:01:47
1060674 10 26/12/2019 15:02:14
1060688 5 26/12/2019 15:02:41
1060689 5 26/12/2019 15:03:36
1060690 5 26/12/2019 15:03:57
1060691 5 26/12/2019 15:04:23
1060693 5 26/12/2019 15:04:44
1060694 5 26/12/2019 15:05:07
1060695 5 26/12/2019 15:05:30
1060697 5 26/12/2019 15:05:58
1060698 5 26/12/2019 15:06:27
1060699 5 26/12/2019 15:06:55
1060729 29 26/12/2019 15:07:22
1060730 30 26/12/2019 15:07:50
1060731 11 26/12/2019 15:08:29
1060732 11 26/12/2019 15:09:40
1060736 9 26/12/2019 15:10:05
1060784 16 26/12/2019 15:10:32
1060785 9 26/12/2019 15:10:56
1060793 7 26/12/2019 15:11:18
1060796 32 26/12/2019 15:55:06
1060797 32 26/12/2019 15:55:38
1060800 11 27/12/2019 11:11:42
1060825 1 26/12/2019 15:56:21
1060836 25 26/12/2019 15:56:58
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1060851 3 26/12/2019 15:57:25
1060872 3 26/12/2019 15:58:13
1060874 3 26/12/2019 15:58:35
1060879 9 26/12/2019 15:59:01
1060891 24 26/12/2019 15:59:22
1060892 31 26/12/2019 15:59:42
1060894 21 26/12/2019 16:00:06
1060895 9 26/12/2019 16:00:38
1060899 16 26/12/2019 16:01:18
1060919 2 26/12/2019 16:01:40
1060920 17 26/12/2019 16:02:05
1060954 3 26/12/2019 16:02:29
1060955 11 26/12/2019 16:02:52
1060956 21 26/12/2019 16:03:15
1060957 19 26/12/2019 16:13:11
1060958 18 26/12/2019 16:13:57
1060959 14 26/12/2019 16:14:28
1060960 30 26/12/2019 16:15:13
1060961 29 26/12/2019 16:15:40
1060962 32 26/12/2019 16:16:09
1060963 24 26/12/2019 16:16:37
1060964 3 26/12/2019 16:17:09
1060965 11 26/12/2019 16:17:44
1060966 21 26/12/2019 16:18:10
1060967 19 26/12/2019 16:18:31
1060968 18 26/12/2019 16:18:59
1060969 14 26/12/2019 16:19:24
1060970 29 26/12/2019 16:19:46
1060971 30 26/12/2019 16:20:09
1060972 32 26/12/2019 16:20:39
1060973 24 26/12/2019 16:21:02
1060980 25 26/12/2019 16:21:31
1060993 5 26/12/2019 16:22:01
1060994 5 26/12/2019 16:22:25
1060996 5 26/12/2019 16:22:47
1060997 5 26/12/2019 16:23:13
1060998 5 26/12/2019 16:23:41
1060999 5 26/12/2019 16:24:12
1061000 5 27/12/2019 10:14:21
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1061001 5 27/12/2019 10:16:34
1061011 16 27/12/2019 10:17:09
1061012 16 27/12/2019 10:17:54
1061013 12 27/12/2019 10:18:23
1061014 12 27/12/2019 10:18:52
1061025 6 27/12/2019 10:19:21
1061026 6 27/12/2019 10:19:43
1061028 6 27/12/2019 10:20:07
1061029 7 27/12/2019 10:20:29
1061030 7 27/12/2019 10:20:51
1061032 24 27/12/2019 10:21:14
1061037 11 27/12/2019 10:21:52
1061042 12 27/12/2019 10:22:21
1061044 3 27/12/2019 10:22:48
1061047 16 27/12/2019 10:23:22
1061049 19 27/12/2019 10:23:48
1061050 16 27/12/2019 10:24:22
1061052 9 27/12/2019 10:24:52
1061053 25 27/12/2019 10:25:24
1061056 25 27/12/2019 11:15:42
1061060 5 27/12/2019 10:26:12
1061061 16 27/12/2019 10:26:35
1061062 7 27/12/2019 10:27:00
1061071 21 27/12/2019 10:27:26
1061086 7 27/12/2019 11:17:05
1061089 25 27/12/2019 10:27:54
1061090 25 27/12/2019 10:28:27
1061091 25 27/12/2019 10:37:20
1061097 9 27/12/2019 10:38:26
1061098 30 27/12/2019 10:39:16
1061103 5 27/12/2019 10:39:37
1061104 28 27/12/2019 10:45:36
1061106 11 27/12/2019 11:24:46
1061108 17 27/12/2019 10:46:16
1061115 25 27/12/2019 10:47:03
1061116 25 27/12/2019 10:47:29
1061123 19 27/12/2019 11:25:12
1061127 25 27/12/2019 10:48:04
1061136 11 27/12/2019 10:50:28
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1061137 32 27/12/2019 10:50:52
1061141 25 27/12/2019 10:51:12
1061142 9 27/12/2019 10:51:36
1061149 12 27/12/2019 10:52:06
1061151 3 27/12/2019 10:52:30
1061153 5 27/12/2019 11:26:10
1061154 5 27/12/2019 10:53:00
1061156 5 27/12/2019 10:53:22
1061157 5 27/12/2019 10:53:46
1061158 5 27/12/2019 10:54:14
1061159 5 27/12/2019 10:54:45
1061162 5 27/12/2019 10:55:07
1061179 5 27/12/2019 10:55:36
1061180 20 27/12/2019 10:55:59
1061182 3 27/12/2019 10:56:20
1061183 5 27/12/2019 10:56:46
1061194 3 27/12/2019 10:57:10
1061198 5 27/12/2019 10:57:34
1061201 5 27/12/2019 10:57:58
1061202 5 27/12/2019 10:58:33
1061203 5 27/12/2019 10:59:01
1061204 5 27/12/2019 10:59:27
1061206 5 27/12/2019 10:59:50
1061207 5 27/12/2019 11:00:21
1061208 5 27/12/2019 11:00:54
1061209 5 27/12/2019 11:01:24
1061210 9 27/12/2019 11:02:09
1061211 9 27/12/2019 11:02:58
1061212 9 27/12/2019 11:04:57
1061213 9 27/12/2019 11:26:49
1061214 9 27/12/2019 11:05:21
1061217 9 27/12/2019 11:27:12
1061218 16 27/12/2019 11:06:53
1061219 16 27/12/2019 11:27:43
1061221 16 27/12/2019 11:07:22
1061225 16 27/12/2019 11:07:46
1061226 3 27/12/2019 11:28:53
1061228 10 27/12/2019 11:29:45
1061233 5 27/12/2019 11:30:13
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1061239 12 27/12/2019 11:37:27
1061247 13 27/12/2019 11:37:50
1061250 21 27/12/2019 11:38:16
1061251 25 27/12/2019 11:38:37
1061253 33 27/12/2019 11:38:57
1061257 9 27/12/2019 11:39:24
1061259 9 27/12/2019 11:40:11
1061269 30 27/12/2019 11:40:40
1061272 8 27/12/2019 12:04:48
1061275 7 27/12/2019 12:05:11
1061277 5 27/12/2019 12:06:27
1061278 5 27/12/2019 12:06:53
1061281 11 27/12/2019 12:07:17
1061288 3 27/12/2019 12:07:37
1061289 9 27/12/2019 12:07:59
1061294 5 27/12/2019 12:08:20
1061295 5 27/12/2019 12:08:43
1061313 25 27/12/2019 12:09:06
1061338 9 27/12/2019 12:23:08
1061339 16 27/12/2019 12:23:31
1061340 30 27/12/2019 12:24:00
1061341 16 27/12/2019 12:28:32
1061345 5 27/12/2019 12:28:56
1061350 6 27/12/2019 12:29:17
1061351 12 27/12/2019 12:29:36
1061353 9 27/12/2019 12:30:00
1061357 7 27/12/2019 12:30:20
1061359 19 27/12/2019 12:30:46
1061360 19 27/12/2019 12:31:05
1061361 7 27/12/2019 12:31:26
1061362 19 27/12/2019 12:32:08
1061363 9 27/12/2019 12:32:35
1061366 11 27/12/2019 12:33:26
1061367 19 27/12/2019 12:33:54
1061369 12 27/12/2019 12:34:27
1061372 30 27/12/2019 12:34:57
1061376 12 27/12/2019 12:35:23
1061377 7 27/12/2019 12:35:44
1061378 12 27/12/2019 12:36:06
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1061379 25 27/12/2019 12:36:28
1061388 5 27/12/2019 12:40:39
1061402 29 27/12/2019 12:42:51
1061403 28 27/12/2019 12:44:07
1061414 9 27/12/2019 12:44:34
1061421 2 27/12/2019 12:44:57
1061427 25 27/12/2019 12:45:21
1061428 11 27/12/2019 12:45:44
1061431 5 27/12/2019 12:46:07
1061437 1 27/12/2019 12:46:31
1061439 17 27/12/2019 12:47:06
1061444 5 27/12/2019 12:47:33
1061445 5 27/12/2019 12:47:57
1061446 5 27/12/2019 12:48:19
1061447 5 27/12/2019 12:48:47
1061448 5 27/12/2019 12:49:26
1061481 30 27/12/2019 12:50:02
1061487 5 27/12/2019 12:50:53
1061489 5 27/12/2019 12:51:20
1061501 25 27/12/2019 14:20:20
1061517 19 27/12/2019 14:21:01
1061522 30 27/12/2019 14:21:33
1061532 5 27/12/2019 14:22:14
1061533 5 27/12/2019 14:22:40
1061534 5 27/12/2019 14:23:14
1061535 5 27/12/2019 14:23:52
1061536 5 27/12/2019 14:24:35
1061537 31 27/12/2019 14:25:09
1061539 31 27/12/2019 14:25:39
1061540 31 27/12/2019 14:26:03
1061541 31 27/12/2019 14:27:05
1061542 31 27/12/2019 14:27:30
1061543 31 27/12/2019 14:28:25
1061545 31 27/12/2019 14:28:47
1061547 5 27/12/2019 14:29:14
1061548 5 27/12/2019 14:29:53
1061549 5 27/12/2019 14:30:25
1061550 5 27/12/2019 14:30:52
1061552 29 27/12/2019 14:31:28
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1061555 16 27/12/2019 14:31:54
1061556 16 27/12/2019 14:32:35
1061557 24 27/12/2019 14:33:12
1061558 24 27/12/2019 14:33:47
1061559 25 27/12/2019 14:34:25
1061560 25 27/12/2019 14:34:51
1061561 26 27/12/2019 14:36:01
1061562 26 27/12/2019 14:36:38
1061564 1 27/12/2019 14:37:09
1061565 2 27/12/2019 14:37:35
1061566 3 27/12/2019 14:38:04
1061567 4 27/12/2019 14:38:27
1061568 5 27/12/2019 14:38:54
1061569 6 27/12/2019 14:39:40
1061570 7 27/12/2019 14:40:08
1061571 8 27/12/2019 14:45:17
1061572 9 27/12/2019 14:45:45
1061573 10 27/12/2019 14:46:37
1061574 11 27/12/2019 14:47:03
1061575 12 27/12/2019 14:47:29
1061576 13 27/12/2019 14:47:57
1061577 14 27/12/2019 14:48:21
1061578 15 27/12/2019 14:48:47
1061579 16 27/12/2019 14:49:08
1061580 17 27/12/2019 14:49:34
1061581 18 27/12/2019 14:50:14
1061582 19 27/12/2019 14:51:10
1061583 20 27/12/2019 14:51:44
1061585 22 27/12/2019 14:52:11
1061586 23 27/12/2019 14:52:43
1061587 26 27/12/2019 14:53:16
1061588 27 27/12/2019 14:53:45
1061589 28 27/12/2019 14:54:16
1061590 29 27/12/2019 14:54:41
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1934,   30/12/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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